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DEDICATION
This town report is proudly dedicated to GEORGE W, NASH.
From his appointment in 1946. George rose up through the ranks of the Middleton Fire Department and
was appointed Chief in August 1973 His dedication and leadership helped protect our families and
propert> for nearly fifty years.
His ability to develop and implement progressive ideas set the foundation for affordable and effective fire
protection of which we can be proud Never too busy to help those in need, he freely gave of his time and
talent to help make Middleton a safer place to live.
Since his retirement from active service in April 1993, George continues to play an active role in our
town's public safety as we prepare to enter the next century.
The Town of Middleton hereby dedicates this year's Town Report with great pride, and our sincere thanks
to George W Nash.
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TOWN OFFICIALS
ELECTED- 1994
MODERATOR
Norman I Nathan 1995
TOWN CLERK
Sarah B. George 1996
SELECTMEN
RicliardO Ajootian 1995
Joseph O Hocter. Sr 1995
Ricliard W Kassiotis 19%
Nancv M. Jones 1997
James G Hosman 1997
CONSTABLE
Constantme Papamechail 1995
BOARD OF ASSESSORS
Patricia A Ohlson 1995
Joanne W Tramontozzi 1996
Richard O Ajootian 1997
SCHOOL COMMFTTEE
Roger E. Dr>'sdale 1995
Georgia D Lewis 1996
Thomas E Skinner 19%
Deborah M Geisler 1997
Douglas H Mathews 1997
REGIONAL SCHOOL COMMITTEE
Arthur C Gould 1995
Diane H. McGowan 19%
Judv A. Gallerie 1997
PLANNING BOARD
George E. Dow. Sr 1995
MalchanC, Stanley- 1996
Beverly A. Popielsici 1997
Ronald S. Twing 1998
Scott D. Hamilton 1999
ELECTRIC LIGHT COMMISSIONERS
Charles S. Clinch Ifl 1995
Alfred J. Jones 1996
A. David Lenzie 19%
Stuart H. Lord Jr 1997
Richard W Kassiotis 1997
LIBRARY TRUSTEES
Theodore L. Novakowski 1995
Leonard A. Stone 1996
Manon B. Gibnan 1996
Theodore H. Butler 1997
Elizabeth F. Kenney 1997
HOUSING AUTHORITY
Faith Anderson Stone 1995
Darnel R. Lennox 1996
CaroUneB. Tricca 1997
Charles M Collier 1999
A. Stephen IngUs 1995
(state appointed)
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TOWN OFFICIALS
APPOINTED - 1994
Town Administrator
Ira S. Singer 1997
Town Accountant
Robert F. Murphy 1996
Treasurer/Collector
Charles W. Newhall 1996
Custodian of Town Lands
Robert F. Murphy 1995
Town Counsel
Jerome A. Segal 1996
Assessor
Thomas E. Acciavatti 1995
Chief of the Fire Department
Forest Warden
Henry Michalski. Jr.
Civil Defense Director
George W. Nash 1995
Chief of Police
Robert T. Peachey
Superintendent
of Schools
Joseph J Connelly. Ed. D.
Inspector of Buildings
Zoning Enforcement Officer
Fence Viewer
Robert M Aldenberg 1995
Alternate Building Inspector
William F. Cashman 1995
Health Agent and Sanitarian
Conservation Commission
Administrator
Hazardous Waste Coordinator
Leo J Cormier 1995
Plumbing and Gas Inspector
William A. Smith 1995
Inspector of Wires
James E. Marshall 1995
Alternate Inspector of Wires
John W. Milbery 1995
Town Librarian
Shirley M. Raynard
Dog Officer
Animal Control Officer
Inspector of Animals
Elizabeth L Heckman 1995
Superintendent of Public Works
Superintendent of Insect
Pest Control
Dennis R. Roy 1995
Superintendent of Burials
Florence M. Leary 1995
Veterans* Agent
George M. Farley 1995
Executive Director of the
Middleton Housing Authority
Kathleen A. Thurston
Director of the Council
on Aging
Catherine D LeClerc 19%
Middleton Electric Light
Department Manager
William Kelley
North Shore Regional Vocational
School District Representative
James M. Reynolds 1997
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Representative to the Metropolitan Area
Planning Council
Essex County Budget Advisory
Board Representative
Richard W Kassiotis
Representative to the Ipswich
River Watershed District
Advisory Board
Vacant
Representative to the Boxford
State Forest Advisory Board
Matthew W. Pride
Representative to the Harold
Parker State Forest
Advisory Board
Warren A Haas. Jr.
Board of Health
Niranjan Patel 1995
Dale P Buckley 1995
Dr. Robert R Nersasian 1996
Mary Jane Morrin 1996
Dr JayR Afrow 1997
Finance Committee
Paul M Gettings 1995
Stephen H. Durham 1995
Lisa A. Visone 1995
James E Davis 1996
Sharon L Nelson 1996
Robert Porteous 1997
Patrick R. Langone 1997
Board of Appeals
Joseph E Conceison (alt.) 1995
Roger E Dry sdale (alt ) 1995
Jeffrey D Schreiber 1995
Linda Parker 1996
John W Carrington 1997
Richard O Ajootian 1998
Stuart H. Lord. Jr. 1999
Registrars of Voters
Nancy L. Karolides 1995
Alice Milbery 1996
Mary C Hocter 1997
Sarah B. George (Ex Officio)
Conservation Commission
Gertrude M. Dearborn 1995
Robert N. Lambe 1996
Leonard W. Kupreance 1996
Warren A Haas. Jr 1997
Matthew P. Armitage
Arts Council
Kenneth F Lewis
_
1995
Susan A. Olmsted 1995
Peter Vantine 1995
Barbara J. Ryer 1995
Patricia E. Diskes 1996
Patricia H. Hart 1996
Council on Aging
Susan Moore 1995
Marv C. Hocter 1995
Mary S. Page 1995
Elizabeth A. Craveiro 1995
Hazel M Proctor 1995
Mar> Hamilton (alt) 1995
May Kaufman (ah. ) 1995
Josepliine R. Leary 1996
Ethel E. Lee 1996
Lome C.Davis 1996
Elaine Anthony 1996
Dorothy A. Ferreira 1997
Dorothea Faulkner 1 997
KathrynN Martinuk 1997
Olga Michalchuk 1997
Recreation Commission
PattiA. Flynn 1995
Louis PFiynn 1996
Diane Thibault 1996
Pnscilla C Neal 1996
David M. ThibauU 1997
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Historical Commission Jail Liaison Committee
Mary T. Tragert 1995
Robert W Fox 1996
Richard O Ajootian 1996
Sarah B George 1996
Lome C Davis 1997
Northeast Essex Regional
Recycling Committee
Leo J Cormier 1995
Dennis R Roy 1995
Nanc\ M. Jones 1995
Robert T Peachey. Police Chief
Selectmen's Representative
Sandra J. Masi. Neighborhood Representative
Mark Regan, Danvers Director of Planning
Ira S. Singer, Town Administrator
Finance Committee Representative
John A. Gooduin. Citizen-at-large (alt.)
Richard D Collins, Citizen-at-large
Robert Hurd, Citizen-at-large (alt.)
Henry P. Beauparlant, Sr., Neighborhood Rep.
Water Advisory Committee
Town Recycling Committee
Leo J Cormier 1995
Dennis R. Roy 1995
Nancy M Jones 1995
W Pike Messenger 1995
June Mohns 1995
Mar\ Jane Morrin-Story 1995
John P Caulfield 1995
Robert E Kelley 1995
Donna Bambury 1995
Glen A Bambury 1995
Robert Porteous 1995
Scholarship Committee
Louis S Cerullo 1995
Linda M. Levesque 1995
Mar\ C, Hocter 1995
Shirley A Murphy 1995
Donna J Butler 1995
Henry Michalski, Jr.. Fire Chief
Ira S. Singer, Town Admimstrator
Nancy M. Jones, Selectmen's Rep.
Planning Board Representative
Dennis R. Roy, Superintendent of the DPW
Leo J. Cormier, Health Agent
Health Insurance Study Committee
Ira S. Singer, Town Administrator
Robert F. Murphy, Town Accountant
Charles W. Newhall. Treasurer/Collector
David T. Leary, Sr.. Fire Union Rep.
Louis J. Fedullo. Police Union Rep.
Donald L. Abbott. Jr.. DPW Union Rep.
Edward J Richardson. Retirees' Representative
Stephen Belgiomo, Teachers' Union Rep.
William Kelley, MELD Manager
Danvers State Hospital Reuse
Planning Committee
Housing Partnership Committee
Kathleen A Thurston
Ira S. Singer (Ex Officio)
Elizabeth M. Lampes
Robert Crawford
Faith Anderson Stone
Joseph O. Hocter, Sr.
Claudia R. Johnson
Christopher M Gill
Leo J. Cormier
Linda M Levesque
Ronald S Twing
Richard O Ajootian
George E. Dow, Sr.
James G. Hosman
Tri-Town Police Reorganization Committee
Robert F. Murphy
Selectmens' Representative
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By-Laws Committee
Henr> Michalski. Jr . Fire Chief
Robert T Peachey. Police Chief
Finance Committee Representative
Ira S Singer, Town Administrator
Planmng Board Representative
Leo J Cormier, HeaUh Agent
Robert M. Aldenberg. Building Inspector
Dennis R Roy. Superintendent of DPW
Sarah B George, Town Clerk
Memorial Day Committee
Fred Rubchinuk
Mary C. Hocter
Doima Innis
George A, LeMay
M Alice Peters
Electric Light Study Committee
Richard W. Kassiotis. Selectmens' Rep.
Finance Committee Representative
Stuart H Lord. Jr., MELD Commissioners' Rep.
Alfred J Jones. MELD Commissioners' Rep
Robert F Murphy, Town Accountant
Ira S. Singer, Town Administrator
William Kelley. MELD Manager
Frank B. W. Brown, Citizen-at-large
Citizen-at-large
Cable Ad\isory Committee
Louis J. FeduUo
Frank N. FitzGerald
Richard W. Kassiotis
Stuart H. Lord. Jr.
Paul A. Pellicelli
Ira S Singer
Robert D. Twombly
Solid Waste Study Committee
Ira S. Singer
Leo J.Cormier
Dennis R Roy
Nancy M. Jones
Charles W. Newhall
Dr. Robert R. Nersasian
Glen A Bambury
Henry A. Tragert
Robert E Kelley
Mary Jane Morrin
Zoning Task Force
Henry A. Tragert. Citizen-at-large
Thomas J Harris, Citizen-at-large
Timothy A. Eagan, Citizen-at-large
John O Kunz, Board of Trade
Judson I. Deacon, Board of Trade
Paul F. Richardson, Board of Trade
Board of Health Representative
Jeffrey D Schreiber, Board of Appeals
Malchan Stanley, Planning Board
Robert M Aldenberg. Building Inspector
Richard W Kassiotis. Selectmen
Conservation Commission Representative
Ira S. Singer, (ad hoc)
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BOARD OF SELECTMEN
AND TOWN ADMINISTRATOR
ANNUAL REPORT
I am pleased to submit my thirteenth annual report
on behalf of the Board of Selectmen This report vvill
provide a brief summary of the important town
government activities and events during the Fiscal
Year from July 1. 1993 through June 30. 1994.
Details of the department and committee functions
are contained in the reports which follow.
Fiscal 1994 will be remembered as the year in which
residential growth accelerated to the highest level
since 1984.
Previously dormant subdivisions have been sold and
re-activated Many new developments have been
presented to the Planning Board. Land availability
combined with affordable interest rates pushed the
nimiber of new housing starts to an armual rate of
close to 100 homes
As in the mid 1980's, the Town again finds itself
struggling to keep up with the demands of a growing
population while adequately protecting
neighborhoods against improper development.
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION
AND FINANCIAL CONDITION
The financial condition and strength of a town
government in Massachusetts is commonly measured
bv things such as: level of free cash, (undesignated
fund balance), indebtedness, property values and
composition of tax and job base, per capita income,
local tax rate, budget expenditures, and extent and
quality of municipal services, especially schools.
The Town's free cash was certified at $733,559 as of
July 1. 1993.
Indebtedness remains at a relatively low level with
total outstanding principal owed by the Town of
$3,175,425, (as of June 30, 1994). This is only
12.5% of the total debt limit allowed by law, and all
but $1,275,000, (Howe-Manning School
rehabilitation), of this total is payable through
electric and water rates.
The fiscal year 1994 tax rate of $12.00 is on average
10-15% lower than many surrounding communities
on the North Shore in spite of the lack of
classification, (assigning a higher tax rate to
business and industry), This rate represented an
increase of less than 3% over fiscal year 1993 in
large part due to new property taxes and conservative
budgeting.
The combined values of all property in Middleton
increased dramatic 5.7% in Fiscal Year 1994 from
$492,689,000 to $520,870,000. Most of this increase
was from new construction instead of valuation
adjustments to existing property. Values are also
expected to make large gains next year when the
Town updates its property assessments in
compliance with State Department of Revenue
revaluation guidelines.
The largest financial problem facing the Town
continues to be the difiicult struggle to provide
municipal services and good schools to our growing
population in the face of fiscal constraints.
Although increased slightly, state aid still remains at
levels below those of 1988. Fortunately the Town
experienced some moderate increases of local
receipts in excise taxes, fees and permits, and
miscellaneous revenue.
With the passage of the State's Education Reform
Act, more than one half of the Annual Budget is now
considered mandated minimum spending
,
leaving
town government functions such as police, fire,
public works, and all others competing for the
remaining more limited tax dollars.
Efforts to reduce costs through regionalization and
cooperative purchasing continue. The Town is
actively participating in regional recycling projects
which have already saved thousands of dollars in
brush disposal costs for example Essex County is
helping coordinate many other such efforts including
state-of-the-art Geographic Information Systems for
many town offices.
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Following the fall national elections, renewed
interest is being placed upon limiting state and
federal mandates. In Middleton's case, existing
mandates are going to have a noticeable impact on
the annual budget The Town has been forced to
sign two DEP "Consent Decrees" The first one
orders the closing {by January 1. 1996) and the
capping of the landfill b> CX;tober 1996. The second
Consent Decree orders the Town to implement a
water line cross connection prevention program and
undertake other costly improvements to the Town's
water system
Both of these mandates are unfunded and come
originally from federal legislation and leave the
taxpayers of Middleton footing the fiill bill for these
costs.
INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS AND
CHANGES
Esse.x/Forest/North Main Street Safety
Improvements
The State Highway Department has approved the
TowTi's grant application to rebuild and signalize
this dangerous intersection. Efiforts are now being
made to extend this project to meet the Square
improvements, and possibly signalize a common
driveway for the Oak Knoll Senior Housing Project
and the Police Department. At the 1994 Annual
Town Meeting the Town appropriated fiinds for
design and engineering.
We are hopeftil that plan development, design
review, and all engineering can be completed by the
spring of 1996 Timely approvals by the
Massachusetts Highway Department may allow work
to begin as early as the fall of 1996
Boston Street Reconstruction Including Sidewalks
While a second grant application for Boston Street
was also approved for up to $1.5 million dollars in
highway improvements including resurfacing,
granite curbing, a possible sidewalk, and drainage
upgrades, the 1994 Town Meeting rejected the local
appropriation request for the Town's share of costs.
Residents were concerned improvements would
result in excessive road widening and tree and
landscaping losses. Others believed the work was not
needed since the developer of Fieldstone Place was
required to build 3700 feet of sidewalk from the
Square to the development's entrance on Boston
Street.
In the summer of 1994 a sidewalk was constructed,
primarily at the developer's expense, and is being
used by many residents However this badly needed
sidewalk did not reach the remaining stretch of
Boston Street to the North Reading Town hne, a
distance of another 1.7 miles. If the Town wishes to
fund this work on its own, it is estimated to cost
more than $250,000. And this would not include
any road, curb, or drainage improvements.
The Selectmen may consider submitting the State
Highway Department Grant Application before next
year's Town Meeting if abutters can be given
assurances that improvements will not diminish the
value, appearance, or use of their properties. Without
state and federal funding, the full brunt of all road
repaving. sidewalk construction, and drainage
improvements on Boston Street will have to be borne
b> local taxpayers.
Boston Street is one of only three roads in Middleton
which qualify for this type of 100% federal and state
funding Using federal and state taxes on this
important roadway frees up limited local f\mds to be
used for all of Middleton's other roughly 45 miles of
streets.
Route 62 Maple Street Reconstruction
In partial compensation for the new County Jail, a
State Highway Department Grant of $250,000 was
awarded to Middleton to pay for engineering and
design services to obtain state and federal funds to
reconstruct Maple Street from the Danvers Town
line to Kenney Road The Selectmen appointed
members of the Essex County Jail Liaison
Committee and three abutting business owners to
oversee the design of the new roadway.
This Committee is working with the Town's
consulting engineers to guide the design for
sidewalks, signals at the Howe-Station intersection
and improvements in site distance and drainage
along the entire one-half mile project length This
important project is now expected to bring in up two
million dollars in state and federal grant funding for
highway improvements. In the past the Town has
had the financial responsibility for repaving and
improving this main town thoroughfare.
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Once again the value of the Town owning its Light
Department will produce major aesthetic and safety
benefits during this project Middleton Electric
Light Commissioners have approved the plans to
place all utilitv lines at the Howe-Station intersection
underground. More than seven large poles will be
eliminated and street lights will be placed on
colonial stvle decorative poles similar to Middleton
Square The huge jumble of all other wires
crisscrossing the mtersection will be placed
underground.
Combined with granite curbing, sidewalks and new
defined roadways, this improvement will create an
exciting new "village" look for this busv intersection.
At this writing the project will be advertised and bid
in the spring of 1995. and construction may begin in
late summer or fall of 1995 as long as funds are
released in a timely manner. This project competes
with much of the federal ftinding of Boston's Central
Arterv Reconstruction which has already caused
many smaller MHD projects like ours to be
postponed
Lake Street Septic Disposal
The Town continues to make slow progress towards
solving a long standing sewer problem on Lake
Street. Lacking a central town wide sewer system,
plans were made with residents, and the Towns of
Danvers and Middleton to construct a community
leaching system for a few homes on Lake Street
which have insufficient capacity on theirs lots to
dispose of their waste water. When completed this
plan should eliminate septic system runoff potential
to the water supply in Middleton Pond along Lake
Street
Armed with final State Department of
Environmental permits and approvals, the Towns of
Middleton and Danvers hope to begin construction
dunng the summer of 1995.
Sewers In The Femcroft Development Area
As the full costs of constructing a secondary'
treatment plant in Salem Harbor are coming to light,
those homeowners whose towns are served by the
regional South Essex Sewage District will be facing
four to five fold increases in user fees due to a lack of
federal assistance in this 226 million dollar project.
Middleton does have 10%. (Femcroft Towers and
Memorial Drive Public Housing), of its residences
tied into this svstem which will be fully impacted by
these types of cost increases. The SESD estimates
our users will be responsible for 1/2 of one
percent.( .5%). of the abov e costs.
While there is little the Town can do to alleviate this
coming cost crunch, we must be doubly cautious
about any proposal to tie the remaining portion of
Middleton into the SESD.
Septic Wastewater Treatment For All Property
Owners
This long standing issue results firom the Town's
lack of a treatment plant to dispose of septic tank
waste pumped from private septic systems. State law
requires everv municipalitv' to provide its property
owners a place, (treatment plant), or a means,
(contract with treatment plant), to dispose of their
septic waste if not served by a public sewer.
The Essex-Middlesex Sanitary District was
established by Special Act of the Legislature to
create a regional six town district to solve this
problem. The District has invited and evaluated
proposals from private firms who would contract
with nearby existing treatment plants to accept and
treat septic wastewater of the six towns. Progress in
this area ground to a halt with the tumultuous
uprising which resulted from the State's proposal to
toughen Title 5 Septic System Regulations in the fall
of 1993.
If the District does move forward with a contract,
septic pumpers throughout the six town district
would then have a legal and permanent disposal site.
The costs of this contract would have to be absorbed
by either the District through the various town
budgets, or passed directly to the homeowners in the
form of higher pumping fees
The lack of progress does not reflect the potential
volatility of this issue. Until such time as area
treatment plants refuse to accept septic waste from
Middleton and the other five towns' haulers, no one
feels any pressure to finding a permanent solution.
But the issue is always there, quietly ready to create
a cost crisis to businesses and homeowners if for
example the Greater Lawrence Sanitary District
votes to stop accepting regional septic wastewater.
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Trash Disposal Transfer Station SCHOOLS
The final closure schedule for the landfill contained
in a "consent decree" with the State DEP will close
our landfill on or before January 1. 1996. The 1994
Town Meeting voted to ftind the construction of a
Transfer Station to be built at the closed landfill site.
At this writing the Town has signed a contract with
the engineering firm of Camp Dresser and McKee
Inc. of Cambridge, MA to design and obtain DEP
permits for the new Transfer Station The schedule
calls for the Station to be operational by the first of
1996. The Town is also negotiating with trash bum
plants in the region for a multi year contract to
accept all waste w hich cannot be recycled
The 1994 Town Meeting authorized the institution
of a trash fee to pay a large part of the additional
expense for out-of-town transport and disposal at an
area WTE. (Waste-To-Energy Plant).
Landfill Capping
A second equally important issue in this subject is
the timing of the final cover or capping of the active
landfill face This will cost between $1-12 million
dollars under state mandated regulations. Proper
capping insures no harmful leacheate will
contaminate the nearby Ipswich River or
neighboring water supplies We were hopefiil the
Central Artery Project would provide a good portion
of the expensive impervious clay capping material at
no cost to the Town. However due to delays in the
Boston project and the DEP's forced timing in the
Consent Decree, the Town must complete the
capping no later than October 15, 1996.
Since final design and bids for actual costs cannot be
obtained in time for this year's Town Meeting, it is
expected this will be presented to a Special Town
Meeting in January or February of 1996 in the form
of a Proposition 2-1/2 debt exclusion article and a
Special Election for the override.
Howe-Manning School
Seven years since the defeat of the $2.5 million
dollar bond issue to completely rehabilitate our main
school building, voters saw the wisdom of finishing
this project in one final phase. The 1993 Town
Meeting approved a $1,275 million dollar bond issue
to repair classroom heating, install handicap access,
make electrical, fire and life safety code
improvements, and replace lighting, doors, and
floors.
Repairs were completed by the end of 1994 including
the construction of a bright new facade and clock
cupola tower which houses the required elevator.
The TowTi sold the bonds on Wall Street on
November 1, 1994 at a twenty year low interest rate
of 4. 18%. As promised this one time approach saved
the Town several hundred thousand dollars and will
provide a modem and attractive school without
yearly dismptions for repairs.
School Expansion
An independent stud>' to project ten year school
eruollments through the year 2005 was
commissioned by a Special Town Meeting last
winter The Metropolitan Data Center, a subsidiary
of the Metropolitan Area Planning Council, which
provides planning services for 79 area cities and
towns, was hired to conduct the study. Study-
findings are detailed in the School Department's
report. In sum. the analysis clearly showed the need
for additional classrooms by the year 1997.
OTHER ADMINISTRATIVE BUSINESS
The Board of Selectmen held and attended more
than forty meetings to approve the bills payable,
resolve citizen complaints, conduct license and
permit hearings, and review and formulate the
municipal budget and all policy matters In addition
joint meetings were held with the Finance
Committee. School Committee. Board of Health,
Planning and Appeals Boards to work together on
common issues.
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Representatives of the Selectmen also attended and
participated in the Rec\cling And Northeast
Regional Recycling Committee. County Budget
Hearings. Essex County Selectmen's Association,
Solid Waste Advisory Subcommittee, Water
AdMsor\ Committee, School Building Committee.
Danvers State Hospital Task Force. Holiday Lighting
Committee, and Cable Advisory Committee, Jail
Liaison Committee, Scholarship Committee, and
Housing Partnership Committee.
Some of the more time consuming and noteworthy
activ ities during the year included:
Held numerous special
meetings to review the
Fiscal Year 1994
Budget and Capital
Improvement Plan
including an "all day"
Saturday session to
closely examine
operating budgets.
Holding the line on
permanent pay raises
to between 3 and 4%
allowed the Town to
maintain services
without layoffs.
* Maintained the Wall Street certification of the
Town's excellent bond rating of Al, which along
with favorable market conditions, resulted in the
School Rehabilitation Bonds being sold at a low
4. 118% interest rate
* Met with Sheriff Reardon and the Jail Liaison
Committee to monitor operations at the jail
which affected Town government or the
neighborhood. Tliis committee also guided and
reviewed the design of a comprehensive
highway improvement project on Route 62 in
front of the jail.
* Worked closely with the Tri-Town School
Union Administration to improve
communication and operating budget controls.
Improvements in capital planning and scheduled
building maintenance are readily apparent from
the reorganization of the central administrative
staff. The rehabilitation of the school was
accomplished without building displacement of
any students.
Continued participation in the latest Reuse Task
Force formed by Danvers to make
recommendations for reuse of all land within the
two town 5 1 1 acre state ovmed parcel.
Was awarded a second $15,000 as part of the
Essex County Home Consortium's grant
aRjlication for Federal housing funds. The
Housing Partnership Committee established
guidelines on the use of these funds to make
repairs to affordable housing in Town. A
contract was awarded to the Danvers Housing
Partnership Program to
administer the program
in Middelton.
* Through its Board of
Health. Middleton joined
the Memmack Valley
Public Health Coalition,
awarded grant funds
from the State Tobacco
Control Program to
educate and control
tobacco usage among
minors. At this writing
the Coalition staff is working with the Board of
Health and proposing to regulate smoking in
public restaurants and the use and sale of
tobacco to minors.
Attended several meetings of the Essex County
Selectmen's Association. The interaction with
area Selectmen brings new ideas to Middleton's
town government
Installed a large generator donated by Essex
County at the Fuller Meadow School for
emergency shelter needs Residents now have
the benefit of the school being fully capable of
serving as an emergency shelter. This donation
saved the Town more than $30,000 compared to
purchasing and installing a new generator.
Made arrangements for the televising of weekly
Selectmen's Meetings. Surprisingly, Board
members are informed that many folks are
tuning in on a regular basis to keep abreast of
local issues and see their town government in
action.
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Applied for. received, and distributed a grant of
$225,000 from the State as compensation for
being the host communitv of the Essex County
Jail Funds were allowed to be used for
equipment and program purchases and were not
be permitted to be applied towards salary
expenses Equipment purchases ranged from a
book automation computer for the Library to
new Fire Department radios, and two new
vehicles for the DPW and Police Departments.
Efforts continue to obtain additional assistance
in Ime with what was granted to other county
jail host communities.
Developed a public awareness program with the
Animal Control Officer and the Board of Health
to respond to the Rabies Epidemic. Oversaw the
enforcement of the Emergency Leash Law.
Successfully petitioned the Massachusetts
Highway Department to re-establish a School
Safet\ Zone on Route 1 14 at the entrance of the
Fuller Meadow School.
* Appointed four new reserve officers to the
Middleton Police Department after conducting
an extensive selection process.
* Met with Representative Donna Cuomo and
Senator Robert Buell to support legislation in
the best interest of the Town.
As I begin my thirteenth year as Town
Administrator. I extend my sincere thanks and
appreciation to the Board of Selectmen. Department
Heads, my capable Administrative Secretary,
employees. Committee Chairpersons and residents of
Middleton for their support, advice, encouragement,
and good guidance.
It continues to be a pleasure to work with so many
Middleton people who unselfishly contribute so
much to the well being of this fine community
Ira S. Singer
Town Administrator
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SPECIAL TOWN MEETING
December 29, 1993
On Tuesday. December 28. 1993, voters of the Town
of Middleton met at the Howe-Manning School.
Moderator Norman Nathan called the Special Town
Meeting to order at 7:55 pm. Town Clerk Sarah
George read the return of service of the warrant. Mr.
Nathan reported to the Meeting that Calvin
Cleveland was retiring as Interim Superintendent of
Schools after 2 1/2 years of service, and he
introduced the new Superintendent. Dr. Joseph
Connelly, and Assistant Superintendent. Robert
Milley. The seven articles on the warrant were then
disposed of as follows:
ARTICLE 1 : On petition of the School Committee
to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $76,500 to be added to the local School
Operating Budget of $1,689,627 for FY 1994. and to
see if such funds will be raised from available State
Education Aid to Middleton.
The Finance Committee recommended adoption of
Article 1 and the Meeting voted to do so
unanimously.
ARTICLE 2: On petition of the School Committee
to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $49,000 to be added to the local School
Operating Budget of $1,689,627 for FY 1994; and to
see if such funds will be raised from available State
Education Aid to Middleton.
Town Meeting voted imanimously to adopt Article 2
on the recommendation of the Finance Committee.
ARTICLE 3: On petition of the Board of Selectmen
and School Committee to see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the siun of $8,000 to complete
a School Enrollment Projection Study under the
direction of the School Committee and School
Building Advisory Committee, and to see if such
ftmds will be raised by transfer from Free Cash.
The Finance Committee recommended that the
Meeting adopt Article 3, and it voted to do so
unanimously.
ARTICLE 4: On petition of the Masconomet
Regional School Committee to see if the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,141 to be
added to the Fiscal Year 1994 Masconomet Regional
School District af^ropriation of $1,496,549 to meet
the minimum expenditure requirements of the State
Education Reform Act, and to see if such funds will
be raised from available State Education Aid to
Middleton.
The Meeting followed the recommendation of the
Finance Committee and voted unanimously to adopt
Article 4.
ARTICLE 5: On petition of the Board of Selectmen
to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $10,000 pursuant to the provisions of
Chapter 44, Section 53C of the Massachusetts
General Laws, to be placed in a separate fund, as
provided in said Section, together with all paid detail
money received by the Town, for the purpose of
compensating employees for paid details within ten
( 10) working days after said details are performed, to
the extent of the money in said separate fund, and to
see if such funds will be raised from Free Cash
PURPOSE: The purpose of this article is to
establish a separate account for paid police details in
accordance with the Collective Bargaining Contract
between the Town of Middleton and the Middleton
Police Benevolent Association.
The Finance Committee recommended adoption of
Article 5, and the Meeting voted unanimously to do
so.
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ARTICLE 6: On petition of the Board of Selectmen
and the Inspector of Buildings to see if the Tovvti
will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $7,500;
said funds to be used to employ an Alternate or Local
Building Inspector to assist the Inspector of
Buildings in the plan re\'ie\v process and with field
inspections due to the hea\'\ volume of construction
activity
,
and to see if such funds will be raised by
transfer from FY 94 Permit Fees, (Offset Receipts),
in accordance with Massachusetts General Laws,
Chapter 44, Section 54 1/2.
The Finance Committee recommended adoption of
Article 6 as read, and the vote to do so was
unanimous.
ARTICLE 7: On petition of the School Committee
to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $75,000 to be added to the Howe
Manning School Renovation Project Appropriation;
and to see if such funds will be raised b> taxation, by
transfer from av ailable ftinds, or by any combination
thereof
The Finance Committee recommended adoption of
Article 7 with the funds to be raised bv borrowing
After a brief discussion of whether or not a 2/3 vote
was required, the Finance Committee, on the
recommendation of Town Counsel, changed its
recommendation to take the Funds from Free Cash.
The Meeting voted to do so unanimously
At 8: 10 pm a motion was made, seconded, and voted
unanimously to dissolve the Special Town Meeting.
Respectfiilly submitted.
Sarah B. George
Town Clerk
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ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
May 10, 1994
Voters of tlie Town of Middlelon met in the North
Shore Techrucal High School gyitmasium on Tuesday,
May 10. 1994. Mockrator Norman Nathan called the
meeting to order at 8 :00 pm and declared that a quorum
was present. Town Clerk Sarah George read the return
of seaice of the warrant showing that the meeting had
been duly called and posted at Memorial Hall, the Post
Office. Femcrofl Tower, Howe Station Market, and
Fuller Pond Village on April 25. 1994 Clerk George
also pointed out to the Meeting that on May 24th
Moderator Nathan would celdwate his 50th armiversary
in broadcasting. The Meeting indicated its admiration
and congratulations with a thunderous round of
applause.
Boy Scout Troop 19 under the direction of Roger
LeMa\, Scoutmaster, and Dana Masse. Mike Shney,
Chris Reardon. and Todd Ma>'nard, Assistant
Scoutmasters presented the colors and led the meeting
in saluting the flag.
The Moderator acknowledged the loss of Raymond
Famsworlh. Chairman of the Conservation Commission
and active member of the Ipswich River Watershed
Association and a "very decent and lovely man " Mr.
Nathan asked for a moment of silence in his memory.
The Meeting then went on to consider the articles on the
Warrant;
ARTICLE 1: To hear and act on Committee Reports
The School Building Committee reported on the School
Enrollment Projection Study prepared as a result of the
action of the Special Town Meeting, December 28,
1993 The report was presented by Jay Buhr of the
Metropolitan Data Center at the Metropohtan Area
Planning Council.
ARTICLE 2: To see if the Town will vote to authorize
the Town Treasurer with the approval of the Selectmen
to borrow money from time-to-time in anticipation of
the revenue of the financial year beginning July 1. 1994
in accordance with the provisions of Massachusetts
General Laws. Chapter 44, Section 17.
The Finance Committee recommended passage of
Article 2. The Moderator explained that when the
Finance Committee recommends an article they are
both making and seconding the motion that the article
be adopted Article 2 was adopted by a unanimous
voice vote.
ARTICLE 3: On petition of the Board of Selectmen
acting in the capacit> of the Personnel Board to see if
the Town will vote to amend the Town Consolidated
Personnel Plan Section 7.08 per the following pages:
The Finance Committee recommended passage of
Article 3 with the salary of the Library Director at
$20,000. Anthony Duskey made an amendment, which
was seconded from the floor, that the Library Director's
salary be reduced to $17,043 to be commensurate with
an inflation rate of 3%. Paul Gettings. Betty Kenney,
and Ted Butler spoke in favor of the $20,000 salary.
The voice vote on the amendment did not carry Article
3 was adopted bv' a voice vote with the Library
Director's salary at $20,000.
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TOWN OF MIDDLETON
COMPENSATION PLAN
FOR TOWN EMPLOYEES FISCAL YEAR 1995
Position/Title:
Voted Effective:
July U 1993;
Proposed
July 1, 1994:
Moderator
Constable
Superintendent of Burials
Registrar of Voters
Clerk-Registrar of Voters
Selectman-Chairman
Selectman
School Committee-Chairman
School Committee
loom,
loom.
300/Yr.
95/Election
175m.
2, loom.
i,6oom.
750m.
600fYT.
lOOA^r.
lOOA'r.
SOOA'r.
95/Election
175m.
2, loom.
i,6oom.
750A^r.
600/Yr.
Assessor (each Member)
Range of $500 - $2,000 depending upon
education/training level
Assessor Field Inspection
Stipend/Parcel (For
Revaluation Purposes and
Building Permits Only)
Cable Television Technician
2,ooom.
$12/Parcel
2,ooom.
$12/Parcel
7.50/Hr. 7.72/Hr.
Secretary For:
Planning Board
Board of Appeals
Board of Health
Conservation Commission
Persormel Board
Finance Committee
Town Counsel
Town Clerk
Custodian
Census Workers
Poll Workers - Officers
Poll Workers - Tellers
Veteran's Agent
Department of Public Works:
Superintendent of Public Works
FY 95 Range of $40,352m.-
$46,437A'r.
69.53/Mtg.
69.53/Mtg.
69.53/Mtg.
69.53/Mtg.
69.53/Mtg.
69.53/Mtg.
10,506m.
21,400m.
7.48/Hr.
9.09/Hr.
6.73/Hr.
5.74/Hr.
6,327m.
45,084/Yr.
71.62/Mtg.
71.62/Mtg.
71.62/Mtg.
71.62/Mtg.
71.62/Mtg.
71.62/Mtg.
ii,ooom.
22,042m.
7.70/Hr.
l,050m.
6.93/Hr.
5,91/Hr.
6,517m.
46,437m.
Water Department Management
Stipend
DPW Foreman
Emergency Call Wages
2,000/Yr.
13.88/Hr.
104.00/Wk.
2,ooom.
14.30/Hr.
104.00/Wk.
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Position/Title:
Voted Effective:
July 1, 1993:
Proposed
July 1, 1994:
Part-Time Truck Driver
Part-Time Laborer
Inspections Department:
Gas/Plumbing Inspector
Wiring Inspector
Alternate Building Inspector
Building Inspector
FY 95 Range of $32,960A'r.
$39,459m.
Animal Control Officer
Health Agent
FY 95 Range of $36,203
$38,773m.
Landfill Gate Attendant
Landfill Monitors
Finance/Administration
:
Town Administrator
FY 95 Range of $49,7I0m.
$54,273m.
Administrative Secretary
FY 95 Range of $24,O00A'r.-
$27,OO0A^r.
7.85/Hr.
6.38/Hr.
5,500m.
7,800m.
14.70Hr.
38,310/Yr
9,785m.
37,644m.
8.28/Hr.
6.38/Hr.
52,692/Yr.
24,708/Yr.
8.09/Hr.
7.00/Hr.
5,665/Yr,
8,034/Yr.
15.14/Hr.
39,459/Yr.
10,765m.
38,773m.
8.53/Hr.
6.57/Hr.
54,273m.
27,ooom.
Town Accountant
FY 95 Range of $34,373/yr.-
$38, 192m.
Treasiwer/CoUector
FY 95 Range of $3 1,518m.-
$35,020m.
Assessor/Appraiser
FY 95 Range of $36.76im.
$39,37im.
Fire Department Stipends:
Drillmaster
Mechanic
Fire Prevention Officer
37,080m.
34,ooom.
38,224m.
50/Yr.
520m.
520m.
38,192m.
35,020m.
39,37im,
5om.
52om.
520m.
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Voted Effective: Proposed
Position/Title: July 1, 1993: July 1, 1994:
ivccrcauon L/cpdiuiicni.
Summer Recrestion Program
Program Director 11.35/Hr. 11.80/Hr.
Program Assistant 7,95/Hr. 8.27/Hr.
Recreation Assistants 5.40/Hr. 5.62/Hr.
Crossing Guard 67.50AVk. 69.50AVk.
Library:
*
Library Director 16,547m. 18,20im.
FYQS Ranop nf tl7 SOO/Yr -t^O OOn/Vrr 1 yj ixaii^c ui ^1 / ^j\j\)f I r.~^zv/,uwv// 1 r.
rinance corrmiiuee ivecommencis >/u,uuu/yr.
Qtf^n 1olCp 1 o.'r //nr. 8 79/Hr
Step 2 (6 months) 9.09/Hr. 9.36/Hr.
Step 3 (18 months) 9.67/Hr. 9.96/Hr.
oiep "+ \ moninsj lu.U4/rir. lu, jt/nr.
oiep 3 (j4 montns) lU,z4/rir. ' lu.jj/nr.
Adult Services Librarian
Children's Librarian
rvcicrcnLC i^iurandn
oiep I a 17/14,o. I //nr. o.tz/ni.
Step 2 (6 months) 8.80/Hr. 9.06/Hr.
Step 3 (18 months) 9.27/Hr. 9.55/Hr.
Q fy'XIViry ,sjjiTii
.
Q go/Hry . y ill
,
Step 5 (54 months) 9.82/Hr. 10.12/Hr.
Clerk Typist/Page 5.51/Hr. 5 68/Hr.
Custodian 5,834m. 6,009m.
Council On Aging:
Program Director 8,750m. 9,025m.
FY QS Ranop r»f t7 7?S/Vr ^QMKIWrr I yj i\itiigc ui ^ / , 1 AJi 1 1. -q>7,uz j/ 1 r.
Meal Site Coordinator 7.14/Hr. 8.00/Hr.
Council On Aging Driver 8.69/Hr. 9.69/Hr.
Medical Transportation Drivers 5.96/Hr. 6.14/Hr.
ARTICLE 4:
On petition of the Board of Selectmen to see if the Town will vote to fix
the compensation of eleaed ofiBcers; to determine whether any Town Board
shall be authorized to employ for additional salary or compensation any of its
members; provide for a reserve fund; and to determine what simis of money
the Town will raise and appropriate, including appropriation from interest for
the ensuing twelve months. The following pages constitute the detail of this article.
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NUMBER
APPROVED
FY 93
APPROVED
FY 94
DEPARTMENT
REC8JEST
FY 95
SELECTMEN &
FIN/(X>M 1995
RECOMMENDATION
FUND: 01 GENERAL FUND
Department #114 TOWN MODERATOR
5100 Personal Services
DEPARTMENT TOTAL
FUNCTION 100: GENERAL GOVERNMENT
100
100
100
$100
100
$100
100
$100
Department #122 SELECTMEN/ADMINISTRATOR
5100 Personal Services
5200 Purchase of Services
5400 Purchase of Supplies
5700 Other Charges & Expenses
DEPARTMENT TOTAL
Department #131 FINANCE COMMITTEE
5100 Personal Services
5200 Purchase of Services
5400 Purchase of Supplies
5700 Other Charges & Expenses
DEPARTMENT TOTAL
Department #135 TOWN ACCOUNTANT
5100 Personal Services
5200 Purchase of Services
5400 Purchase of Supplies
5700 Other Charges & Expenses
5800 Capital Outlay
DEPARTMENT TOTAL
Department #141 ASSESSORS
5100 Personal Services
5200 Purchase of Services
5400 Purchase of Supplies
5700 Other Charges & Expenses
5800 Capital Outlay
DEPARTMENT TOTAL
Department #145 TREASURER/COLLECTOR
5 1 00 Personal Services
5200 Purchase of Services
5400 Purchase of Supplies
5700 Other Charges & Expenses
5800 Capital Outlay
83,179
16,750
1,240
29,526
$130,695
808
115
100
40,150
$41,173
22,974
530
600
80
100
$24,284
63,885
7,810
1,350
2,000
$75,045
71,882
9,600
2,100
400
900
87,500
16,950
1,240
31,140
$136,830
834
115
100
40,150
$41,199
44,231
530
600
80
0
$45,441
67,354
7,910
1,350
2,000
$78,614
76,503
10,700
2,200
400
92,173
16,950
1,240
30,930
$141,293
859
115
100
40,150
$41,224
45,558
2,090
600
225
150
$48,623
69.114
7,%0
1,350
2,000
$80,424
77,795
11,050
2,200
425
0
92,173
16,950
1,240
30,930
$141,293
859
115
100
40,150
$41,224
45,558
2,090
600
225
150
$48,623
69,114
7,%0
1,350
2,000
$80,424
77,795
11,050
2,200
425
0
DEPARTMENT TOTAL $84,882 $89,803 $91,470 $91,470
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NUMBER
DEPARTMENT SELECTMEN &
APPROVED APPROVED REQUEST FIN/COM 1993
FY 93 FY 94 FY 95 RECOMMENDATION
Department #151 TOWN COUNSEL
5100
5200
Personal Services
Purchase of SerNices
DEPARTMENT TOTAL
Department #152 PERSONNEL BOARD
5 1 00 Personal Services
5200 Purchase of Services
5400 Purchase of Supplies
5700 Other Charges & Expenses
DEPARTMENT TOTAL
Department #161 TOWN CLERK
5100 Personal Services
5200 Purchase of Services
5400 Purchase of Supplies
5700 Other Charges & Expenses
5800 Capital Outlay
DEPARTMENT TOTAL
Department #162 ELECTIONS/ REGISTRATIONS
5100 Personal Services
5200 Purchase of Services
5400 Purchase of Supplies
5800 Capital Outlay
DEPARTMENT TOTAL
Department #171 CONSERVATION COMMISSION
5100 Personal Services
5200 Purchase of Services
5400 Purchase of Supplies
5700 Other Charges & Expenses
5800 Capital Outlay
DEPARTMENT TOTAL
Department #175 PLANNING BOARD
5 1 00 Personal Services
5200 Purchase of Services
5400 Purchase of SuppUes
5700 Other Charges & Expenses
10,200
7,500
$17,700
540
80
20
$640
24,745
2,045
850
100
1,800
$29,540
7,550
4,135
650
$12,335
1,320
250
50
65
$1,685
7,045
1,950
450
915
10,506
7,500
$18,006
556
80
20
$656
29,030
2,060
850
100
1,800
$33,840
4,805
2,525
650
1,000
$8,980
1,390
300
50
65
$1,805
8,316
1,950
450
915
11,000
8,000
$19,000
573
80
20
$673
31,342
2,060
850
100
1,800
$36,152
7,765
3,200
550
0
$11,515
1,432
550
60
150
100
$2,292
8,518
1,950
450
915
11,000
8,000
$19,000
573
80
20
$673
$31,342
2,060
850
100
1,800
$36,152
7,765
3,200
550
0
$11,515
1,432
550
60
150
100
$2,292
8,518
1,950
450
915
DEPARTMENT TOTAL $10,360 $11,631 $11,833 $11,833
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DEPARTMENT SELECTMEN &
APPROVED APPROVED REQUEST FIN/COM 1995
NUMBER FY 93 FY 94 FY 95 RECOMMENDATION
Department #176 BOARD OF APPEALS
5100 Personal Services
5200 Purchase of Services
5400 Purchase of Supplies
5700 Other Charges & Expenses
4,071
2,400
100
60
5,339
2,900
100
60
6,455
2,900
100
60
6,455
2,900
100
60
DEPARTMENT TOTAL $6,631 $8,399 $9,515 $9,515
Department #181 INDUSTRL\L DEVELOPMENT
5200 Purchase of Services 100 100 100 100
DEPARTMENT TOTAL $100 $100 (PI AA$100 Cl AA
Department #192 TOWN BUILDINGS
5100 Personal Services
5200 Purchase of Services
5400 Purchase of Supplies
8,573
21,950
5,800
4,120
25,950
5,800
4,400
5,900
4,400
5,900
DEPARTMENT TOTAL $36,323 $35,870 $36,250 $36,250
FUNCTION 100
TOTAL GENERAL GOVERNMENT
FUNCTION 200: PUBLIC SAFETY
$530,464 J53y,4o4
Department #210 POLICE DEPARTMENT
5 1 00 Personal Services
5200 Purchase of Services
5400 Purchase of SuppUes
5700 Other Charges & Expenses
5800 Capital Outlay
470,974
37,404
17,055
13,650
32,000
510,256
40,604
16,160
14,750
34,000
532,761
41,530
16,360
14,750
35,000
532,126
41,530
16,360
14,750
35,000
DEPARTMENT TOTAL $571,083 $615,770 $640,401 $639,766
* Finance Com. recommendation is $532,761, which includes Police Chiefs base salary of $47,505, while
Selectmen's recommendation for this position is $46,870 with a total budget of $532,126.
In both cases, the current Chief earns an additional $10,500 in incentive, holiday, and longevity pay.
** Cruiser replacement funds (two cruisers) transferred into Operating Budget
for first time in FY95. FY 93 and FY 94 are shown for comparative purposes
only since they were warrant articles in those years.
Department #220 HRE DEPARTMENT
5100 Personal Services
5200 Purchase of Services
5400 Purchase of Supplies
5700 Other Charges & Expenses
5800 Capita! Outlay
493,972
26,350
19,285
2,250
1,500
511,005
27,250
19,485
2,950
1,500
529,173
27,300
19,785
2,950
1,500
529,173
27,300
19,785
2,950
1,500
DEPARTMENT TOTAL $543,357 $562,190 $580,708 $580,708
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NUMBER
DEPARThtENT SELECTMEN &
APPROVED APPROVED REC^JEST FIN/COM 1995
FY 93 FY 94 FY 95 RECOMMENDATION
Department #241 INSPECTIONS DEPARTMENT
5100 Personal Services
5200 Purchase of Services
5400 Purchase of Supplies
5700 Other Charges & Expenses
5800 Capital Outlay
DEPARTMENT TOTAL
Department #291 CIVIL DEFENSE
5200 Purchase of Services
DEPARTMENT TOTAL
Department #292 ANIMAL CONTROL
5 1 00 Personal Services
5200 Purchase of Services
5400 Purchase of Supplies
5700 Other Charges & Expenses
5800 Capital Outlay
DEPARTMENT TOTAL
Department #2% TOWN CONSTABLE
5100 Personal Services
DEPARTMENT TOTAL
FUNCTION 200
49,972
1,650
250
5,202
$57,074
100
$100
8,500
3,700
725
1,300
500
$14,725
100
$100
53,877
1,840
350
5,202
600
$61,869
100
$100
9,785
4,700
725
1,300
500
$17,010
100
$100
55,658
2,140
450
5,530
1,000
$64,778
100
$100
14,265
4,700
725
1,300
500
$21,490
100
$100
55,658
2,140
450
5,530
1,000
$64,778
100
$100
14,265
4,700
725
1,300
500
$21,490
100
$100
TOTAL PUBLIC SAFETY $1,186,439 $1,257,039 $1,307,577 $1,306,942
FUNCTION 300: EDUCATION
Department #301 SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
5100 Personal Services
5200 Purchase of Services
5400 Purchase of Supplies
5700 Other Charges & Expenses
5800 Capital Outlay
1,233,266
280,467
84,545
19,222
5,000
1,373,011
271.197
107,650
44,369
18,900
1,509,474
326,605
112,852
25,453
2,065
1,509,474
326,605
112,852
25,453
2,065
DEPARTMENT TOTAL $1,622,500 $1,815,127 $1,976,449 $1,976,449
Department #302 MASCONOMET SCHOOL DISTRICT
5600 Intergovernmental
Payments
1,434,453 I,4%,553 1,634,632 1,634,632
DEPARTMENT TOTAL $1,434,453 $1,496,553 $1,634,632 $1,634,632
FUNCTION 300 *
TOTAL SCHOOL DEPARTMENT $3,056,953 $3,311,680 $3,611,081 $3,611,081
* Does not include North Shore Technical School Budget contained in Article 14.
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NUMBER
DEPARTMENT SELECTMEN &
APPROVED APPROVED REQUEST FIN/COM 1995
FY 93 FY 94 FY 95 RECOMMENDATION
FUNCTION 400: PUBLIC WORKS & FACILITIES
Department #420 PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
5100 Personal Services
5200 Purchase oi Services
5400 Purchase of Supplies
5700 Other Charges & Expenses
5800 Capital Outlay
263,247
56,050
107,250
22,250
41,000
278,491
56,600
107,950
22,250
41,000
286,866
61,600
114,250
22,250
50,000
286,866
6 1 ,600
114,250
22,250
50,000
UbrAKlMLNl lUlAL $489,797 $506,291 $534,966
¥ UNL 1 ION 400
TOTAL PUBLIC WORKS
Department #511 BOARD OF HEALTH
FUNCTION 500: HUMAN SERVICES
$534,966 $534,966
5 1 00 Personal Services
5200 Purchase of Services
5400 Purchase of Supplies
5700 Other Charges & Expenses
67,207
8,800
1,000
135,350
69,540
8,600
1,000
135,450
72,808
9,250
900
135,650
72,808
9,250
900
135,650
DEPARTMENT TOTAL $212,357 $214,590 $218,608 $218,608
Department #541 COUNCIL ON AGING
5100 Personal Services
5200 Purchase of Services
5400 Purchase of Supplies
5700 Other Charges & Expenses
5800 Capital Outlay
37,657
3,835
1,420
3,000
42,329
4,035
1,720
3,100
600
45,339
4,060
1,720
3,200
1,200
45,339
4,060
1,720
3,200
1,200
DEPARTMENT TOTAL $45,912 $51,784 $55,519 $55,519
Department #543 VETERAN'S AGENT
5100 Personal Services
5200 Purchase of Services
5400 Purchase of Supplies
5700 Other Charges & Expenses
6,143
105
170
12,550
6,327
105
170
12,550
6,517
105
170
12,550
6,517
105
170
12,550
DEPARTMENT TOTAL $18,968 $19,152 $19,342 $19,342
Department #545 TRI-TOWN COUNCIL
5200 Purchase of Services 9,818 10,113 10,450 10,450
DEPARTMENT TOTAL $9,818 $10,113 $10,450 $10,450
Department #546 HELP FOR ABUSED WOMEN
5200 Purchase of Services 500 1,000 1,000 1,000
DEPARTMENT TOTAL $500 $1,000 $1,000 $1,000
Department #547 HANDI-RIDE PROGRAM
5200 Purchase of Services 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000
DEPARTMENT TOTAL $3,000 $3,000 $3,000 $3,000
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NUMBER
Department #548 MIDDLETON GARDEN CLUB
APPROVED
FY 93
APPROVED
FY 94
DEPARTMENT
REQUEST
FY 95
SELECTMEN &
FIN/COM 1995
RECOMMENDATION
5200 Purchase of Services 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500
DEPAR I MENT TOTAL $1,500 $1,500 $1,500 $1,500
Department #549 LOCAL CABLE BROADCASTS
5200 Purchase oi Services 1,000 1,700 2,000 2,000
DEPARTMENT TOTAL $1,000 $1,700 $2,000 1P>^ f\f\f\$2,000
Department #550 NORTH SHORE TRANSPORTATION TASK FORCE
5200 Purchase of Services 500 500 500 500
DEPARTMENT TOTAL $500 $500 $500 $500
FUNCTION 500
TOTAL HUMAN SERVICES $293,555 $303,339 $311,919 $311,919
Department #610 FLINT PUBLIC LIBRARY
5100 Personal Services
5200 Purchase of Services
5400 Purchase of Supplies
5700 Other Charges & Expenses
5800 Capital Outlay
89,221
13,880
32.615
725
1,500
94,153
15,080
35,100
800
1.500
105,870
14,980
36,100
800
1,500
104,071
14,980
J0,1UU
800
1 CAA1,500
DEPARTMENT TOTAL $137,941 $146,633 $159,250 $157,451
* Finance Com. recommendation is $105,870, which includes Library Director's salary of $20,000, while
Selectmen's recommendation for this position is $18,201 with a total budget of $104,071
.
Department #630 RECREATION COMMISSION
5100 Personal Services
5200 Purchase of Services
5400 Purchase of Supphes
5700 Other Charges & Expenses
7,293
1,050
450
4.100
4,566
4,750
450
4,600
4,749
4,750
750
4,800
4,749
4, /3U
750
A OAA4.800
DEPARTMENT TOTAL $12,893 $14,366 $15,049 $15,049
Department #691 HISTORICAL COMMISSION
5200 Purchase of Services 300 300 300
•5AA300
DEPARTMENT TOTAL $300 $300 $300 $300
FUNCTION 600
TOTAL CULTURE & RECREATION $151,134 $161,299 $174,599 $172,800
Department #710 DEBT SERVICE
FUNCTION 700: DEBT SERVICE
5801 Principal
5915 Interest
0
0
0
26,763
125,000
50,400
125,000
50,400
FUNCTION 700
TOTAL DEBT SERVICE $0 $26,763 $175,400 $175,400
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DEPARTMENT SELECTMEN &
APPROVED APPROVED REQUEST FIN/COM 1995
NUMBER FY 93 FY 94 FY 95 RECOMMENDATION
FUNCTION UNCLASSIFIED
Department: MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS
195 6 500 6,500
1% Audit 11,000 11,000 11,000 11,000
197 Xmas Lights 350 350 350 350
199 Street Lights 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000
692 Memorial Day 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500
911 Retirement 209,000 217,000 215,000 215,000
913 Unemployment 6,000 7,000 7,000 7,000
914 Sick Leave 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000
914 Health Insurance 200,000 237,000 265,000 265,000
915 Group Insurance 825 825 2,000 2,000
916 Medicare Payroll Tax 16,500 17,500 18,000 18,000
945 Liability & Work 128,000 128,000 118,000 118,000
Comp. Insurance
TOTAL UNCLASSIFIED $631,175 $678,175 $696,350 $696,350
TOTAL OPERATING BUDGET $6,280,546 $6,755,860 $7,342,356 $7,339,922
GENERAL FUND 01
FUND: 28 WATER DEPARTMENT
FUNCTION 400: WATER SPECIAL REVENUE
Department #451 WATER DEPARTMENT
5100 Personal Services 0 2,000 2,000 2,000
5200 Purchase of Services 500 500 500 500
5400 Purchase of Supplies 16,000 16,000 16,000 16,000
5700 Other Charges & Expenses 600 600 600 600
5800 Capital Outlay 1,500 0 0
5900 Debt Service 85,577 81,958 78,340 78,340
TOTAL WATERFUND 28 $102,677 $102,558 $97,440 $97,440
OPERATING BUDGET
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Tlie Finance Committee recommended passage of
Article 4 with a Total of $7,342,356 on page 15 of the
Warrant, and hne 5100 m Department 210 (Police) to
be $532,761 on page 10. and line 5 UK) in Department
610 (Librar>) to be $105,870 on page 14 Thev'
recommended that $9,000 from Fire Alarm Fees be
appropriated to Dept 220. that $30,000 from the
Ambulance Fund be appropriated to Deprt 220. that
$97,400 from Water Receipts be appropriated to Dept
451. that $16,500 be appropriated from Meal/Trip Fees
& N.S E S. Grant to Dept. 541. and that $5.0(K) from
the Femcroft Fund and $7,184,416 from the Tax Levy
be aipropriated to the fund Operating Budget Joseph
Hocter made a motion that on page 10. hne 5100 in
Department 610 (Library) be amended from $532,761
dovvTi to $532. 126 After a brief discussion, the vote on
the amendment did not carr\. Paul Lindquist. Ira
Singer, and Patrick Langone discussed the addition of
capital outlay line items in the Pohce and DPW budgets,
and the debt service for the Fuller Meadow School
reno\ ation project The Meeting voted to adopt a Total
Gyrating Budget of $7,342,356 as recommended by
the Finance Committee and a total Water Department
Budget of $97,440.
ARTICLE 5: On petition of the Middleton
Planning Board to see if the Town will vote to
rezone two parcels of land to an I-H2 Interstate
Highway Light Industrial District as follows:
1. A parcel on Locust Street from an RIB
Residential District to an IH-2 Interstate
Highway Light Industrial District.
This land is identified as Lot 9 on the Middleton
Board of Assessors Map number 21 It is fiirther
identified as the land shown as Lot 1 on a "Plan of
Land in Middleton. Massachusetts. Scale 1" =100';
November 12. 1992; Hayes Engineering, Inc., Civil
Engineers and Land Surveyors; 603 Salem Street,
Wakefield. MA 01880; Owner: Ferncroft Realty
Trust." bounded and described as follows:
NORTHEASTERLY: by Locust Street on several
course, two thousand one hundred ninety-two and
79/100 (2,192.79) feet;
SOUTHEASTERLY: bv land now or formerly of
Morris C. and Anna Belle Flammia, three hundred
mnety-two and 06/100 (392.06) feel;
SOUTHWESTERLY: by land of County of Essex,
Essex County Agricultural School, eight hundred
eighteen and 00/100 (818.00) feet;
SOUTHWESTERLY: by land of Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, two hundred sixty-five and
95/100 (265 95) feet;
WESTERLY by Lot 2 as shown on said plan, five
hundred eighty' and 00/100 (580.00) feet;
SOUTHWESTERLY: by Lot 2 as shown on said
plan, five hundred thirty and 89/100 (530.89) feet;
NORTHWESTERLY: b> land of Massachusetts
Institute of Technologv', forty-nine and 95/100
(49.95) feet; fifty and 07/100 (50.07) feet; fifty-nine
and 60/100 (59.60) feet; seventy and 98/100 (70.98)
feet; fifty-four and 70/100 (54,70) feet; thirty-nine
and 00/ioO (39.00) feet; sixty and 90/100 (60.90)
feet; seventy-two and 89/100 (72.89) feet; and
eighty-two and 88/100 (82.88) feet;
NORTHERLY: by land of Baystate Hotel Investors
Ltd.. forty-two and 36/100 (42.36) feet; one hundred
twenty and 90/100 (120.90) feet; one hundred thirty-
nine and 86/100 (139,86) feet;
NORTHERLY: by Locust Street, thirty-two and
92/100 (32,92) feet.
Containing 34,70 acres, more or less, as shown on
said plan; and
2. A parcel of land located off Locust Street from
an "I" Institutional district to an "IH-2"
Interstate Highway Light Industrial District.
This land is a portion of the land shown as Lot 16 on
the Middleton Board of Assessors' Map number 20
The land located off Locust Street and Ferncroft
Road. Middleton, Massachusetts owned by the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology , bounded and
described as follows:
NORTHEASTERLY: by land of the Flatley
Company, one thousand thirty and 93/100 (1,030 93)
feet;
EASTERLY: by land now or formerly of Quinn and
Landolphi Trustees, five hundred sixty and 00/100
(560.00) feet;
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SOUTHERLY: by other land of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, one thousand fifty and
00/100 (1.050.00) feet;
WESTERLY: by land of Max Webber. Inc., nine
hundred ninety and 34/100 (990.34) feet.
Containing 17.83 acres, more or less.
PURPOSE: The purpose of Article 5 is to rezone
propert) on Locust Street to a newly created
Interstate Highway Zone (IH-2) contiguous to the
current Interstate Highway Zone (IH). Permitted uses
are listed in Article 6 as printed below in Section
4.11 I
Both the Finance Committee and the Planning Board
recommended adoption of Article 5. After a lengthy
discussion, a vote was taken by a showing of hands.
Since the Yes vote was 251 and the No vote was 226,
the article was not adopted because a 2/3 vote is
required for passage of a zoning amendment.
ARTICLE 6: On petition of the Middleton
Planning Board to see if the Town will vote to adopt
any or all of the following amendments to the
Middleton Zoning By-law: (see purpose at the end of
this article on the bottom of Page 2 1
)
I. To amend Section 3 1 b> deleting lines 8, 9, 10,
and 11 under "Special Districts" in its entirety
and insert in their place under "Special District"
the following lines
8 "C" Conservancy District (Sec 4 8)
9. "I" Institutional District (Sec. 4.9)
10. "IH" Interstate Highway Business Zone
(Sec. 4.10)
11 "IH-2" Interstate Highway Light Industrial
District (Sec. 4 11)
12. "WP" Watershed Protection District (Sec. 4. 12)
II To amend Section 4 of the Middleton Zoning
By-law by re-numbering the following sections
as follows:
Section 4.11 "Watershed Protection District" in its
entirety to become Section 4.12.
Section 4 12 "Flood Plain Overlay District" in its
entirety to become Section 4. 13.
Section 4 13 "Cluster Development" in its entirety to
become Section 4.14.
III. By adding the following new sections to Section
4 (Use Regulations):
Section 4.11 IH-2: Interstate Highway Light
Industrial District
This District is intended to allow for light industrial
and administrative and executive office type uses, in
an area abutting an Interstate Highway Business
Zone District and serviced by an Interstate Highway
system.
Section 4 11.1 Permitted Uses (with Site Plan
Approval Section 8.1)
A) Offices for administration, executive or
professional purposes
B) Plant for light manufacturing of electronic or
electrical devices, appliances, apparatus or
supplies
C) Plant for manufacture of medical, dental or
drafting instruments, optical goods, watches or
other precision instruments.
D) Public utility or communications use, or any
governmental use not specifically permitted in
this District, provided such use is necessary for
the service of the vicinity or requires a location
within the District for reasons of space and
functions
E) Accessory buildings and uses normally
incidental to a permitted use.
Section 4.11.2 Allowed By Special Permit Subject to
the approval of the Board of Appeals:
A. Laboratory engaged in research, experimental or
testing activities: (but not including any
laboratory, the conduct of which is dangerous to
the zone through fire, explosion, emission of
wastes or other causes, or detrimental to
adjacent property by reason of noise, vibration,
dust, heat, smoke, ftimes. odor or other effects).
IV. To amend by adding to Section 5 0 11 the
following:
Section 5.0. 11.D. In an Interstate Highway Light
Industrial District (IH-2) the following screening and
buffers shall be required:
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1. The buffer area shall consist of a strip of land,
natural or landscaped and shall be a minimum
of one hundred (100) feet in width or depth from
a Residential District Rl-A. Rl-B. RA. and RA
It shall contain a screen of vertical habit
retained or planted so as to provide a dense strip
not less than ten (10) feet in width and not less
than eight (8) feet in height at the time of
occupanc>' of any such lot The quality' of
denseness shall begin at or near ground level
and continue to the required height Individual
trees and shrubs shall not be planted more than
three (3) feet on center, and shall thereafter be
maintained b\ the owner and/or occupant so as
to maintain a dense screen year round Masonr>
walls or fences of any kind shall not be
substituted for this requirement, but may be
incorporated into any such screening plan Any
such wall or fence shall be erected towards the
interior of the lot and not outside the planting
area so as to be visible from any residential
property Any wall or fence so erected shall not
be greater than the height of eight (8) feet. The
use of razor or barbed wire at the top side of any
wall or fence is prohibited.
2 No structure, parking area, or above ground
facility of any kind shall be erected placed or
added to within the buffer strip except that
access roads or driveways through said buffer
strip to property located in a Residential District
may be allowed by Special Permit by the Board
of Appeals.
Section 5 0.1I.E In an Interstate Highway Light
Industrial District (IH-2) the following street and
sideline plantings shall be required:
1. Street and sideline plantings shall be required
on any premises in an Interstate Light Industrial
District (IH-2) for each sideline which meets
any public way. Such plantings are required
when any new building, addition or change of
use requires a parking increase of five (5) or
more spaces.
2 The sideline planting area shall be at least five
(5) feet wide, free of any paving (except for
access drives connecting abutting premises), and
shall contain screening from the street line to
the deepest point on the premises having
buildings or parking. Screening shall be located
or trimmed to avoid blocking egress visibility.
3 The street planting shall consist of a staggered
row of trees within twenty feet of the street line,
either planted or retained and being of size,
species, and spacing such that tree crowns will
approximately meet at maturity Species shall
be those common to the area and which reach an
ultimate height of not less than thirty (30) feet.
4. Any site plan submitted for review under
Section 8 1 shall indicate any existing trees of 4"
trunk diameter or greater if within twenty-five
(25) feet of any public way or within five (5) feet
of any side lot line. No tree shall be removed
unless, following referral to the Conservation
Commission, such removal is approved b> the
Board of Appeals on grounds that poor tree
health or access and public safet>' dictate.
V To see if the Town will vote to amend the
Middleton Zoning By-law by deleting in its
entirety Section 5 II I (Front Yards) and
replace it with the following sections:
5. 1 1.1 Front Yards
In all Business and Industrial Zones on North Main
Street and in an Interstate Highway Light Industrial
District, a front yard (building setback) of not less
than one hundred (100) feet from the center line of a
road shall be required. The required front yard shall
be maintained and landscaped as open space.
VI. To amend by adding the following sections
to Section 5 - Development
Requirements/Standards:
5.12 rH-2 Interstate Highway Light Industrial
District
5.12 Lot Area
For each building (accessory buildings
excluded) in an IH-2 District there shall be
a lot area of one hundred and sixty thousand
(160,000) feet (3 673 AC) The maximum
number of buildings (accessory buildings
excepted) in an Interstate Highway Light
Industrial Zone District shall not exceed
eight (8) of such building in the aggregate.
5 .12.2 Lot Coverage
All buildings shall not cover more than
thirty-five (35) percent of the lot.
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5 12 3 Lot Frontage and Width
A. The minimum lot frontage shall be four
hundred (400) feet in an lH-2 District
B. The minimum width of the lot shall be four
hundred (400) feet in an IH-2 District.
C. All structures in an IH-2 District shall be set
back on the front a minimum of one hundred
(100) feet from the center line of the street
from which the lot derives its frontage and a
minimum of fifty (50) feet from side or rear
lot lines.
5.12.4 Height
In an Interstate Highway Light Industrial
Zone, no building or part thereof used for
human occupancv' shall exceed eighty-five
(85) feet in height This height limitation
shall mclude all necessary features usually
carried above roofs or towers
VII To amend Section 6.3 (Parking Setback) of
the Middleton 2^ning By-laws by inserting
after the word "M-IA District" and before the
word "or" in the second line the following
words: "IH-2 District".
Section 6 3 will read as follows:
6.3 Parking Setback:
No parking shall be located in the required
front yard (setback) in a B-IA District, M-IA
District, IH-2 District or the required front
yard along the frontage of North Main Street.
VIII To amend Section 6 5 (Parking Lot Plantings)
of the Middleton Zoning By-law by inserting
after the word "B-IA" and before the word
"or" in the first line the following words: "M-
lA and IH-2 Districts.
Section 6,5 will read as follows:
6.5 Parking Lot Plantings:
In B-IA. M-IA and IH-2 Districts or properties
located along the North Main Street frontage,
parking lots containing 10 or more parking spaces
shall have at least one tree per 8 parking spaces,
such tree to be located either within the lot or within
five (5) feet of it. At least 5% of the interior of any
parking lot having 25 or more spaces shall be
maintained with landscaping, including trees, in
plots of at least eight (8) feet in width; trees shall be
so located as to provide visual relief and sun and
wind interruption within the parking area, and to
insure safety patterns of internal circulation
PURPOSE: The purpose of Article 6 is to create a
new zone (I-H-2) to permit office and various light
manufacturing uses to occup\' and build on 54 acres
of property on Locust Street located behind the
NYNEX Yellowpages Headquarters Building on
Village Road, The main provisions of this article
establish types of permitted and special permitted
uses, screening and buffer requirements, front yard
set backs, lot width, frontage, and coverage
standards, and landscaping and parking
requirements.
Ronald Twing, Chairman of the Planning Board
requested that Article 6 be withdrawn. With no
recommendation from either the Finance Committee
or the Planning Board, there was no motion on the
floor.
ARTICLE 7: On petition of the Middleton
Planning Board to see if the Town will vote to
amend the Middleton Zoning By-law by deleting
Section 4, 1.2 E in its entirety.
PURPOSE: The purpose of Article 7 is to eliminate
commercial radio and television towers as a use
allowed by Special Permit in Residence R-la and R-
Ib Districts.
Both the Finance Committee and the Planning Board
recommended passage of Article 7, and the Meeting
adopted it b\ a unanimous voice vote
ARTICLE 8: On petition of the Middleton
Plarming Board to see if the Town will vote to
amend the Middleton Zoning By-law by deleting
Section 4.4 I D and inserting in its place the
following section:
4.4 I D Restaurant or other place for serving food
provided that no mechanical or live entertainment is
regularly furnished except where authorized by the
Board of Appeals The serving of food or drink to
persons seated in motor vehicles, or on foot, outside
of any building or through openings in the exterior
walls of a building shall not be permitted.
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PURPOSE: The purpose of Article 8 is to clarii>'
the language in Section 4.4. I D within the Business
District Zone relating to the take out of food served
b\ a restaurant The current language requires that. "
a minimum of 90% of all food sold in a restaurant or
other place for serving food shall be served and
consumed on the premises." This revised language
will permit any t>pe of restaurant in the Business
Distnct, but will prohibit them from installing take
out or drive through windows.
The Finance Committee recommended adoption of
Article 8 with the addition of the word
"computerized" between "mechanical" and "or live
entertainment" in the first sentence The vote was
taken bv a showing of hands. The count was 210
Yes and 95 No Article 8 was adopted by more than
a 2/3 vote.
ARTICLE 9 On petition of the Board of Selectmen
and Board of Health to see if the Town will vote to
dispose of its solid waste in one of the following two
methods:
I. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to enter into a contract for the
disposal of solid waste received by a Transfer
Station as provided by Massachusetts General
Laws Chapter 30B, Section 12, such ftinds to be
raised from fees to be fixed by the Board of
Selectmen under Chapter 44. Section 28C(f).
and to see if the Town will vote to appropriate a
sum of money for the construction of a transfer
station, including equipment and related site
improvements; that to meet this appropriation
the Treasurer with the approval of the Board of
Selectmen is authorized to borrow a sum of
money under Chapter 44. Section 8(22) of the
Massachusetts General Laws or any other
enabling statute; or
2 To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen
to advertise for the curbside collection of solid
waste including recyclable waste and to
authorize the Selectmen to enter into a contract
for collection and disposal as provided in
Massachusetts General Laws Chapter 30B,
Section 12, such funds to be raised from fees to
be fixed by the Board of Selectmen under
Chapter 44. Section 28C(f).
PURPOSE: The purpose of the above article is to
gi\ e voters two options for trash disposal following
the closure of the Town Landfill
Option 1 provides for the construction of a transfer
station at the closed landfill where residents would
continue to bring their trash and recyclables to this
location up to three days per week Brush and wood
waste may be permitted to be hauled to this area if
permitted b> the Department of Environmental
Protection All funds would be raised from trash
fees which would amount to approximately $153 per
household each year. These fees would also fund the
$450,000 expense of constructing the Transfer
Station which must be raised b> borrowing in the
second paragraph of Option 1. Said borrowing
requires approval of two thirds of the voters present.
Option 2 provides for once a week collection of trash
at curbside including recyclables. Larger and bulky
goods like appliances and furnitiue would be
collected at curbside. but only on limited specific
dates. Brush and wood waste would not be collected
but may be hauled to a town owned area if permitted
by the Department of Environmental Protection. All
funds would be raised from per bag sticker fees or
armual trash fees which would amoimt to
approximately $168 per household annually.
The Finance Committee recommended Option 2.
Richard Kassiotis made a motion that the Town
appropriate the sum of $450,000 for the construction
of a Transfer Station, including equipment and
related site improvements, and that to meet this
appropriation the Treasurer, with the approval of the
Board of Selectmen be authorized to borrow four
hundred fifty thousand dollars under Massachusetts
General Laws Chapter 44. Section 8 (22) or any
other enabling statute, and that the Selectmen be
authorized to enter into a contract for the disposal of
solid waste received by a Transfer Station After
considerable discussion, a vote was taken on Option
1 by a showing of hands. The vote was Yes 288 and
No 60. The Article was adopted. Option 2 was
defeated on a voice vote.
ARTICLE 10: On petition of the Board of Health
to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $5,000 for the support of various
community health services and clinics including but
not limited to: nursing visits, periodic blood pressure
clinics, communicable disease control programs,
health assessment clinics and visits, health
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information and referral services, and health
educational programs, said sum to be expended at
the discretion of and under the direction and control
of the Board of Health, and to see if such funds will
be raised by taxation; by transfer from available
funds, by borrow ing or by any combination thereof
The Finance Committee recommended acceptance of
Article 10 with the $5,000 to come from the taxes,
and it was adopted unanimously.
ARTICLE 11: On petition of the Board of Health
and the Tri-Town Health Advisory Council to see if
the Town will vote to adopt the following resolution:
WHEREAS: It is recognized that the number of
AIDS cases in the world will increase tenfold
reaching 20 million cases by the year 2,000 *
* Global AIDS Policy Coalition
WHEREAS: AIDS (or HIV disease) now impacts
men, women, and children internationally,
nationally, state-wide, and locally.
WHEREAS: HIV disease is considered preventable
in the next generation providing prevention-
education is addressed NOW
WHEREAS: Such prevention-education must be
introduced in the home, in our schools, and in public
presentations to be effective.
WHEREAS: The Tri-Town Health Advisor>'
Council is acknowledging the epidemic and
addressing prevention needs
NOW THEREFORE: Be it resolved by The Annual
Town Meeting of the Town of Middleton that its
citizens will support the planning efforts of the Tri-
Town Health Advisory Coimcil by:
—considering its recommendations
—participating in its prevention plans
—supporting its ongoing efforts.
There being no recommendation from the Finance
Committee, the article was moved and seconded
from the floor Dr Robert Nersasian reported that
the Board of Health supports this article, and it was
adopted on a unanimous voice vote.
ARTICLE 12: On petition of the Board of
Selectmen to see if the Town will vote to authorize
the Treasurer to enter into a compensating balance
agreement for a term not to exceed three years as
permitted b\ Massachusetts General Laws. Chapter
44, Section 53F.
PURPOSE: The purpose of the above article is to
authorize the Treasurer to request proposals from
banks to provide checking and other banking
services in lieu of raising additional funds to pay
directly for these services. A compensating balance
agreement requires a minimum balance to be
maintained as compensation to the bank for these
services
On the recommendation of the Finance Committee,
the Meeting adopted Article 12 unanimously.
ARTICLE 13: On petition of the Middleton
Housing Partnership Committee to see if the Town
will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $7,625
to be used as 25% matching fiinds for the Essex
Coimty Home Consortium Grant Program to be
added to the $30,500 in grant ftinds available to the
Town through September 30, 1995, the total of
$38,125 to be used for health and safety
improvements to privately owned and occupied
affordable housing in the Town of Middleton, and to
promote affordable home ownership for qualified
first time buyers. Said funds to be expended imder
the direction of the Board of Selectmen in
accordance with the Mutual Cooperation Agreement
with the Essex County Home Consortium and to see
if such funds will be raised by taxation, by transfer
from available funds, by borrowing or by any
combination thereof
Article 13 was recommended by the Finance
Committee with Free Cash as the funding source.
The voice vote to adopt the article was unanimous.
ARTICLE 14: On petition of the Board of
Selectmen to see if the Tow n will vote to approve the
Fiscal Year 1995 Gross Operating and Maintenance
Budget of the North Shore Technical School District
in the amount of $4,639,367 and to raise and
appropriate the sum of $97,752 for the Town's
Assessment for said District; and to see if such funds
will be raised by taxation; by transfer from available
funds, by borrowing or by any combination thereof
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The Finance Committee recommended that the
Meeting appropriate $97,752 from taxes to ftind the
North Shore Technical School budget, and it did so
unanimously
ARTICLE 15: On petition of the Board of
Selectmen to see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $8,000 for the purchase of
office copiers to replace those in Memorial Hall and
the DPW Building; and to see if such funds will be
raised b\ taxation or b> transfer from available
funds, by borrowing or by any combination thereof
Article 15 was recommended by the Finance
Committee, with the funds to come from taxes, and
it was adopted on a unanimous voice vote
ARTICLE 16: On petition of the Board of
Assessors to see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $32,000 to be expended under
the direction of the Board of Assessors for the
purpose of completing the triennial certification to
update propert> values to full and fair market value
in accordance with the provisions of the
Massachusetts General Laws; and to see if such
funds will be raised by taxation; by transfer from
available funds, by borrowing or by any combination
thereof
With the Overlay Reserve as the funding source, the
Finance Committee recommended this article, and
the Meeting adopted it unanimously.
ARTICLE 17: On petition of the Board of
Assessors to see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $10,000 for the purpose of
continuing the program instituted in fiscal year 1994
to measure and relist all residential real propert>
Said measuring and listing program shall be used to
satisfy the requirements of the Department of
Revenue which permits cyclical property
reinspections to avoid the costs of undertaking a full
property revaluation in a single year, and to see if
such funds will be raised by taxation; b> transfer
from available funds, by borrowing or by any
combination thereof
The Finance Committee recommended that Article
17 be adopted with the money to come from the
Ov erlay Reserve. The Meeting voted unanimously to
do so
ARTICLE 18: On petition of the Inspector of
Buildings to see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $15,000 to employ alternate
and local inspectors according to 780 CMR of the
Massachusetts State Building Code to assist the
Inspector of Buildings, and to reimburse the
Plumbing and Wiring Inspectors for additional work
during periods of increased building construction as
determined by the Board of Selectmen, such funds to
be raised from construction permit fees.
The Finance Committee recommended that the
Town adopt Article 18 and that the $15,000 come
from Permit Fees. The Meeting approved the article
unanimously.
ARTICLE 19: On petition of the Superintendent of
the Division of Public Works to see if the Tow n will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000 to
make improvements in Oakdale Cemetery' and to see
if such funds will be raised by taxation; b> transfer
from available funds. b> borrowing or by any
combination thereof.
With the Cemetary Fund as the funding source, the
Finance Committee recommended Article 19. It was
adopted unanimously.
ARTICLE 20: On petition of the Superintendent of
the Division of Public Works to see if the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate the siun of $5,000 to be
used towards the construction of athletic fields at the
North Shore Techiucal School in Middleton and to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to enter into an
agreement for the Town's use of such fields; and to
see if such funds will be raised bv taxation; by
transfer from available flmds. by borrowing or by
any combination thereof
The Finance Committee recommended that the
Meeting pass over Article 20. It was. however,
moved and seconded from the floor, with the $5,000
to come from taxes. James Reynolds, Chairman of
the North Shore Technical School Committee,
explained that the plans of the school will be funded
by the North Shore Technical School budget. The
vote to adopt Article did not cany
.
ARTICLE 21: On petition of the Superintendent of
the Division of Public Works to see if the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $25,000 for
the purchase of one new Highway Utility Truck in
accordance with specifications to be set forth by the
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Superintendent of the Division of Public Works, and
to see if such funds will be raised by taxation; by
transfer from available funds, by borrowing or by
any combination thereof
The Firunce Committee recommended that the
Town spend $25,000 of tax money to buy this truck,
and the Meeting voted unanimously to do so.
ARTICLE 22: On petition of the Superintendent of
the Division of Public Works to see if the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000 to
purchase two steel beam cradles to store the winter
Sanders, and to purchase a five foot wide power
angle sweeper attachment (broom) for the trackless
sidewalk plow, and to see if such funds will be raised
by taxation, by transfer from available funds, by
borrowing or by any combination thereof.
On the recommendation of the Finance Committee,
the Meeting voted unanimously to appropriate
$10,000 from the Overlay Reserve to fund this
article.
ARTICLE 23: On petition of the Superintendent of
the Division of Public Works to see if the Town will
vote to raise and apq^ropriate the sum of $15,000 for
sidewalk repairs; and to see if such funds will be
raised by taxation; by transfer from available funds,
or by any combination thereof
The Finance Committee recommended adoption of
Article 23 with the money to come from the tax levy,
and it was so voted unanimously
ARTICLE 24: On petition of the Board of
Selectmen see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $87,000 to be used together
with $63,000 in grant funds to complete preliminary
and final design and engineering plans and
preparation of construction contract documents for
the reconstruction and signalization of the
intersection of Essex and Forest Streets at North
Main Street. Said project has been ai^oved for
funding under the National Highway System
through the Massachusetts Department of Public
Works and the Town is responsible for design plans,
and right-of-way documents, and to see if such funds
will be raised by taxation; by transfer from available
funds, b> borrowing or by any combination thereof.
The Finance Committee recommended passage of
this article with the $87,000 to come from Free
Cash. After a brief discussion. Article 24 was
adopted b> a imanimous voice vote.
ARTICLE 25: On petition of the Board of
Selectmen to see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $150,000 to be used to
complete preliminary and final design and
engineering plans and preparation of construction
contract docimients for the reconstruction of all of
Boston Street from its intersection with Route 1 14 to
the North Reading Town line. Said reconstruction
may include new sidewalks, granite curbing and
other such improvements as may be justified, and
has been approved for funding under the National
Highway System through the Massachusetts
Department of Public Works; that to meet this
appropriation the Treasurer with the approval of the
Board of Selectmen is authorized to borrow one
hundred fift>' thousand dollars ($150,000) under
Chapter 44, Section 7 (22) of the Massachusetts
General Laws or any other enabling statute or by
taxation; by transfer from available funds, or by any
combination thereof
The recommendation of the Finance Committee was
that the Town appropriate this money and that it be
raised from debt service. The Moderator pointed out
that this would require a 2/3 vote. After
considerable discussion, the vote was taken by a
showing of hands The Yes vote was 83 and the No
vote was 75. Article 25 was not adopted.
A motion was made and seconded from the floor to
adjourn the Meeting to another night, since it was
1 1 :30 pm. The vote to adjoimi did not carry.
ARTICLE 26: On petition of the Superintendent of
the Division of Public Works to see if the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $50,000 to
resurface and make improvements to DeBush
Avenue and a portion of North Liberty Street; and to
see if such funds will be raised by taxation; by
transfer from available funds, by borrowing or by
any combination thereof
The Finance Committee recommended adoption of
Article 26 with taxes as the funding source. The
Meeting voted unanimously to do so.
ARTICLE 27: On petition of the Superintendent of
the Division of Public Works to see if the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1 13,000 to
install drainage, widen, pave and otherwise improve
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any public ways in accordance with the provisions of
Section 34. Chapter 90 of the Massachusetts General
Laws, and such fund to be reimbursed by the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Department of
Public Works.
On the recommendation of the Finance Committee,
the Town Meeting voted unanimously to appropriate
$113,000 from Chapter 90 Grant money for Article
27.
ARTICLE 28; On petition of Dewey K. Lewis and
more than 10 registered voters to see if the Town
will \ote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,900
to be used together with $2,900 raised b>' one or
more abutters of Pine Avenue to make improvements
and pave the Private Way known as Pine Avenue all
under the provisions of Part Two - Prudential Affairs
Chapter II, Section 2 of the Town Bylaws; and to see
if such funds will be raised by taxation: b> transfer
from available fimds, by borrowing or by any
combination thereof
With Free Cash as the funding source, the Finance
Committee recommended the adoption of Article 28.
The Meeting voted to do so on a voice vote that
carried
ARTICLE 29: On petition of Jeno and Louise
Renner and more than 10 registered voters to see if
the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $7,000 to be used together with $7,000 raised by
one or more abutters of Old Forest Street to make
improvements and pave the Private Way known as
Old Forest Street from its intersection with Lake
Street to the paved portion of Old Forest Street for a
distance of 460 feet all under the provisions of Part
Two - Prudential Affairs Chapter II, Section 2 of the
Town Bylaws: and to see if such funds will be raised
by taxation: b\ transfer from available funds, by
borrowing or by any combination thereof
The Meeting voted to appropriate $7,000 from Free
Cash to improve Old Forest Street, as recommended
by the Finance Committee.
ARTICLE 30: On petition of the Middleton School
Committee to see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $10,000 to make repairs to
the heating system and purchase new lunch tables at
the Fuller Meadow School: and to see if such funds
will be raised by taxation: by transfer from available
funds, by borrowing or by any combination thereof
The Finance Committee recommended adoption of
Article 30 with the $10,000 to come from the
Overlay Reserve, and the Meeting so voted
unanimously.
ARTICLE 31: On petition of the Middleton School
Committee to see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $10,000 to repave the
driveway, expand parking, fence the dumpster and
landscape the area behind the Howe-Manning
School: and to see if such funds will be raised b\'
taxation: by transfer from available funds, by
borrowing or by any combination thereof
The Finance Committee recommended adoption of
Article 31 with the $10,000 to come from Free Cash,
and the Meeting so voted unanimously.
ARTICLE 32: On petition of the Board of
Selectmen to see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $30,000 to install new
electrical panels and make repairs to the wiring in
Memorial Hall and the DPW Building: and to see if
such funds will be raised by taxation: bv transfer
from available funds, by borrowing or by any
combination thereof
Article 32 was recommended by the Finance
Committee with the money to come from the Overlay
Reserve. The article was adopted unanimously.
ARTICLE 33: On petition of the Flint Public
Librar) to see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $5,000 to make repairs to the
front canopy and stained glass windows of the Flint
Library: and to see if such funds will be raised by
taxation: by transfer from available funds, by
borrowing or by any combination thereof
The Town Meeting voted unanimously to
appropriate $5,000 from the Overlay Reserve for
repairs to the Flint Public Library, as recommended
by the Finance Committee
ARTICLE 34; On petition of the Fire Chief to see if
the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $10,000 to repair rust on and make repairs to all
Fire Department pumpers and apparatus: and to see
if such funds will be raised by taxation: by transfer
from available funds, or by any combination thereof
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On the recommendation of the Finance Committee,
the Meeting voted unanimously to adopt Article 34
with the money to be raised by taxes.
ARTICLE 35: On petition of the Fire Chief to see
if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $95,000 to purchase a new ambulance and to
retain the present 1988 ambulance to serve as a
back-up ambulance, such fimds to be raised from the
Ambulance Fund.
The Finance Committee recommended passage of
Article 35, and it was so voted.
ARTICLE 36: On petition of the Elearic Light
Commissioners to see if the Town will vote to accept
the sum of $75,000 from the earnings of the Electric
Light Department; said sum to be used for the
reduction of taxes.
The Town Meeting voted unanimously to accept
$75,000 from the earnings of the Electric Light
Department to reduce taxes, as recommended by the
Finance Committee.
ARTICLE 37: On petition of the Electric Light
Commissioners to see if the Town will authorize the
appropriation of all income of the Miuiicipal Light
Department, the whole to be expended by the
Manager thereof under the direction and control of
the Commissioners, for the expenses of the
Department for the Fiscal Year as defined in Section
57 of Chapter 164 of the General Laws of the
Commonwealth, and the excess to be transferred to
the Depreciation Fund of said Department for use as
the Commissioners may direct hereto.
Adoption of Article 37 was recommended by the
Finance Committee and was voted by the Meeting
unanimously.
ARTICLE 38: On petition of the Board of
Selectmen to see if the Town will vote to accept
Dixey Drive as a Town Street as laid out by the
Board of Selectmen under Massachusetts General
Laws, Chapter 82, Section 22, and in compliance
with the Planning Board's Subdivision Rules and
Regulations for new streets.
The Finance Committee recommended acceptance of
Dixey Drive as a Town Street contingent upon the
Planning Board's recommendation, The Planning
Board recommended acceptance subject to receipt of
a recorded deed to the way which deed shall be
approved by Town Counsel prior to recording. The
Meeting's vote to do so was unanimous
ARTICLE 39: On petition of the Board of
Selectmen to see if the Town will vote to accept Vera
Road, Burke Road and Stanley Road any or all as
Town Streets as laid out by the Board of Selectmen
under Massachusetts General Laws, Chapter 82,
Section 22, and in compliance with the Planning
Board's Subdivision Rules and Regulations for new
streets.
The Finance Committee recommended acceptance of
Vera Road, Burke Road, and Stanley Road as Town
Streets contingent upon the Planning Board's
recommendation. The Planning Board
recommended acceptance subject to receipt of a
recorded deed to the ways which deed shall be
approved by Town Counsel prior to recording The
Meeting's vote to do so was unanimous.
ARTICLE 40: On petition of the Board of
Selectmen to see if the Town will vote to accept a
portion of Kimberly Lane, as a Town Street as laid
out by the Board of Selectmen under Massachusetts
General Laws, Chapter 82, Section 22, and in
compliance with the Planning Board's Subdivision
Rules and Regulations for new streets.
The Finance Committee recommended acceptance of
a portion of Kimberly Lane contingent upon the
Plarming Board's recommendation The Planning
Board recommended acceptance subject to receipt of
a recorded deed to the way which deed shall be
approved by Town Counsel prior to recording. The
Meeting's vote to do so was unanimous
ARTICLE 41 : On petition of Anthony Ehiskey and
ten other registered voters to see if the Town will
vote to instruct its representatives to the General
Court to file legislation to fund public local schools
from the State Budget by increasing the sales tax or
earned income tax.
Article 41 was not recommended by the Finance
Committee, but it was moved and seconded from the
floor. The vote to adopt it did not carry.
ARTICLE 42: On petition of Anthony Duskey and
ten other registered voters to see if the Town will
vote to apply revenue to the Town from any increase
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in the FY 1995 State Budget's aid to cities and towns
to be used to reduce taxes.
Article 42 was not reconunended b>' the Finance
Committee, but it was moved and seconded from the
floor The vote to adopt it did not carry.
ARTICLE 43: On petition of the Board of
Selectmen to see if the Town will vote to transfer a
sum of money to be taken from Free Cash to apply to
and reduce the FY 95 Tax Rate.
The Finance Committee recommended that
$115,000 be taken from Free Cash to apply to and
reduce the FY 95 Tax Rate. It was so voted
unanimously.
ARTICLE 44: On petition of the Board of
Selectmen to see if the Town will vote to add to the
Stabilization Fimd, and to see if such funds will be
raised b> taxation, by transfer from available funds,
or b\' any combination thereof.
The Finance Committee recommended that no action
be taken on Article 44.
A motion was made and seconded from the floor
to dissolve the Meeting at 11:55 pm. It was so
voted unanimously.
Respectfully submitted.
Sarah B. George
Town Clerk
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ANNUAL TOWN ELECTION
MAY 16, 1994
The polls at the Fuller Meadow School were opened
b> Warden Sandra Pollock at 7:00 AM and remained
open until she closed them at 8:00 PM There were
2957 registered voters at the close of registration for
this election and 713 votes were cast The results
were:
MODERATOR
(For One Year)
Norman Nathan *61
1
Others 7
Blanks 95
SELECTMAN
(For Three Years)
Nancy M. Jones *463
Paul G Caron 75
Roger E Dr\ sdale 220
James V. Hannon. Jr 168
James G Hosman *234
Edward J Michalski 104
Others 2
Blanks 160
ASSESSOR
(For Three Years)
Richard O Ajootian *484
Others 7
Blanks 222
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL COMMITTEE
(For Three Years)
Priscilla L Dr> sdale 316
Deborah M Geisler *431
Douglas H. Mathews *337
Others 7
Blanks 335
REGIONAL SCHOOL COMMITTEE
(For Three Years)
Jud\ A. Gallene *528
Others 3
Blanks 182
ELECTRIC LIGHT COMMISSIONER
(For Three Years)
Richard W Kassiotis *487
Stuart H. Lord. Jr. *450
Others 16
Blanks 473
PLANNING BOARD
(For Five Years)
Robert P. Gnoza 258
Scott D. Hamilton *294
Richard L Hannibal 79
Others 3
Blanks 79
TRUSTEE OF THE FLINT
PUBLIC LIBRARY
(For Three Years)
Theodore H. Butler *510
Elizabeth F. Kenney *537
Others 4
Blanks 375
HOUSING AUTHORITY
(For five Years)
Charles M. Collier *518
Others 2
Blanks 193
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STATE PRIMARY ELECTION
AUGUST 17, 1993
The polls were opened b\ Warden Sandra Pollock at
7:00 a.m. and remained open until she closed them
at 8:00 p.m. There were 3119 registered voters at
the close of registration for this election and 575
votes were cast - 503 Democratic and 72 Republican.
The results were as follows:
DEMOCRA TIC PRIMARYELECTION
REPRESENTATIVE IN GENERAL COURT
Ramsey A Bahrawy 11
Mark S DiSalvo 21
Nanc>' M. Jones 466
Blanks 5
REPUBLICAN PRIMARYELECTION
REPRESENTATIVE IN GENERAL COURT
Donna Fournicr Cuomo 58
Blanks 14
Attest a true copy,
Sarah B. George
Town Clerk
STATE ELECTION
SEPTEMBERS, 1993
The polls were opened by Warden Sandra Pollock at
7:00 a m. and remained open until she closed them
at 8:00 p m. There were 3127 registered voters at
the close of registration and 623 votes were cast.
The results were:
REPRESENTATIVE EN GENERAL COURT
Dorma Fournier Cuomo 360
Mark S DiSalvo 254
Others 3
Blanks 6
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BOARD OF REGISTRARS OF VOTERS
Fiscal Year 1994
The Board of Registrars of Voters is appointed bv' the
Board of Selectmen to serve three-year o\erlapping
ternis The Tov\n Clerk is a Registrar by virtue of her
ofiBcc The duties of the Registrars include the
following:
• Register new voters.
• Certify nomination papers and petitions,
• Conduct election recounts.
• Maintain and update the hst of registered voters.
• Prepare the annual census.
The Board holds a special registration session prior to
each election and towTi meeting Special registration
sessions were held prior to the Special State Primary.
August 17, 1993; the Special State Election. September
14. 1993; the Special Town Meeting. December 28.
1993; the Annual Town Meeting. May 10, 1994; the
Aimual Town Election. May 16. 1994.
Registration sessions are held in the Office of the Town
Clerk, or the Board of Registrars Office in Memorial
Hall In addition to the special sessions, any resident of
the Town may register to vote in the Town Clerk's
Office: Monday through Friday. 9 AM to 1 PM and
Tuesda> evening 7-9 PM. (As of Januarv' I. 1995. mail-
m registration will also be possible. Forms will be
available at the Post Office or by calling the Town
Clerk's Office at 774-6927 )
As of January 1. 1994. the Board found the total number
of residents to be 5.469. As of June 30. 1994. the
number of registered voters and their part> enrollment is
as follows:
Democrats 670
Repubbcans 398
Unenrolled 1888
Others 3
Total 2959
Respectfully Submitted,
Mary Hocter. Chairman
Alice Milbery
Nancy Karobdes
Sarah George (ex officio)
BIRTHS, MARRIAGES AND
DEATHS RECORDED
In Fiscal Year 1994. fifty-six (56) births were recorded
in the Town Clerk's Office as occuring to residents of
Middleton Forty (40) marriages and (37) deaths were
also recorded.
In accordance with a 1 99 1 amendment of Chapter 51,
Section 4 of the Massachusetts General Laws, the hst of
births is now omitted from this report. Similarly, the
lists of marriages and deaths are now omited in
accordance with the recommendations of the
Massachusetts Registr>' of Vital Records Please be
advised that this information is still pubUc. however,
and individual records may be viewed and copies
purchased in the Town Clerk's Office.
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TOWN ACCOUNTANT
ANNUAL REPORT
The general purpose financial statements of the
Town of Middleton are submitted herewith
These reports were prepared by me as the Town
Accountant.
Responsibilit\' for both accuracy of the presented
data and the completeness and fairness of the
presentation, including all disclosures, rests with
the Town.
I believe the data as presented is accurate in all
material aspects; that it is presented in a manner
designed to fairly set forth the financial position
and results of operation of the Town as
measured b\ the financial activit\ of its various
funds; and that all disclosures necessary to
enable the reader to gain the maximum
understanding of the Town's financial affairs
have been included
In spite of se\'ere reduction in anticipated state
aid and higher operating costs, the Town
remains in a sound financial position with little
long term debt
Our tax rate of $11.70 per thousand for fiscal
year 1994 was a modest increase from fiscal
year 1993 thanks to the efiforts of all personnel
involved in operation of town government and
the support of tow n body
During this fiscal year the financial offices
completed the first phase in a major
restructuring of the financial organization of the
Town. The Town Accountant's position became
fiiJl time and the office of Collector of Taxes and
Treasurer were combined for the first time.
Fiscal year 1995 and beyond will continue to
challenge the Town's fiscal resources, and I
anticipate many tough and perhaps unpopular
decisions will be necessar\ in the near future.
Major projects on the table for the near future
include a new transfer station, the covering and
capping of the landfill and the addition required
on the school.
The most severe financial problems facing the
town will continue to be the ability to provide
municipal services and quality' education with a
rapidly growing population, especially since the
passage of State's Education Reform Act
mandated minimum spending le\'els for schools.
These factors will continue to have a dramatic
impact on the funds available for other
mimicipal services. The Town desperately needs
to develop areas (by- zoning changes) and
programs (Industrial Development Committee)
to encourage sound environmental businesses,
with mimmal impact on Town services, to locate
in Middleton.
The balance between residential growth and
business growth has changed substantially in
favor of residential growth over the past few
years and little expectation that the picture for
the near future will change.
HIGHLIGHTS DURING THE YEAR
» Assisted with the consolidation of
Treasurer/Collector office
»» Completed audit of Health Insurance
Program resulting in thousands of dollars in
savings.
»» Established with the Collector a system to
track and collect bad debt.
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Made accounting changes on our computer
system to speed up and improve financial
reporting.
In conjunction with Treasurer/Collector
made changes in our town investments,
thereby earning substantially more interest
income.
Decreased the Worker's Compensation
Audit Premium by $6,200 as a result of
suggested changes in Worker's
Compensation Classification Codes.
Completed the transition from my office at
home to Memorial Hall which included the
building of a new office.
Once again, I thank the townspeople for their
support at Town Meeting, the Board of
Selectmen, Town Administrator, Bill Fraher our
CPA, and all department heads and committees
for their sup^rt diuing the year.
Respectfully submitted,
A combined effort with the Administrator
and Treasurer/Collector enabled the Town
to receive a credit of approximately $9,500
from the federal government.
Robert F. Murphy
Town Accountant
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CASH DISBURSEMENTS
A y^y^y^T TV IT*ACCOUNT CARRY ORIG. NET Y-T-D ACCOUNT
NUMBER TITLE
<
FORWARD
GENERAL GO
BUDGET
IVERNMENT
TRANSFERS EXPENDED BALANCE
5100 PERSONAL SERVICES 100.00 100.00
114 TOWN MODERATOR 100.00 100.00
5100 PERSONAL SERVICES 87,500.00 87,364.06 135.94
5200 PURCHASE OF SERVICES 16,950.00 13,100.00 27,362.81 2,687.19
sirppT IPS 1 OACi CU)
1 ,Z*tU.V7l/
5700 OTHER CHARGES & EXPENSES 7,752.16 131,140.00 10,000.00 140,457.18 8,434.98
5800 CAPITAL OUTLAY 42,500.00 20,447.50 12,313.33 50,634.17
122 SELECTMEN 7,752.16 279,330.00 43,547.50 268,737.38 61,892.28
5100 PERSONAL SERVICES 834.00 350.00 ^ 1,139.96 44.04
5200 PURCHASE OF SERVICES 115.00 115.00
1 W.VK) 40 S7Hi'.
5700 OTHER CHARGES & EXPENSES 40,150.00 (40,000.00) 132.18 17.82
131 FINANCE COMMITTEE 41,199.00 (39,650.00) 1,437.62 111.38
5100 PERSONAL SERVICES 44,231.00 44,229.43 1.57
5200 PURCHASE OF SERVICES 530.00 433.14 96.86
1 . / u
5700 OTHER CHARGES & EXPENSES 80.00 (123.00) 203.00
5800 CAPITAL OUTLAY %3.18 53.92 909.26
135 TOWN ACCOUNTANT 963.18 45,441.00 45,191.73 1,212.45
5100 PERSONAL SERVICES 67,354.00 67,295.81 58.19
jzuu "71 7S/a OOZl , / oO.
W
5400 SUPPLIES 1,350.00 1,125.64 224.36
5700 OTHER CHARGES & EXPENSES 2,000,00 1,576.00 424.00
141 ASSESSORS 16,009.35 78,614.00 91,784.44 2,838.91
5100 PERSONAL SERVICES 76,503.00 72,940.30 3,562.70
5200 PURCHASE OF SERVICES 50,696.03 10,700.00 24,160.31 37,235.72
5400 SUPPLIES 2,200.00 2,200.00
5700 OTHER CHARGES & EXPENSES 5,400.00 5,403.53 (3.53)
1 4J 1 KJdAoUKcK/CIJLLE/C 1UK jU,oyo.uj Afi 'JQA flO
5100 PERSONAL SERVICES 10,506.00 10,506.00
5200 PURCHASE OF SERVICES 7,500.00 7,500.00
151 TOWN COUNSEL 18,006.00 18,006.00
5100 PERSONAL SERVICES 556.00 556.00
34UU oU.UU
5700 OTHER CHARGES & EXPENSES 20.00 20.00
152 PERSONNEL BOARD 656.00 656.00
5100 PERSONAL SERVICES 29,030.00 29,006.71 23.29
5200 PURCHASE OF SERVICES 2,060.00 1,853.36 206.64
5400 SUPPLIES 850.00 799.55 50.45
5700 OTHER CHARGES & EXPENSES 100.00 40.00 60.00
5800 CAPITAL OUTLAY 1,800.00 1,552.48 247.52
161 TOWN CLERK 33,840.00 33,252.10 587.90
5100 PERSONAL SERVICES 4,805.00 2,146.44 6,847.08 104.36
5200 PURCHASE OF SERVICES 2,525.00 651.50 3,138.09 38.41
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ACCOUNT
NUMBER TITLE
CARRY
FORWARD
ORIG.
BUDGET
NET
TRANSFERS
Y-T-D
EXPENDED
ACCOUNT
BALANCE
5400 SUPPLIES
5800 CAPITAL OUTLAY
162 ELECTIONS
650.00
1,000.00
8,980.00
135.77
2,933.71
532.30
1,000.00
11,517.47
253.47
3%.24
5100 PERSONAL SERVICES
5200 PURCHASE OF SERVICES
5400 SUPPLIES
5700 OTHER CHARGES & EXPENSES
1 7 1 CONSERVATION COMMISSION
5100 PERSONAL SERVICES
5200 PURCHASE OF SERVICES
5400 SUPPLIES
5700 OTHER CHARGES & EXPENSES
175 PLANNING BOARD
5 1 00 PERSONAL SERVICES
5200 PURCHASE OF SERVICES
5400 SUPPLIES
5700 OTHER CHARGES & EXPENSES
5800 CAPITAL OUTLAY
1 76 BOARD OF APPEALS
5200 PURCHASE OF SERVICES
1 8 1 INDUSTRLaj. DEVELOPMENT COMMIS.
5 1 00 PERSONAL SERVICES
5200 PURCHASE OF SERVICES
5400 SUPPLIES
5800 CAPITAL OUTLAY
192 TOWN BUILDING
5200 PURCHASE OF SERVICES
195 TOWN REPORT
5200 PURCHASE OF SERVICES
196 AUDIT
5400 SUPPLIES
197 CHRISTMAS LIGHTS
2,320.78
4,248.83
6,569.61
2,727.50
2,727.50
1,390.00
300.00
50.00
65.00
1,805.00
8,316.00
1,950.00
450.00
915.00
11,631.00
5.339.00
2,900.00
100.00
60.00
8,399.00
100.00
100.00
4,120.00
25,950.00
5,800.00
35,870.00
6,000.00
6,000.00
11,000.00
11,000.00
350.00
350.00
46.54
6.73
53.27
3,679.25
3,679.25
1,436.54
306.73
50.00
59.39
1,852.66
8,082.%
1,397.42
433.30
573.77
10.487.45
5,339.00
1,238.62
97.91
50.00
6,725.53
3,656.72
27,171.52
6,575.84
4.248.83
41,652.91
6,000.00
6,000.00
11,250.00
11,250.00
98.45
98.45
5.61
5.61
233.04
552.58
16.70
341.23
1,143.55
1,661.38
2.09
10.00
1,673.47
100.00
100.00
463.28
1,099.26
2.903.41
4.465.95
2.477.50
2,477.50
251.55
251.55
5400 SUPPLIES
199 STREET LIGHTS
5 100 PERSONAL SERVICES
5400 SUPPLIES
5800 CAPITAL OUTLAY
420 DPW - ADMINISTRATION
48,936.69
48.936.69
50.000.00
50,000.00
98.920.22
98,920.22
5.00
5.00
16.47
16.47
(5.00)
(5.00)
100 GENERAL GOVERNMENT 133,654.52 726,124.00 10,563.73 752,379.10 117,963.15
PUBLIC SAFETY
5 1 00 PERSONAL SERVICES
5200 PURCHASE OF SERVICES
5400 SUPPLIES
5700 OTHER CHARGES & EXPENSES
5800 CAPITAL OUTLAY
210 POLICE
5 1 00 PERSONAL SERVICES
5200 PURCHASE OF SERVICES
4.168.30
794.33
17.738.31
22.700.94
1,378.50
510,256.00
40,604.00
16.160.00
14.750.00
84,500.00
666,270.00
511,005.00
27,250.00
495,247.28
39,227.41
14,662.98
13,213.24
87,021.50
649,372.41
504,436.65
26,840.12
15,008.72
5.544.89
1.497.02
2,331.09
15.216.81
39,598.53
6,568.35
1,788.38
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ACCOUNT
NUMBER
5400
5700
5800
220
TITLE
SUPPLIES
OTHER CHARGES & EXPENSES
CAPITAL OUTLAY
FIRE
CARRY
FORWARD
1,486.85
4,400.54
7,265.89
ORIG.
BUDGET
19,485.00
2,950.00
69,500.00
630,190.00
NET
TRANSFERS
Y-T-D
EXPENDED
20,958.91
2,841.24
72,413.09
627,490.01
ACCOUNT
BALANCE
12.94
108.76
1,487.45
9,%5.88
5100
5200
5400
5700
5800
241
PERSONAL SERVICES
PURCHASE OF SERVICES
SUPPLIES
OTHER CHARGES & EXPENSES
CAPITAL OUTLAY
BUILDING INSPECTOR
914.50
914.50
53,877.00
1,840.00
350.00
5,202.00
600.00
61,869.00
7,500.00
7,500.00
59,331.33
1,846.87
350.00
5,201.%
600.00
67,330.16
2,%0.17
(6.87)
0.04
2,953.34
5200
291
PURCHASE OF SERVICES
CIVIL DEFENSE
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
200.00
200.00
5100
5200
5400
5700
5800
292
PERSONAL SERVICES
PURCHASE OF SERVICES
SUPPLIES
OTHER CHARGES & EXPENSES
CAPITAL OUTLAY
ANIMAL CONTROL
9,785.00
4,700.00
725.00
1,300.00
500.00
17,010.00
6,000.00
578.56
6,578.56
15,785.00
4,700.00
1,303.56
1,211.67
500.00
23,500.23
88.33
88.33
5100
296
PERSONAL SERVICES
CONSTABLE
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00 1
200.00
200.00
1200 PUBLIC SAFETY 31,081.33 1,375,539.00 14,078.56 1,367,692.81 53,006.08 1
5100
5200
5400
5600
5700
5800
301
PERSONAL SERVICES
PURCHASE OF SERVICES
SUPPLIES
INTERGOVERNMENTAL
OTHER CHARGES & EXPENSES
CAPITAL OUTLAY
SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
EDUCATION
103,477.00
67,291.50
1,281,000.00
67,29L50 1,384,477.00
103,476.50
66,325.02
324,175.22
493,976.74
0.50
%6.48
956,824.78
957,791.76
5600
302
INTERGOVERNMENTAL
MASCONOMET
1,496,553.00
1,496,553.00
1,141.00
1,141.00
1,497,690.74
1,497,690.74
3.26
3.26
110
120
351
SCHOOL COMMITTEE
SUPT. OFHCE
1000 SERIES
11,100.00
84,260.00
95,360.00
9,732.02
81,560.68
91,292.70
1,367.98
2,699.32
4,067.30
220
230
231
232
233
234
240
250
260
270
352
PRINCIPALS
TEACHING
TEACHING, MUSIC
TEACHING, PHYS ED.
TEACHING, ART
TEACHING, READING
TEXTBOOKS
LIBRARY
AUDIO VISUAL
TESTING
2000 SERIES: REGULAR DAY
86,331.00
910,864.00
1,300.00
900.00
2,400.00
31,700.00
16,700.00
2,700.00
1,550.00
1,054,445.00
89,782.86
830,429.51
966.68
757.41
2,532.29
33,%1.88
13,688.65
2,795.01
1,856.38
976,770.67
(3,451.86)
80,434.49
333.32
142.59
(132.29)
(2,261.88)
3,011.35
(95.01)
(306.38)
77,674.33
320
330
353
HEALTH SERVICES
TRANSPORTATION
3000 SERIES; REGULAR DAY
24,246.00
69,375.00
93,621.00
22,770.62
63,769.23
86,539.85
1,475.38
5,605.77
7,081.15
411
412
413
CUSTODIAL SERVICES
HEATING
UTILITIES
77,138.00
24,000.00
27,500.00
80,674.64
32,216.31
39,481.26
(3,536.64)
(8,216.31)
(11,981.26)
50
ACCOUNT
INUMBER TITLE
CARRY
FORWARD
ORJG,
BUDGET
NET
TRANSFERS
Y-T-D
EXPENDED
ACCOUNT
BALANCE
421 MAINTENANCE OF GROUNDS 3,500.00 5,680.22 (2,180.22)
422 MAINTENANCE OF BUILDINGS 9,000.00 10,370.97 (1,370.97)
423 MAINTENANCE OF EQUIPMENT 3,700.00 1,032.67 2,667.33
354 4000 SERIES 144,838.00 169,456.07 (24,618.07)
520 INSURANCE 41,000.00 42,909.16 (1,909.16)
355 5000 SERIES 41,000.00 42,909.16 (1,909.16)
700 REPAIR/REPLACE EQUIP 18,900.00 20,569.37 (1,669.37)
357 7000 SERIES 18,900.00 20,569.37 (1,669.37)
210 SUPERVISION 50,144.00 57,316.15 (7,172.15)
230 TEACHING 195,370.00 178,743.76 16,626.24
270 TESTING 3,000.00 2,969.32 30.68
280 PSYCH SERVICES
362 2000 SERIES: SPECL\L ED 248,514.00 239,029.23 9,484.77
330 TRANSPORTATION 28,511.00 27,983.95 527.05
363 3000 SERIES: SPECIAL ED 28,511.00 27,983.95 527.05
920 OOD TUITION/THERAPY SERVICES 89,938.00 88,892.56 1,045.44
369 9000 SERIES: SPECL\L ED 89,938.00 88,892.56 1,045.44
950 TRANSFER/OTHER (1,141.10) 1,141.10
1300 EDUCATION 67291.50 4696157.00 1141.00 3733969.94 1030619.56
PUBLIC WORKS & FACILITIES
5100 PERSONAL SERVICES 3,839.56 278,491.00 281,969.86 360.70
5200 PURCHASE OF SERVICES 56,600.00 7,149.46 64,421.98 (672.52)
5400 SUPPLIES 18,352.51 107,950.00 6,971.00 124,658.56 8,614.95
5700 OTHER CHARGES & EXPENSES 22,250.00 22,202.46 47.54
5800 CAPITAL OUTLAY 7,977,72 170,000.00 115,455.85 62,521.87
420 DPW - ADMINISTRATION 30,169.79 635,291.00 14,120.46 608,708.71 70,872.54
1400 PUBLIC WORKS & FACIL XI 69.79 635291.00 14120.46 608708.71 70872.54
HUMAN SERVICES
5100 PERSONAL SERVICES 69,540.00 69,490.06 49.94
5200 PURCHASE OF SERVICES 8,600.00 7,887.62 712.38
5400 SUPPLIES 1,000.00 943.79 56.21
5700 OTHER CHARGES & EXPENSES 141,%7.85 135,450.00 144,785.12 132,632.73
5800 CAPITAL OUTLAY 5,000.00 2,937.20 2,062.80
511 BOARD OF HEALTH 141,967.85 219,590.00 226,043.79 135,514.06
5100 PERSONAL SERVICES 42,329.00 41,639.77 689.23
5200 PURCHASE OF SERVICES 157.55 4,035.00 3,487.59 704.%
5400 SUPPLIES 1,720.00 1,700.81 19.19
5700 OTHER CHARGES & EXPENSES 78.00 3,100.00 2,884.16 293.84
5800 CAPITAL OUTLAY 6,000.00 600.00 4,938.40 1,661.60
541 COUNCIL ON AGING 6,235.55 51,784.00 54,650.73 3,368.82
5100 PERSONAL SERVICES 6,327.00 6,327.00
5200 PURCHASE OF SERVICES 105.00 100.00 5.00
5400 SUPPLIES 170.00 160.40 9.60
5700 OTHER CHARGES & EXPENSES 12,550.00 393.80 12,156.20
543 VETERANS AGENT 19.152.00 6,981.20 12,170.80
5200 PURCHASE OF SERVICES 10,113.00 10,113.00
545 SOCIAL SERVICES AGENCY FUNDING 10,113.00 10,113.00
51
ACCX3UNT
NUMBER TITLE
CARRY
FORWARD
ORIG.
BUDGET
NET
TRANSFERS
Y-T-D
EXPENDED
ACCOUNT
BALANCE
5200 PURCHASE OF SERVICES 1,000.00 1,000.00
546 ABUSED WOMEN 1,000.00 1,000.00
5200 PURCHASE OF SERVICES 3,000.00 274.00 2,726.00
547 HANOI RIDE 3,000.00 274.00 2,726.00
5200 PURCHASE OF SERVICES 710.30 1,500.00 1,912.55 297.75
548 GARDEN CLUB 710.30 1,500.00 1,912.55 297.75
5200 PURCHASE OF SERVICES 1,700.00 1,682.50 17.50
549 LOCAL CABLE 1,700.00 1,682.50 17.50
rUKL-HAob Ur abKVlCbs 500.00
550 NO SHORE TRANSPORTATION FORCE 500.00 500.00
5700 OTHER CHARGES & EXPENSES 940.00 (940.00)
692 MEMORIAL DAY 940.00 (940.00)
1500 HUMAN SERVICES 148913.70 308339.00 304097.77 153154.93
CULTURE & RECREATION
5100 PERSONAL SERVICES 94,153.00 92,836.68 1,316.32
5200 PURCHASE OF SERVICES 15,080.00 \ 14,232.33 847.67
5400 SUPPLIES 35,100.00 35,012.47 87.53
J /UU OlHbK CHAKObS & bXPbNSES 800.00 11 A AO/ I4.O4J
5800 CAPITAL OUTLAY 550.00 1,500.00 2,050.00
610 LIBRARY 550.00 146,633.00 144,845.50 2,337.50
5100 PERSONAL SERVICES 4,566.00 4,248.15 317.85
5200 PURCHASE OF SERVICES 4,750.00 4,327.35 422.65
5400 SUPPLIES 100.62 450.00 504.69 45.93
5700 OTHER CHARGES & EXPENSES 2,198.43 4,600.00 3,493.78 3,304.65
630 RECREATION COMMISSION 2,299.05 14,366.00 12.573.97 4,091.08
5200 PURCHASE OF SERVICES 1,073.23 300.00 1,373.23
by I HIS lORlCAL COMMISSION 1,073.23 300.00 1,373.23
5700 OTHER CHARGES & EXPENSES 2,562.50 2,500.00 2,%1.09 2,101.41
692 MEMORL\L DAY 2,562.50 2,500.00 2,961.09 2,101.41
1600 CULTURE & RECREATION 6484.78 163799.00 160380.56 9903.22
5900 DEBT SREVICE 7,533.76 7,533.76
710 UbBI SbRVICb 7,533.76 7,533.76
5900 DEBT SERVICE 26,763.00 26,762.50 0.50
750 IN I bRbS I 26,763.00 26,762.50 0.50
1700 DEBT SERVICE 7533.76 267^.00 26762.50 7534.26
5600 INTERGOVERNMENTAL 6,236.00 (6,236.00)
820 STATE ASSESS. & CHARGES 6,236.00 (6,236.00)
5600 INTERGOVERNMENTAL 63,585.39 (63,585.39)
830 COUNTY ASSESS. & CHARGES 63,585.39 (63,585.39)
5600 INTERGOVERNMENTAL 113,517.00 (113,517.00)
840 OTHER ASSESS. & CHARGES 113,517.00 (113,517.00)
|800 INTERGOVERNMENTAL EXP. 183338.39 (183,338.39)
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ACCOUNT
NUMBER TITLE
CARRY
FORWARD
ORIG.
BUDGET
NET
TRANSFERS
Y-T-D
EXPENDED
ACCOUNT
BALANCE
5100
911
PERSONAL SERVICES
RETIREMENT
217,000.00
217,000.00
2,564.00
2,564,00
219,564.00
219,564.00
5100
913
PERSONAL SERVICES
UNEMPLOYMENT
7,000.00
7,000.00
7,000.00
7,000.00
5100
914
PERSONAL SERVICES
HEALTH INSURANCE
238,000.00
238,000.00
221,588.63
221,588.63
16,411.37
16,411.37
5100
915
PERSONAL SERVICES
LIFE INSURANCE
825.00
825.00
(843.60)
(843.60)
1,668.60
1,668.60
5100
916
PERSONAL SERVICES
MEDICARE/DEP TAX
17,500.00
17,500.00
15,159.22
15,159.22
2,34078
2,340.78
S700
945
\J I IXC/IS. V^n/\IvVJE/t> OC Ij.AJ^I_/1NijC3
LL\BILITY INSURANCE 25,000.00 128,000.00
42 638 62
42,638.62
1 10 361 38
110,361.38
900 MISCELLANEOUS 25000.00 608325.00 2564.00 505106.87 130782.13 i
1210
1220
1260
971
PERSONAL PROPERTY TAXES
RFAT FSTATF TAYT'<;
MOTOR VEHICLE EXCISE
TAX REFUNDS
19,328.60
•jq 062 8S
4,510.89
62,902.34
(19,328.60)
("39 062 85^
(4,510.89)
(62,902.34)
970 REFUNDS 62,902.34 (62,902.34)
2100
981 PAYROLL WITHHOLDING
TURNOVERS
I S71 X'^0 61
1,573,830.61
CI 573 830 61 >
(1,573,830.61)
2400
2700
3590
3900
983
DUE TO OTHER GOVERNMENTS
NOTES PAYABLE
UNDESIGNATED FUND BALANCE
FUND BALANCE ACTUAL
OTHER ITEMS
71,660.00
37,222.62
108,882.62
(71,660.00)
(37,222.62)
(108,882.62)
2580
984
OTHER LIABILITIES
BALANCE SHEET RECEIPTS
41,320.98
41,320.98
(41,320.98)
(41,320.98)
[980 BALANCE SHEET ITEMS 1724034.21 (1 .724,034.21 )i
1 GENERAL FUND 450,129.38 8,540,337.00 42,467.75 9,429,373.20 (396,439.07)
5800
221
CAPITAL OUTLAY
FIRE ALARM INSTALLATIONS
REVOLVING FUNDS
11,529.72
11,529.72
(11,529.72)
(11,529.72)
200 PUBLIC SAFETY 11,529.72 (11,529.72)
5100
5400
303
PERSONAL SERVICES
SUPPLIES
SCHOOL LUNCH
38,898.87
34,367.22
73,266.09
(38,898.87)
(34,367.22)
(73,266.09)
5100
5400
306
PERSONAL SERVICES
SUPPLIES
PRE SCHOOL PROGRAM
75,520.91
75,520.91
(75,520.91)
(75,520.91)
5400
307
SUPPLIES
HOWE-MANNING REVOLVING A/C
7,504.66
7,504.66
(7,504.66)
(7,504.66)
53
ACCOUNT
300
ill l^C
EDUCATION
CARRY
rV-IKWAivJJ
ORIG.
dUUvje-I
NET Y-T-D
t/ArtiN utuu
156.291.66
ACCOUNT
DALANCt
(156.291.66)
|22 REVOLVING FUNDS 167,821.38 {167,82L38)!
RECEIPTS RESERVED FOR APPROP.
5700
2200
OTHER CHARGES & EXPENSES
HRE
835.50
835.50
(835.50)
(835.50)
5700
222
OTHER CHARGES & EXPENSES
AMBULANCE
200 PUBLIC SAFETY 835.50 (835.50)
5700
D5UU
492
OTHER CHARGES & EXPENSES
LAPI 1 AL OU 1 LAY
LOTS AND GRAVES
500.00
500.00
(500.00)
(500.00)
400 PUBLIC WORKS AND FACILITIES 500.00 (500.00)
23 RECEIPTS RESERVED FOR
APPROP 1,335.50 (1,335.50)
5100
5400
316
PERSONAL SERVICES
SUPPLIES
CHAP. 1 1 ECIA PL97-35
SCHOOL GRANTS
1,278.00
1,278.00
(1,278.00)
(1,278.00)
5100 PERSONAL SERVICES 16,365.93 (16,365.93)
5200 PURCHASE OF SERVICES 13,730.38 (13,730.38)
5400 SUPPLIES 1,800.00 (1,800.00)
321 PL 94-142 31,8%.31 (31,896.31)
5100 PERSONAL SERVICES 25,623.55 (25,623.55)
5400 SUPPLIES 765.66 (765.66)
322 TITLE 1 LOW INCOME 26,389.21 (26,389.21)
5100 PERSONAL SERVICES
5400 SUPPPLIES
323 PER PUPIL ED. AID
5100 PERSONAL SERVICES
5400 SUPPLIES
324 CH 1 88 SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT
5 1 00 PERSONAL SERVICES
5400 SUPPLIES 4,188.75 (4,188.75)
327 CH 188 EARLY CHILDHD GRANT 4,188.75 (4,188.75)
5100 PERSONAL SERVICES 4,690.03 (4,690.03)
328 SPED EARLY CHILDHD COORD 4,690.03 (4,690.03)
5100 PERSONAL SERVICES 640.38 (640.38)
5200 PURCHASE OF SERVICES
329 GOV. ALLIANCE AGNT DRUGS 640.38 (640.38)
5 1 00 PERSONAL SERVICES
5400 SUPPLIES
331 ED ECONOMIC SECURITY ACT
54
ACCOUNT
NUMBER TITLE
CARRY
FORWARD
ORJG.
BUDGET
NET
TRANSFERS
Y-T-D
EXPENDED
ACCOUNT
BALANCE
5100
5200
333
PERSONAL SERVICES
PURCHASE OF SFRVICFS
MATH IN-SERVICE TRAINING
1,045.90
69.10
1,115.00
(1,045.90)
(69.10)
(1,115.00)
5100
334
PERSONAL SERVICES
I ANG I FARNTNG DISARI FD CHII D
5100
335
PERSONAL SERVICES
INTFG OF SPFCIAI NFFDS
5100
5200
336
PERSONAL SERVICES
PURCHASE OF SERVICES
SPEC. REG. TECHN. ASST.
2,268.00
2,232.00
4,500.00
(2,268.00)
(2,232.00)
(4,500.00)
5100
337
PERSONAL SERVICES
SPED 89-3 13 IN STATE
2,100.00
2,100.00
(2,100.00)
(2,100.00)
5100
5200
5400
338
PERSONAL SERVICES
PURCHASE OF SERVICES
SUPPLIES
E.E.O. GRANT
7,899.53
1,975.00
(1,114.09)
8,760.44
(7,899.53)
(1,975.00)
1,114.09
(8,760.44)
5100
339
PERSONAL SERVICES
GUIDANCE COUNSELOR
15,700.00
15,700.00
(15,700.00)
(15,700.00)
300 EDUCATION 101.258.12 (101,258.12)
24 SCHOOL GRANTS 101.258.12 (101,258.12)
5800
122
CAPITAI OUTT AY
SELECTMEN
OTHER GRANTS
70 71^ 76
20,273.26
(70 27^ 26^
(20,273.26)
5200
136
PURCHASE OF SFRVICFS
ARTS LOTTERY COUNCIL
5200
141
CAPITAL OUTLAY
ASSESSORS
5200
420
CAPITAL OUTLAY
DPW-ADMINISTRATION
100 GENERAL GOVERNMENT 20,273.26 (20,273.26)
5800
220
CAPITAL OUTLAY
FIRE
SO 689 99
50,689.99
<^50 689 99~l
(50,689.99)
200 PUBLIC SAFETY 50,689.99 (50,689.99)
5400
5800
420
SUPPLIES
CAPITAL OUTLAY
DPW-ADMTNTSTRATION
4Z008.08
4? 008 08
8,236.25
182,508.08
IQO 744 33
(8,236.25)
(140,500.00)
400 PUBLIC WORKS & FACILITIES 42,008.08 190,744.33 (148,736.25)
5200
5800
541
PURCHASE OF SERVICES
CAPITAL OUTLAY
COUNCIL ON AGING
1,458.00
1,458.00
(1,458.00)
(1,458.00)
500 HUMAN SERVICES 1,458.00 (1,458.00)
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ACCOUNT
NUMBER TITLE
CARRY
FORWARD
ORJG.
BUDGET
NET
TRANSFERS
Y-T-D
EXPENDED
ACCOUNT
BALANCE
5200 PUCHASF OF SFRVICFS
5800 CAPITAL OUTLAY
610 LIBRARY
5200 PURCHASE OF SERVICES 1,110.05
613 LIBRARY MEG/LIG GRANTS 1,110.05
5800 CAPITAL OUTLAY
693 RICHARDSON PARK FUND
600 CULTURE AND RECREATION 1,110.05 (1,110.05)
OTHER GRANTS 42,008.08 264,275.63 (222,267.55)1
WATER SPECIAL REVENUE
5100 PERSONAL SERVICES 2,000.00 2,000.00
5200 PURCHASE OF SERVICES 500.00 328.00 172.00
5400 SUPPLIES 39,269.48 16,000.00 27,036.06 28,233.42
5700 OTHERS CHARGES & EXPENSES 4,475.31 600.00 3,807.83 1,267.48
5800 CAPITAL OUTLAY 12,000.00 16,500.00 12,636.51 15,863.49
5900 DEBT SERVICE 81,958.00 81,993.75 (35.75)
451 WATER DEPARTMENT 55,744.79 117,558.00 127,802.15 45,500.64
400 PUBLIC WORKS AND FACIL. 55,744.79 117,558.00 127,802.15 45,500.64
28 WATER SPECIAL REVENUE 53,744.79 117,558.00 127,802.15 45,5w.64 1
CAPITAL PROJECTS FUND
5800 CAPITAL OUTLAY 1,045,438.58 1,045,438.58
301 SCHOOL DEPARTMENT 1,045,438.58 1,045,438.58
300 EDUCATION 1,045,438.58 1,045,438.58
30 CAPITAL PROJECTS FUND 1,045,438.58 1,045,438.58 i
ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT
5100 PERSONAL SERVICES 504,438.63 (504,438.63)
5200 PURCHASE OF SERVICES 5,733,916.67 (5,733,916.67)
5700 7 788 41 (7 258 788 41 ">
5800 CAPITAL OUTLAY
5900 DFRT SFRVTPF 1 ? iiso no
460 ELECTRIC LIGHT DEPARTMENT 8,809,593.71 (8,809,593.71)
400 PirRi ir woRifs Aun fapit » 800 SQI 71 (9 ROQ S93 71 »
1330 ELECTRIC LIENS 3,528.37 (3,528.37)
972 UTILITY REFUNDS 3,528.37 (3,528.37)
970 REFUNDS 3,528.37 (3,528.37)
1800 INVENTORY
983 OTHER ITEMS
980 BALANCE SHEET ITEMS
62 ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT 8,813,122.08 (8,813,122.08)1
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ACCOUNT
NUMBER TITLE
CARRY
FORWARD
ORIG.
BUDGET
NET
TRANSFERS
Y-T-D
EXPENDED
ACCOUNT
BALANCE
5200
631
NOP
PURCHASE OF SERVICES
MANSFIELD CHARITY FUND
4-EXPENDABLE TRUST FUND
2,123.00
2,123.00
(2,123.00)
(2,123.00)
600 CULTURE AND RECREATION 2,123.00 (2,123.00)
882
5700
304
NON-EXPENDABLE TRUST FUND
OTHER CHARGES & EXPENSES
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
EXPENDABLE TRUST FUND
2,123.00
1,750.00
1,750.00
(2,123.00)
(1,750.00)
(1,750.00)
300 EDUCATION 1,750.00 (1,750.00)
5200
631
PURCHASE OF SERVICES
MANSHELD CHARTTY FUND
1,620.62
1,620.62
(1,620.62)
(1,620.62)
600 CULTURE AND RECREATION 1,620.62 (1,620.62)
2401
983
DUE FROM GENERAL FUND
OTHER ITEMS
980 BALANCE SHEET ITEMS
[84 EXPENDABLE TRUST FUND 3,370.62 (3,370.62)i
4840
161
OTHER MISC. REVENUE
TOWN CLERK
AGENCY FUND
3,545.25
3,545.25
(3,545.25)
(3,545.25)
2550
175
GUARANTEE DEPOSITS
PLANNING BOARD
26,184.00
26,184.00
(26,184.00)
(26,184.00)
2550
511
GUARANTEE DEPOSITS
BOARD OF HEALTH
100 GENERAL GOVERNMENT 29,729.25 (29,729.25)
2580
982
OTHER LIABILITIES
OUTSIDE DETAIL TURNOVERS
54,601.00
54,601.00
(54,601.00)
(54,601.00)
2400
983
DUE TO OTHER GOVERNMENTS
OTHER ITEMS
9,709.79
9,709.79
(9,709.79)
(9,709.79)
980 BALANCE SHEET ITEMS 64,310.79 (64,310.79)
|89 AGENCY FUNDS 94,040.04 (94.040.04)1
TOWN TOTAL 1^93^20.83 8^57^.00 42yl67.7S 19^4^21.72 (8^10^38.14)
57
TREASURER'S ANNUAL REPORT
Balance to General Ledger NAME WAGES
as of 6/30/94 $4,013,404.54 Acciavatti, Thomas 39,775.41
Ajootian, Richard O. 3,886.90
Interest earned Aldenberg, Robert 59,173.16
from General Fund 73,198.00 Amero, Mary Aime 41,527.19
Arathuzik, David E. ioj.oU
Collections from Armitage, Paul 57,449.75
Tax 1 itle accounts Ashley, Irene J. 4,oyy.iy
Auge, Nicole C. 806.00
Interest collected from Aususto, Regina M. 125.00
Tax Title accounts 36,721.91 Bakoian, Eileen 380.52
Barber, Jeffrey 16,541.21
AMBULANCE FUND. Bastable, Alison 3,305.28
Bastable, James 5,709.04
Balance as of 06/30/93 212,246.25 Bastable, Jean M. 312.62
Balance as of 06/30/94 275,995.88 Bastable, Richard M. 3,359. .43
Beauparlant, H. Peter 1,689.68
300th ANNIVERSARY Begin, Stacey 22,914.60
Belgiomo, Stephen P.
A e ^ fO f\ A45,358.94
Balance as of 06/30/93 3,931.14 Berg, Susan L. 1,081.90
Balance as of 06/30/94 4,004.92 Besen, Lisa A. 12,269.49
Bilicki, Janet M. 296.80
FANNIE ETTER FUND Bixby, Sandra A. 590.67
Black, John 29,616.82
Balance as of 06/30/93 52,580.56 Blumberg, Barbara S. 5,354.31
Balance as of 06/30/94 51,366.24 Boardman, Myrtle 1 AO ^{\108.79
Boiuiventura, Martha 1,935.50
CEMETERY ENDOWMENT FUND: Bouchard, Andrew 7,292.80
Bouchard, Henry 65,695.09
Balance as of 06/30/93 88,916.14 Breen, Moiria 50.00
Balance as of 06/30/94 90,978.51 Brochu. Kathryn 12,981.30
Brockelbank, Roger S. 237.50
DAVID CUMMINGS FUND Brooks, Anne M. 100.00
Brunaccini, Kathleen 6,459.72
Balance as of 06/30/93 40,153.63 Bucci, Dominic L. C\ 1 OA91.80
Balance as of 06/30/94 41,012.09 Buckley, Francine Jo. IZ
Butt, Cheryl 486.00
STABILIZATION FUND Cameron, Debra 23,036.28
Caron, Rosemary 393.47
Balance as of 06/30/93 51,043.40 Carpenter, Ronald 10,155.80
Balance as of 06/30/94 52,227.32 Caserta, Norma 175.00
Cashman, Shirley 21,992.02
The following is a list of all town employees and Cashman, William F. 9,339.92
their earnings ending 06/30/94: Cerullo, Mary Ellen 1,745.04
Charlton, Vickie A. 15,565.71
Christopher, Eric 6,877.04
Chnch III. Charles 12,182.93
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Clinch IV, Charles 47,219.14
Liougn, Lraig w. 4,033.41
Llough, William io,ijy.o2
Colby, Jeannette 883.92
Colosi, Joanne M. OAA r\f\
Cone, Thomas E. IV 2,532.00
Connelly, Joseph J. 24,720.41
Conroy, Lois 168.00
Consoli, Frank 4,230.10
Corey, William oU,7oi.33
Cormier, Leo 38,186.84
Correia, Manuel 12,037.85
Costas, Susan F. 8,229.76
Coste, conme r. 321.4/
Costigan, Charles 7,487.U4
Couture, Ann M. 647 1.11
Couture, Edward 43,353.14
Cross, Peter F. 944.78
Crosscup, Carol 34.65
Cummings, Sheila M. 5,245.00
Currier, Carolyn 76.23
Currier, Robert A. 36,745.85
Daniels, Anne Farrell 9,315.74
Davenport-Gay, Doreen A. 50.00
Davie, Theresa 23,882.44
DeCosta, James 40,320.37
Deeley, Barbara 29,484.37
Dellea, Cindy 7,478.66
Devaney, Phyllis 48.51
DiGianvittorio, James 41,112.94
Dion, Gayle 32,586.59
DiPietro, Deborah 4,740.58
f "V«*^ T _ ^_ _
Ditto, Jane 46,061.37
LK)imeu. Kicnard b. 1 '>'^1 A
1
3,223.01
Donovan, Douglas 1 AO OA192.80
Dow at., George t. 1 AA AA109.99
DriscoU, Catherine 46,001.37
Drysdale, Roger E. 675.00
Ehigan, Kimberly A. 7,826.49
Farley, George 6,406.65
Farley, Mary 12,802.88
Fedullo, Louis C >1 11154,111.60
Ferreira, Dorothy 34.65
1—
«
• T 1
Ferreira, Leonard 55,455.08
Finnegan, Jane E. 5,388.21
Finney, Susan M. 5,171.53
Fitzpatrick, Michelle 52,155.87
T?:* _^r,A -I -.1. 'T' -
ritzpatnck, Terry 7,315.02
Flynn, Ann Marie 492.80
Flynn, Patti A. 7,460.57
Foley, Judy 33,207.98
Fontaine, Violet 106.32
Fox, Robert 68.30
Francis, Peter B.
Freedman, Helen L. T 1 (\19 tf^ZljUJo. /O
Fuller. Jennifer J J, / J 1 .Zo
Gaflney, Janet V. 1, /UU.UU
Gallerie, Judy
oaivin, Darry j. S 177 18
oaroer, joan 1 0 Q 1 3 76
Gaudet, Richard J. OZ5.UV
ueisier, uetwran m.
oeorge, oaran d. 71 Q03 31
Gettings, Laura i,zuy.uu
ijenings, raincia 9 004 74
Liiuoons, ivennein i. 41 "^40 30
Lriiaroi, jeiuuier 777 07
Gould, Ricky 11 1 8^ 1 7J 1, lo3. 1 /
Graves, uiona J
.
1 1 077
Haley, Gayle
Halsey, busan H.
Hamilton, Mary L. 1 01 7^
Harmon, Deborah lUJ.OU
riaimon, james 4 Olil
Hatch, Lisa OU't.oU
Heckman, Elizabeth 1 « 07
Hekimian, Diane 07 AA/^ 17Z/,OUO. J /
Hocter, raitn a. 1 71^ 17
riocier, LrOrayne 108 70luo. ly
Hocter, Mary 1, J34.!/i
Hocter, isr., Joseph u. i,3yy.yo
Hosman, James G. OQO Q7
Hull, Greg jU,Uzz. ly
Inglis, Stephen 1 1A Ql
Innis, E)onna OA <d7 7A
Johnson, Claudia 1 O <00iy,5yy.uo
Jones, Alfred AA
Jones, John ^A AOO4U,uyy.4o
Jones, Nancy c Tn A/;3, /3i.yo
Kahmaim, Kathleen D. €7€ AA3/5.UU
KanouH, Charles R O AAA AAo,UlWJ.UU
Karolides, Nancy 1 114^ Ql
Karonis, John J. 1 l^il 7A1,j01. /U
Kassiotis, Jr., Richard < 7fi1 <fi3,Zoj.3o
Kassiotis, Richard 7 7J.Q OAZ,Z47.yO
Keleshian, Mane G. 7A 7QZU. ly
Kelley, James J,3 /4.40
Kelley, wuiiam t. HA 1S7 lA04,Jo/.ZU
Kcnneuy, louisc 1 1 ASA A7J IjOoO.OZ
Kiiroy, raui o. <7 lAO Ql3 /,ioy.yz
Kimball, George 1Q 71 8jy, /I0.43
King, Joel H. 3,109.12
King, Louise 46,158.87
Koury, Sally A. 17,457.96
Kunz, Arlene 45.05
Labastie, Sharon A. 2,219.52
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Lambe. Betsy R. 94 50
Langis, Sally 62 37
Larsen, Eileen C. 4,800 00
Leary, David 66.321 42
Leary, Dawn M. 1568 80
Leary, Florence M. 22,093 73
LeClerc, Catherine D. O OO 18,881 77
LeColst, Douglas K. 9,765 39
LeColst, Kenneth S. 4,640 58
Lenzie. A. David 650 00
Lenzie, Jacqueline 26,596 69
Levesque, Linda 599 99
Lewis, Georgia 600 00
Lishner, Sheila A. 1,678 80
Longueil, Beverly M. 500 00
Lord Jr., Stuart H. 650 00
Lordan, Jeanne 26,276 48
Lordan, Kate 2.092 00
Lordan, Megan 859 04
Loureiro,Marie C. 296 29
Lucey, Sandi E. 425 00
Magnifico. Justin A. 3,114 85
Magnifico, Mark B. 137 70
Mahajan. Linda P. 666 40
Marshall, Dale 20.188 46
Marshall, James E. 9,821 16
Martinuk, Kathryn 300 00
Martinuk, Thomas 12,427 29
Mathews, Douglas H. 300 00
Matola, Linda J. 3,309 68
Matthews. Shirley 17.241 34
Maynard, Todd A. 160 00
Mc Gmre, William F. 2,398 28
Mc Guire, Arthur E. 4,318 43
McCarthy, Faith J. 4,045 76
McCormack, Lily G. 25,257 07
McNichoI. Karen L. 998 35
McParland, Nancy Ann 21.375 60
McParland, Thomas
.
82 80
Melancon, Cynthia J. 25,301 28
Melville, Jill E. 7 65
Mendes, Richard 4,700 36
Michalski, Jr., Henry 53,175 99
Michalski, Kathleen 16.843 84
Michalski, Timothy 5 40
Micherone, Robin 2,050 75
Miksis, Kathleen B. 10.003 82
Milberry, Alice 1,334 91
Miller. Carlotta S. 46.745 12
Miller, James 8,008 20
Milley, Robert R. 19,678 84
Monahan-Hobey. Kelly A. 24.575 87
Montani, Ann M. 17,704 53
I
Morin. Sr., Ernest V. Z5,V7o.o7
Mugjord, William 32,021.14
Muise, James A. 3,534.34
MuUoy. Susan E. 4,574.16
Murphy, Robert 38,327.46
Murphy, Shirley 6,149.29
Napieracz, Beverly 46,661.37
Nash, Richard F. 14,818.58
Nathan, Norman 200.00
Neal, Priscilla C. 769.01
Nee, Carol 280.00
Newhall, Andrea 21,125.60
Newhall, Charles W. 34,490.45
Nottebart, Mary 3,309.68
Novakowski, Frances J. 1,048.14
O Bnen, Phyllis M. ZZj.vv
O Connell, Timothy 41,416.18
O'Connor, Jeralyn A Ar\37,224.40
ODonnell, Shane P. 30,307.46
O'Leary, Allison B. 18,199.38
O'Leary, Cheryl A. 3,830.20
OTvIeil, William P. i 46,348.08
Ogden, David B.
\
iy,loj. 1
L
Ohlson, Patricia ' ^ f\f\f\2,000.00
Olmstead, Susan A. 50.00
Packer, Leslie G. 7,863.46
Patterson, Dianna A. 50.00
Peachey, Betty M. 11.11
Peachey, Jr., Robert T. 8,007.96
Peachey, Sr., Robert T. 54,191.57
Pelletier. Albert G. 6,407.62
Pelletier, Marie G. 23,343.56
Pelletier, Patricia H. 12,997.14
Pelrine, Mary 34,802.45
Pierce. Frances B. 34,617.45
Poirier, Jeanne on o^o TO39,o7o. /o
Pollock, Sandra A. 6,199.17
Porter, Sheryl 892.08
Powers, Joan M. OCW f\f\891.00
Pnde, Matthew W. 51,010.50
Raynard, Shirley M. 19,940.16
Repucci, Linda M. 4,515.53
Reynolds, James M. 20.79
Reynolds, Judith A. 20.79
Reynolds. Katherine 1,022.50
Richardson, Ann 4,394.18
Richardson, Ann Louise 64.93
Richardson, Edward J. j4.0->
Rideout, Stanley L. 550.00
Riley, Janet 35,970.15
Robinson, Craig 9,602.31
Rodham, Karen 34.65
Rollins, Kenneth D. 50,879.62
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Rosenthal, Judith 300 00
Roy, Dennis R 47,734 25
Rubchinuk, Sandra M. 24,064 45
Santamaria, David P. 6,684 96
Saulnier, Raymond L. 165 60
Seager, Hilary G. 250 00
Segal, Jerome A. 10,752 96
Selchow, Jill 23.052 55
Shaughnessy, Alice A. 34 65
Shea, Julie A. 26,929 56
Shininger, Deanne 46,410 47
Shipley, Charlotte M. 6,575 79
Shurman, Mariarme 1,264 90
Sideri, Nancy 5,450 11
Silva, Cheryl 32,190 66
Simondisky, Edmond T. 4,131 01
Singer, Ira S. 53,451 85
Skinner, Thomas E. 300 00
Sleight, Susan B. 3,309 68
Smith, Mary Beth 75 00
Smith, William 6,430 92
Sopper, Kimberly D. 800 00
Sousa, Kimberly 50 00
Standring, Sheila 48,680 02
Stanton, Debra Aime 22,729 45
Sterio, Eileen 551 40
Stevens, Barry T. 52,860 10
Stevens, Helen 2,234 85
Stickney, Kris Anne 589 20
Storer, Gretchen L. 100 00
Sullivan, Karen M. 48 00
Sweeney, Tyime R. 10,736 16
Swift, Marcia 344 70
Taylor, Mary 375 00
Thibault, Diane 146 25
Thompson, Robert L. 5,921 26
Thurber, Nancy L. 2,938 84
Thwing, Janet M. 91 80
Tiemey, Alice P. 19,622 95
Tonello, Lorraine 9,629 25
Tramontozzi, Joanne 3,160 00
Turner, Meredith 17,183 84
Twiss, Frank 48,886 28
Twombly, Carol 8,049 60
Valcourt, Antonette 6,693 53
Wells, Cecily 109 99
Wells, Kathy W. 375 00
Wetmore, Elizabeth F. 2,086 15
White, Carolyn 36,332 09
Williamson, Joyce 41,507 65
Wojciechowski, Christine S. 8,001 97
Woodbury, Joshua 2,842 00
Zmijewski, Kristin D. 150 00
GRAND TOTAL 4,175,505 33
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TAX COLLECTOR
ANNUAL REPORT
The Tax Collector's office collected
$6,227,626.49 in taxes during FY94, an
increase of 1 1 . 14% over the previous year.
FY94 was the second year that a quarterly real
estate billing system was implemented and,
based on collections, was very successful. In
FY94 four separate mailings were issued as
opposed to two double billings during FY93.
Although it created a greater work load for this
office, we believe it was an easier way for the
tajqjayer to understand the new quarterly billing
system.
In January 1994 this office went on-line with the
Non-Renewal Program for unpaid excise taxes.
With the continued support of the Registry of
Motor Vehicles, this program can be considered
a great success. Diuing the first six months of
implementation, 174 outstanding excise taxes
were collected amounting to over $19,000. This
Program allows the Town to prevent any
renewal of license or registration without all
excise taxes being paid to date. Before renewal
DOLLARS COMMITTED
is allowed, the Registry requires certified proof
that all outstanding excise taxes have been paid.
Again, this program has proven to be successful
because most all Registry of Motor Vehicles in
other states have access to the same information
and will not allow new or renewal of license or
registrations until outstanding obligations are
met.
The Tax Title Program continues to be our best
collection means for unpaid real estate taxes.
This year we placed 47 new parcels into Tax
Title for a total of $71,482.31. With efforts from
previous years, properties that were submitted
for tax foreclosure are now being foreclosed
upon. Through June 30, 1994, seven parcels
were foreclosed on. The town's total tax title
balance as of June 30, 1994, 96 parcels, is
$219,700.25. Continued efforts to submit parcels
to the Land Court for foreclosure will continue
into the following years in an effort to satisfy
these outstanding dollars.
NUMBER OF BILLS ISSUED
REAL
REAL
ESTATE
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MOTOR VEHICLE
YEAR BILLS ISSUED DOLLARS COLLECTIONS PERCENT
COMMITTED
1985 5.189 224,559 224.559 100%
1986 5.368 267.079 267,079 100%
1 Vo / Mo./j/ ilO, IJI 1 UU /o
1988 5.795 277.543 277,543 100%
1989 5.419 355.077 344.681 97%
1990 5.577 359,678 350.210 97.3%
1991 5.756 398.921 388,914 97%
1992 4.862 341.583 335.148 98%
1993 5.855 363,256 350,281 96.4%
1994 thru 5.097 328,009 269,757 82%
06/30
Excise tax rate is based on $25 per *K 1.000 valuation
Excise tax bills are produced from the Registry of Motor Vehicles and issued through each city or town in
the State of Massachusetts.
REAL ESTATE
1985 2.263 2.913.448 2,913,448 100%
1986 2.112 3.118.182 3.118,182 100%
1987 2.234 3.419.637 3,419.637 100%
1988 2,376 3.680,369 3.680.369 100%
1989 2.414 4.318.084 4,318,084 100%
1990 2.640 4,485.447 4,485,447 100%
1991 2.701 5.004,992 5.003.958 99,9%
1992 2.675 5.279.481 5,241,806 99.3%
1993 2.691 5,293.284 5.217,292 98.5%
1994 thru 2.724 per qtr 5.666.242 5,327.188 94%
6/30
Since 1993, real estate bills are issued quarterly.
Tax bills are due on August 1st. November 1st. Februar\ 1st and May 1st
Charles W Newhall, Collector of Taxes
Andrea Newhall. Assistant Tax Collector
Patricia Pelletier. Clerk
Ann Couture, Clerk
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ASSESSING DEPARTMENT
ANNUAL REPORT
Fiscal Year 1994 was the second year the Town
used the quarterly tax billing s>stem.
The first two tax bills were based on the values
and the tax rate of the prior fiscal year and are
labeled " Preliminary " The second two tax bills
were based on newly approved values and a
newly certified tax rate, and are labeled
"Actual". The filing dates for abatements and
exemptions are based on the mailing date of the
third quarter "Actual" tax bill.
The Actual tax rate for Fiscal Year 1994 was
$11. 70 (per thousand dollars of value) for all
classes of property: residential, commercial,
industrial and personal.
VALUE TAX TOTAL CASH TAX
FY REAL & PERSONAL RATE APPROPRIATION RECEIPTS LEVY
1990 491.726.073 9.18 7.053.937 2.539.892 4,514,045
1991 532.453,450 9.42 6.537.450 2.000.219 5,015,711
1992* 492.210.991 10.85 6,726.506 1.777,355 5,340,489
1993 482.486.191 11.16 7,072.726 2.237.202 5,384,546
1994 492.689.169 11.70 7,125.632 2.030.093 5,764,463
*Update Year
REPRESENTATIVE VALUE AND PERCENTAGE BY CLASS
CLASS VALUE PERCENT TAX DOLLARS
Residential 348.722.071 71% $4,080,048
Commercial 105,145,323 21% 1,230,200
Industnal 30,352,710 6% 355,127
Personal Property 8,469,065 2% 99,088
TOTAL $492,689,169 100% $5,764,463
The effect of a one cent, ten cents or one dollar increase or decrease on the tax rate;
An increase or decrease of $4,927 had a $.0 1 efi"ect plus or minus.
An increase or decrease of $49,269 has a $ 10 effect plus or minus.
An increase or decrease of $492,689 has a $1 00 effect plus or minus.
Respectfully submitted.
BOARD OF ASSESSORS
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POLICE DEPARTMENT
ANNUAL REPORT
I hereby submit the follouing summarv- of the SCHOOL CROSSING GUARDS
activity' of the police department: Helen Stevens
Manuel Correia
DEPARTMENT ROSTER
Robert T. Peache\
. Sr. . Chief of Police POLICE STATISTICS
Louis J FeduUo. Sergeant
Paul F Armitage, Sergeant Rape 1
Henr\ A. Bouchard, Patrolman Robberies 3
John E Jones, Patrolman Assaults 16
Edward M. Couture, Patrolman Breaking and Entering 43
James J. DeCosta. Patrolman Larcenies 147
Robert A. Currier, Patrolman Attempted Larcenies 1
James A. DiGianvittorio. Patrolman Motor Vehicle. Theft & Recovery 50
Gayle F. Haley. Patrolman Forgery & Counterfeiting 2
Fraud 11
RESERVE OFFICERS Gathering/Riot 1
James W. Kelley, Patrolman General Service 51
Leonard Ferreira, Patrolman Harassment 1
William J. Corey, Patrolman Hazardous Material 1
Richard A Mendes, Patrolman Indecent Assault & Battery 2
Richard W. Kassiotis, Jr., Patrolman Juvenile - Runaway 8
Robert T. Peachey, Jr.. Patrolman Juvenile - Child in Street 1
Charles Costigan, Patrolman Stolen Property 12
Ronald Carpenter, Patrolman Malicious Damage 69
Protective Custody' 29
PHOTOGRAPHER/FINGERPRINT Weapon OffensesCcarrying/possession) 3
TECHNICIAN Sex Offenses 2
Robert T Peachey, Sr., Chief of Police Narcotic Drug Laws 7
Officer Requested 8
SAFETY OFFICER Selective Enforcement 3
Louis J. Fedullo. Sergeant Serve Summons 19
Serve 209A 18
TRAINING OFFICER Service Request 6
Paul F Armitage, Sergeant Shoplifting 8
Solicitors 51
JUVENILE OFFICER Offenses Against Family And
John E. Jones. Patrolman Children 91
Citizen Complaints 64
COURT OFFICER/FIREARMS Citizen Transport 6
INSTRUCTOR Civil Violations 15
James A. DiGianvittorio, Patrolman Parking ComplaintsA^iolations 3
Possession Class D 1
DIRECTOR OF DOMESTIC Warrant Arrests 10
VIOLENCE/D.A.RE. Confidential Reports 3
Gayle F. Haley, Patrolman Driving Under the Influence 19
Disorderly Conduct 112
CLERK/DISPATCHERS Disturbed Person 3
Nancy McParland Domestic Abuse 18
Lorraine Tonello, Part Time Dumping Illegally 20
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Emergency sen icc 5
False fire alarm 14
False report 1
Fireworks - discharge, possession 2
Liquor Molation 3
Officer field investigations 5
Public nuisances 4
Trespassing 9
Other PD arrests on our warrants 24
Continued in\ estigations 172
Suspicious acti\ity 93
Suspicious persons 153
Suspicious locations (Bldgs.woods. etc.) 120
Suspicious vehicles 173
Traffic sur\ e> 1
Loitering \ lolations 2
By-Lav\ \ lolation 1
Annoying calls 11
Cease & desist 4
Runaways/missing Persons 43
Assist finding lost person 1
Assist motorist 21
Assist officer 17
Assist person to bed or chair, etc 3
Assist with traffic 21
Assist other 340
Assist disabled motor vehicle 163
Check business 12
Check residence 63
Check well being 21
Check other 28
Dispute non-domestic 54
Deliver) for Selectmen 22
Del!\er\ /messenger/mail 27
Detective investigations 7
Delivcr\ other 32
Lockout 4
Motor Vehicle - babv inside 1
Motor Vehicle - complaints 38
Motor Vehicle repossession 2
Motor Vehicle stops 13
Malicious destruction 9
Missing person 5
Mischievous activity 14
Notification for police agency 56
NoUfication for other 22
Gas leaks 2
Power outage 2
Street light out 1
Water leaks or main breaks 2
Wires or poles down 10
Road conditions-debris in road 24
Road conditions-open holes 5
Road conditions-slipper>' 34
Road conditions-traffic control
not working or missing 7
Road conditions-unsafe 22
Trespassing 3
Transport prisoner 1
Transport - other 5
Unfounded call 6
Unw anted guest 8
Vandalism 7
Property lost 35
Property held 8
Propert> recovered 24
Back up other agency officer 80
Directed patrols 488
Dog-barking 7
Dog-bile 2
Dog-loose 14
Dog-missing/lost 13
Dog-sickVinjured 5
Dog-struck by motor vehicle 5
Animal complaint 43
Animal<hcck area 11
Animal-making noise 5
Animal-bile 2
Animal-dead 7
Ammal-loose 19
Animal-missing /lost 2
Ammal-sick/injured 47
Animal-slruck by motor vehicle 3
Bank alarm-equip problem 4
Bank alarm-operator error 8
Bank alarm-unknown 10
Business alarm-actual 3
Business alarm-equip, problem 27
Business alarm-operator error 45
Business alarm-unknowoi 84
Motor vehicle - equip, problem 1
Motor vehicle - unknown 1
Residence alarm - actual 1
Residence alarm - equip problem 234
Residence alarm - operator error 58
Residence alarm - unknown 134
TowTi/Slate building alarm - actual 1
Town/Stale building alarm - equip problem .. 1
Town/Stale building alarm - operator error 2
Town/State building alarm - unknown 6
Death bv natural causes 4
Suicide attempt 2
Business fire 16
House fire 13
Apartment/multi-dwelling fire 10
Motor \ ehicle fire 8
Outside fires 10
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MEDICAL AID
Burns 1
Choking 3
Difficulty' breathing 13
Fainting 7
Heart attack 5
Illness 32
Seizure 4
Stroke 3
Trauma 28
All other 36
MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENTS
Personal injur\-MV and pedestrian 2
Personal injury-MV and other MV 14
Personal injur\-MV and fixed object 2
Personal injur\-MV and other object 2
Personal injur>-MV overturned in roadway . .. 1
Personal injur\-MV ran off roadway 1
Personal injury -hit and run 1
Property damage-MV and other MV 125
Property damage-MV and bus 6
Property damage-MV and animal 1
Property damage-MV and fixed object 14
Property damage-MV and other object 1
Property damage-MV ran off roadway 9
Property damage-other non-collision 2
Property damage-hit and run 27
TOTAL STATISTICS 4757
MOTOR VEHICLE INFRACTIONS
Abandoned motor vehicle 1
Allowing motor vehicle to be operated on
revoked registration 4
Allowing operation of unregistered motor
vehicle 3
Allowing operation of uninsured motor vehicle4
Attaching improper plates 19
Defective equipment 28
Drag racing 2
Failure to keep in marked lanes 16
Failure to keep in right lane 8
Failure to keep to the right 3
Failure to obey signs 1
Failure to report address change to Registry of
Motor vehicles 7
Failure to stop for police officer 4
Stop sign violation 15
Failure to stop for red light 80
Failure to stop for yellow - red light 3
Failure to stop for crossing guard 9
Failure to use care in starting, stopping,
turning, backing 14
Failure to yield at intersection 3
Failure to exhibit license 2
Following too closely 1
Giving false name to police officer 1
Giving false information to police officer 2
Improper left turn 2
Improper right turn 2
Inspection sticker (expired) Ill
Leaving scene of property damage accident 3
Leaving scene of personal injury accident 3
Operating a moped without a license 2
Operating to endanger 9
Operating without front plate 1
Operating a motor vehicle after revocation .. 18
Operating a motor vehicle after revocation of
registration 17
Operating a motor vehicle after revocation for
OUIL 1
Operating MV without a license 7
Operating MV without license in possession. 10
Operating a MV without registration in
possession 8
Operating MV without a valid license 15
Operating after suspension of license 60
Operating uninsured MV 43
Operating unregistered MV 86
Operating under the influence of alcohol 29
Operating under the influence of drugs 2
Passing 36
Passing school bus 1
Passing on right 6
Rejection sticker over limit for safety 1
Revoked registration 7
Right on red 1
Seat belt violation (child under
five years old) 5
Smoke pollutants from motor vehicle 1
Speeding 152
Uninspected motor vehicle 3
Using a MV without authority 2
Obscured license plate 1
Receiving stolen property (registration plate) . 2
Tire tread depth 1
Permit violation 1
TOTAL INFRACTIONS 879
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MOTOR VEHICLE VIOLATIONS
WARNINGS ISSUED
Defective equipment 17
Expired registration 2
Failure to report address change to Registry of
Motor Vehicles 2
Failure to stop for crossing guard 1
Failure to stop for red light 62
Failure to stop for yellow light 2
Failure to stop at stop sign 5
Failure to stay within marked lanes 1
Failure to use care in starting, stopping, or
turning 1
Improper left turn 1
Inspection sticker (expired) 52
Operating MV without a valid license in
possession 11
Operating MV without a valid registration in
possession 1
Passing 11
Passing on right 4
Speeding 27
Failure to yield to emergency vehicle 1
Unregistered motor vehicle 4
Operation after revocation of Registration 1
No front plate in possession 1
TOTAL WARNINGS 207
SAFETY OFFICER
LOUIS J. FEDULLO
As Safety Officer I was fortunate to have an
opportunity to discuss bicycle safety, home
safety, the dangers of talking to strangers and
baby-sitting safety with a large number of
Middleton youths.
Januar\' 2, 1994 :
Fifteen Cub Scouts were given a tour
of the police station.
March 20, 1994 :
A group of Brownies were given a
tour of the police station
May 4, 1994:
A bic\'cle and fingerprint program was
run for the Boy Scouts. They ran a
bic>cle course and were showed how
to take a fingerprint.
June 15, 1994:
With the assistance of Paul
Richardson of Richardson's Dairy, all
children riding bikes with their helmet
on were given a gift certificate for a
free ice cream cone.
August 15, 1994:
I presented a babv -sitting safet> course
for 15 children at the Flint Public
Library.
SAFETY LIST
• Parents should know where their children
are at all times. Children should not go
anywhere without their parent being told.
• Children should not get in a motor vehicle
with anyone they do not know.
• When at school, children should report any
unusual activity to their teachers. They
should not talk to strangers or get in any
strange motor vehicles. If a child is
instructed to wait for his/her parent after
school, the child should wait; if the child is
instructed to take the bus home, the bus
should be taken and the parent notified by
the child when he arrives home. If a child
stays after school and is told to wait for a
ride, the child should not walk or get a
ride from someone else.
• Children should not be left alone in a
motor vehicle whether it is running or not
• When you are going on vacation or leaving
town for an extended period of time, all
deliveries to your residence should be
stopped.
• If family member or friends are watching
your home while you're away, leave an
emergency number in the event of a
problem.
• Leave a light on while you "re away.
LET'S ALL PRACTICE SAFETY!
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JUVENILE OFFICER
JOHN E. JONES
As the department's Juvenile Officer. I have
continued to work with our teenagers and
parents as requested.
On a monthly basis the Juvenile Officers of the
Tri-TowTi area and officials of the Masconomet
Regional School District meet to discuss our
mutual problems. These meetings are held on a
rotating basis by the guest community at their
facility or that of a participating organization.
I have also attended meeting hosted by the Tri-
Town Council and seminars given b>' the
District Attome>''s Office on Teenage Violence
and Abuse.
With the opening of the North Shore
Vocational Technical School in our town we
are trying to set up a similar program with
them We have had meetings with the school
principal and school personnel to implement
guidelines for their students while they attend
school in our community.
The use of alcoholic beverages by teenagers is a
problem that concerns us Many feel that if
they have to make a choice between alcohol or
drugs, that alcohol is the lesser of the two evils.
However, both are dangerous to the user. If you
know or hear of anyone who is in need of help,
please do not hesitate to contact the Police
Department.
FIREARMS INSTRUCTOR
JAMES A. DIGIANVITTORIO
As Firearms Instructor for the Middleton
Police Department, I attended a Firearms
Instructor Recertification Program which was
given by the Massachusetts Criminal Justice
Training Council. This year a new program
was instituted by the Council which put more
emphasis on actual shooting scenarios rather
than just trying to put holes in a piece of paper.
The Council has given instructors numerous
courses to train with. The program I chose is a
combination of combat shooting as well as real
life confrontations. The goal is to make tactical
shooters rather than target shooters.
In the past police officers were not taught
multiple advisory shootings. This year I will
be instructing a program which will assist
officers in case of multiple advisory
confrontations. The Training Council has
given instructors a bit more leeway at the on
range portion of the qualifications. The
Council requires all courses shot to be
documented and submitted with the officers
final qualification score of 80% or better.
On September 15, 1993 I conducted an in-
service training program where once again the
officers had to demonstrate safe weapon
handling, familiarity with the weapon and the
ability to disassemble, clean, inspect and
reassemble the pistol.
On October 28, 1993 all members of the
Middleton Police Department successftiUy
completed the range portion of the program.
Every officer scored 80% or better. I would like
to add a special note of praise to Officers
Couture. Currier, Haley and Reserve Officer
Corev for exceptional work at the range All
officers, KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK!
Again this year the Middleton Police
Department would like to thank the Danvers
Fish and Game Club for their cooperation in
assisting us in range time qualifications.
HOME STORAGE OF FIREARMS
Family Considerations:
If you have a family, your responsibility does
not end with proper storage of firearms. It is
necessary to educate family members regarding
the responsibility of having firearms in the
home and the safety considerations involved. In
this case education should attempt to place the
firearm in the proper perspective for your
spouse and children. 1 he two extremes to be
avoided are:
1. Do not make a firearm into a
"forbidden fniit".
2. Do not treat it so lightly that a child
will consider it a toy to play with
The family should understand that it is a
firearm with no innate quality of good or evil.
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Depending on how it is used it can defend life
or take it. Children over the age of four should
be helped to understand that real firearms are
unlike "cartoon guns". Characters don't get
hurt or die. When real people are shot with a
real firearm they are seriously injured and
could die If your child has experienced death
through the loss of a pet or a relative, you
might use this as an example This may be
traumatic to the child and you. However, this
is a small price to pay for the desired result -
SAFETY.
Experience suggests that if one looks ahead
and takes the time to plan for the unexpected;
if the firearm doesn't become something to be
overly curious about; if family members are
educated about firearms and home safety rules
are agreed upon, then a moment of carelessness
may not result in tragedy.
COURT LIAISON AND
PROSECUTING OFFICER
JAMES DIGIANVITTORIO
As a result of economic problems faced by the
Commonwealth, District Attorney Kevin
Burke's ofiice asked each police department to
designate an officer to fiinction as a prosecutor
at Salem District Court. I, James A.
DiGianvittorio, have filled that position for the
past four years. Since March of 1990 I have
been responsible for most all arraigiunents, bail
arguments and complaints brought to Salem
District Coiut by the Town of Middleton. It is
my duty and responsibility to keep all officers
informed of upcoming trials whether it be a
trial by jury which is held at Peabody District
Court or a trial before a judge (Bench Trial)
which is held at Salem District Court.
The Middleton Police Department would like
to thank the staff of Salem District Court:
Clerk's Office, District Attorney's Office,
Probation Department and Victim Witness
Advocates for the fine cooperation this town
has received
TRAINING OFFICER
PAUL F. ARMITAGE
The training schedule for 1993/1994 consisted
of eight sessions Three of the sessions were
instructed by Chief Henry Michalski of the
Middleton Fire Department. The subject matter
for one session was CPR Recertification and
First Responder Recertification was the subject
matter of the two other sessions.
In September Officer James DiGianvittorio
instructed a four-hour classroom segment
which led to the Firearm Recertification of the
officers.
In December Sgt. Paul Armitage conducted a
class on building searches, traffic safety and
Massachusetts Supreme and Appeals Court
cases.
In March Sgt. Armitage presented a four hour
training session which resulted in all officers
being recertified by the Massachusetts
Criminal Justice Training Council as
Intoxilyzer Operators This certification allows
the officers to run breath tests for DWI suspects
for the next three years.
The major portion of the April class was
presented by Officer Charles Costigan. The
piupose of the class was to address questions
the officers had regarding the new department
computer system. Sgt. Armitage also presented
a short segment to bring the officers up to date
on changes in the Massachusetts General
Laws.
The last training session of the year was
presented by Sgt Armitage in May and the
topic was the National Governors Association
Truck and Bus Accident Data Program. The
officers were trained to collect the appropriate
information for the new truck and bus
supplemental accident report, required b> the
Registry of Motor Vehicles, which brings the
Commonwealth into compliance with the
Federal accident reporting requirements.
DIRECTOR OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
GAYLE HALEY
Domestic Violence continues to be a problem
nationwide as well as right here in Middleton.
Police officers frequently find themselves in the
middle in these types of situations. Although
legislation continues to be passed to update
Protective Orders and increase penalties for
violations of them, many victims are hesitant to
follow through with court action.
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It is true that a Protective Order or 209A is just
a piece of paper and cannot physically keep an
abuser from his/her victim. However, it does
gi\e pohce the authorit\ to arrest, without a
warrant, anyone in violation of said orders.
With the institution of the "Domestic Violence
Record Keeping System" last year, judges are
finding it easier to obtain pertinent information
regarding previous criminal records defendants
may have prior to the issuance of Protective
Orders These orders now call for the
immediate surrender of firearm licenses and
firearms that a defendant may possess. Upon
issuance of an emergency order the plaintiff
(abused) must appear in court on the next court
day if the order is to be continued. At that time
a date is set within 10 days for a second
hearing. The defendant (abuser) may appear at
that hearing and a judge will decide whether to
extend or vacate the order
If you are in need of assistance in a domestic
situation, consult your local police. Programs
for both the abused and the abuser exist in our
local area The police or court can direct you
to these programs. In an emergency', police can
assist you with medical attention, court orders,
transportation or a safe house if necessary. You
are not alone. Help is a phone call away.
D.A.RE. OFFICER
GAYLE HALEY
Middleton was again fortunate this year to
receive a grant from the Governor's Alliance
Against Drugs. The grant enabled us to
purchase "safetv pal" workbooks for our
kindergarten students and "Say No To Drugs"
workbooks for our 6th grade students. The
grant also supplied target signs which will be
installed soon, officially designating oiu school
zones as "Drug Free."
Medallions for our essay contest winners and
lapel pins for all students were also supplied by
the grant. The children in grades 3-6 as well as
our preschool children were treated to an
assembly featuring Vince Coleman, Mr.
Coleman came to Howe-Manning with a
musical message to teach children the dangers
of drug use. stranger safetv . bike safety and fire
safetv The sing along was enjoyed bv' all.
Fift>'-four 6th grade students successfully
completed the D A.R E. seventeen week core
curriculum program. Each of the graduating
students received a certificate of achievement
presented by school principal Michelle
Fitzpatrick and a "D A R E. TO KEEP KIDS
OFF DRUGS" tee-shirt. Three students were
acknowledged for writing outstanding essays.
Caitlin Diskes. Kara Micherone and Jay
Stevens each received a medallion and a fifty
dollar savings bond generously supplied bv the
Family Bank. Danvers Savings Bank and the
Shawinut Bank.
Corey Johnson was the 6th grade student
chosen to represent Howe-Manning at the 3rd
Annual Ceremonial D A R E. Graduation held
at the State House in Boston. Corey
accompanied Officer Haley to the ceremony
where D A R E Officers and student from over
250 cities and towns in the state of
Massachusetts were honored. Governor Weld
was on hand to present each student with a
special certificate and a commitment to
continue the fight against drugs. Each student
also received a commemorative tee shirt as well
as a day off from school.
Officer Haley would like to extend thanks to all
who help support the program, and special
thanks to the Middleton PTO and George and
Gail Nekoroski of Golf Country for their
generous contributions.
COMPUTER CONSULTANT
CHARLES R COSTIGAN
The computer system purchased is a Digital
3100 Vaxstation with 8 megabytes of memory
and 1 gigabyte worth of disk storage space
Purchased along with the Va.xstation were 6
monitors which are currently connected to the
system. The Digital Vaxstation has the fiiture
capacity to coimect up to 100 monitors and
numerous disks if the need arises. Also
purchased were two printers, one laser printer
and one dot matrix printer. This computer
sv'stem also has the capability to connect and
interface into the E911 svstem that will be
coming to the Town of Middleton in the near
ftitiue.
The software that was purchased is the
PAMET Policeserver software fi-om PAMET
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Inc. The company is located in Acton. MA
Fort\'-eight cities and towns within
Massachusetts are currently running this
software in their police departments This
software allows the Middleton Police
Department to dispatch and control vehicles,
enter and track incident reports, accident
reports, mastercard database (individuals).
pistol/FID permits, property, evidence and
much more.
I attended the week-long training session held
at PAMET Inc.. in Action on the ftinaions and
the management of the s\'stem. I then held an
introductory training session with all members
of the Middleton Police Department. I then
held one-on-one sessions with each member of
the department to go over all aspects of the
computer system and what functions the\'
would be usmg. After the officers and staff
became familiar with the s\'Stem. 1 did follow-
up sessions with those who wanted more in-
depth training
Before the computer system could go on-line,
certain data needed to be entered into the
database to reflect the Middleton Police
Department and Town of Middleton s
environment Businesses needed to be
contacted to verify data and contacts. Street
names and address ranges needed to be
compiled. Equipment such as cruisers needed
to be entered and more Once ever>thing was
entered, we were ready to go live with the
s\stem on April I. 1994.
As mentioned the computer system will allow
the entering and tracking of all incident
reports, accident reports, pistol permits FID
cards, etc. One of the main advantages of the
computer system is the ability to track data
easily. In the past all information gathered
from the Middleton Police Department was
compiled in paper format and filed in
numerous file cabinets.
The computer system has alreadv helped us
acquire a grant for community policing Within
the application for the community policing
grant data needed to be provided to show a
breakdown of incidents and their locations
within the town. Since all incidents are entered
into the computer system daily the police
department has an accurate profile of this
information It only took the computer system
two minutes to gather, compile and provide a
report on statistical analysis and breakdown of
incidents
In closing. 1 would like to thank Chief Peachey.
all the Middleton Police Department officers
and staff for supporting me in the training and
implementation of the computer svstem
throughout the last year
As in the past. I wish to extend my thanks to
the town officials, the citizens of the
community, surrounding police departments,
Massachusetts State Police, the Registry of
Motor Vehicles and especially the members of
the Middleton Police Department.
Respectfully submitted.
Robert T. Peachey, Sr.
Chief of Police
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FIRE DEPARTMENT
ANNUAL REPORT
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen and
Citizens of Middleton:
MISSION STATEMENT:
The primar\ mission of the Middleton Fire
Department is to protect LIVES and property
and impro\ e the quality of LIFE m the Town of
Middleton through fire prevention, fire
suppression, hazardous material control, and
fire alarm communications to all who live, work
or mvest in the community.
1 hereby submit to you the report of the Fire
Department for the period July 1, 1993 to June
30, 1994:
The Fire Department consists of permanent and
call personnel. The permanent force is
composed of; Chief, Captain, three Lieutenants,
two Firefighters and one dispatcher
The call force is made up of the following:
Captain. Lieutenant, and 19 call firefighters.
The combination of permanent and call
firefighters gives the Town a complement of 28
men and women.
DEPARTMENT ROSTER;
PERMANENT FORCE:
Chief Henrv Michalski. Jr.
Captain Dayid T. Leary
Lieutenant George C. Kimball
Lieutenant William O'Neil
Lieutenant Frank Twiss
Firefighter Charles S. Clinch IV
Firefighter Timothy O'Connell
Dispatcher Lily McCormack
CALL FORCE:
* Captain Charles S, Clinch III
Lieutenant Kermeth LeColst
Firefighter Robert Aldenberg
Firefighter Jeffery Barber
Firefighter Andrew Bouchard
Firefighter Eric J. Christopher
*
Firefighter
Firefighter
Firefighter
Firefighter
Firefighter
Firefighter
Firefighter
Firefighter
Firefighter
Firefighter
Firefighter
Firefighter
**** Firefighter
*
*
**
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Craig Clough
William Clough
Lily McCormack
Peter B. Francis
Barry Galvin
Deborah Hannon
James Hannon
Douglas LeColst
Thomas Martinuk
Timothy Michalski
James Muise
Richard F. Nash
David P Santamaria
KEY
Registered Emergency Medical Tech
First Responder, 105 CMR 171.000 MGL
c. Ill C.201
Emergency Medical Tech/Inlermed
Emergency Medical Tech/Paramedic
Total EMT's
Total EMT's/Intermediate
Total First Response
Total EMT's/Paramedic
22
2
2
2
The Fire Department responded to a total of
1,545 calls during 1993-94 This number
includes box alarms, still alarms, public service
calls and medical aids.
MANPOWER
The National Fire Protection Association, a
recognb.ed authority and publisher of the
National Fire Codes developed a standard on
Fire Department Occupational Safety and
Health, known as NFPA 1500. The standard
contains the minimum requirements for a fire
service related occupational safety and health
program. The technical committee on Fire
Service Occupational Safety and Health
determined that a minimum number of members
are required to safely perform each identified
firefighting function or evolution. The minimum
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number is comprised of that necessarv' for
performance related to expected life hazard,
potential propert> loss and type of tactics
emplo>ed Currently we have two firefighters
responding on the initial alarm. This allows the
first arriving piece of equipment to advance one
handline with one person. Boiled down to its
essentials, firefighting consists first in locating a
fire, second confining it and third extinguishing
it. It is that simple
In a typical first alarm operation, the response
team is expected to be able to place into service
quickly two 1 3/4 "attack lines backed up by one
or two lines. The number of firefighters
needed to advance and operate one hose line
varies from two on smaller lines to four on
larger hand lines. So you can see that we do not
have sufficient personnel to even advance
protective lines onto the seat of the fire, let alone
fulfill the other requirements of our jobs such as
rescue entrapped occupants, ladder the fire
building and force entry and ventilate the fire
bmlding.
I fully understand the taxpayer cannot afford the
cost of adding the required six new firefighters
to the full time force to bring us up to standards.
However, the town's people should consider
adding two additional personnel to the full time
force, and having them work days to enhance
our response during the hours when the call
force is not available to assist with search,
rescue to save a trapped life and advance needed
hose lines to extinguish the fire and cut down on
property loss By adding two additional
personnel, we would be able to respond with
three firefighters initially. This would allow us
to advance a minimum of one line safely, and
conduct a proper search of the building for any
trapped people We also need to consider that we
maintain the ambulance for the town. The
average ambulance run is a minimum of one
hour During this one hour the firefighters from
the station are manning the ambulance and not
available for fire duty. It s time we consider the
fact that the town is growing. Last year we
added at least 71 homes to the communitv'. This
constitutes a minimum of 142 people The last
time we added persoimel to the fiill time force
was in 1987, the town has certainly growTi in
seven years.
APPARATUS:
The apparatus of the department is in excellent
to fair condition.
Engine 1: Excellent
Engine 2; Good
Engine 3
;
Good
Engine 4: Tractor fair
condition, tank good
Squad 5: Excellent
Rescue 6: Good
Car 1: Excellent
Ladder 1: Fair
Signal 1
:
Good
The new ambulance has been ordered and
should be in during the month of Februarv . The
second ambulance will go a long way to enhance
the emergency medical services the department
offers, at the present time. It will allow us to
transport the majority of our calls without
having to request assistance from outside
departments.
We need to consider the replacement of the
Ladder 1. During the past year we had several
problems develop with the truck company, and it
is at a point where it may be cheaper in the long
run to consider the replacing of the ladder truck
with a quint. A quint is a combination piece of
apparatus that would lend itself to the operations
we must carry out as a small community. It
would be the initial response piece of equipment
which would allow the first crew in to have the
capability of operating as an engine company or
ladder company.
FIRE DISPATCH;
The Fire Dispatcher's duties and responsibilities
to serve the Town citizens are always their
priority.
The Fire Department has one (1) permanent
dispatcher who works Tuesday thru Friday, 8:00
am to 6:00 pm. a 40 hour week. The other hours
of dispatch are handled bv a Call Firefighter.
The duties and responsibilities of dispatching
are never ending There is always the demand
for further education in order to better serve our
We will soon have E-911, which will
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B) Physical fitness training program
establishment.
C) Continuing education for fire education
personnel.
D) Continuing education for fire investigators.
E) Continuing education for officers and
firefighters.
F) Medical Dispatch protocols.
G) Confined space rescue training.
H) Trench rescue training.
I) High-rise firefighting procedures.
These are just some of the problems that are
facing the department today, and with the
increase in technological advances by society, it
becomes clear that the department needs to stay
current with these in order to operate efficiently
with the demands placed upon it by the public.
As is evident, the training program is a task
oriented and time-consuming endeavor.
EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES;
Emergency Medical Services continues to keep the
department active. The department answered 487
requests for medical assistance during the past year.
The department continues to conduct its own
training program consistent with all apphcable
Federal. State and Local statutes
In addition to emergency response calls for medical
assistance, the E M S. division provides many other
functions in its day to day operations including
responses to major structure fires, wildland fires,
and hazardous materials incidents to support
functions alreacfy in progress. It provides
Emergency Rehabilitation Services to persormel
operating on scene It becomes a very valuable
resource on scene in providing immediate medical
care to persormel who may become dehydrated,
injured or suffer any emergency during an incident.
Also, the E M S. division is active in many
community programs. The depaitment provides
fi-ee blood pressure clinics, CPR and First
Responder courses to the public, conducts training
for many business organizations throughout the
town such as Bostik Division, Nynex and any town
department who wishes to receive training. It works
closely with the school department in providing
tours for the pupils and teachers in order to have a
better understanding of our operations and
capabiUties.
In keeping with the current trends in E.M.S., I am
happy to report that the Middleton Fire Department
has received a full A.L.S. hcense fi^om the State.
This will enable the department to provide
advanced Ufe support capabihties to the residents
and businesses of the town in a prehospital settmg
We now have the equipment and trained personnel
to provick Advanced Cardiac Monitoring and
Defibrillation, the provision to estabUsh I.V lines
and drug therapy on scene or enroute to a medical
feciUty. This upgrade in services is a natural
extension of our B L.S services and will provide
for the most advanced patient care prior to
transport to an ajp'opriate medical facihty
The Middleton Fire Department is the FIRST
municipal department in this region to be Ucensed
to provide these services, a fact that the town and
department are extremely proud of The supqjort
and direction provided by the members of the
department were crucial in obtaining this status
The dedication and professionahsm shown by all
members are a credit to the town and to the
members themselves. The Middleton Fire
Department will continue to be leaders in the field
of Emergency Medical Care in a pre-hospital
setting for many years to come. Currently, we have
two members enrolled in Paramedic School at
Northeastern University to supplement the
Paramedics in the department, and a number of
individuals have exjM^essed an interest in also
attending. This is a very intensive course consisting
of a minimum of 1,000 (one thousand) hours of
classroom and field experience prior to testing and
certification. The training and education is
continual and ongoing in providing this level of
service to the residents and businesses of the town
of Middleton.
INSPECTIONS & PERMITS:
Oil Burner Inspection
Reinspection
Permits Issued
Fire Alarm Inspection
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22
167
84
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require training in the dispatch field for all
dispatchers. E-911 will bring added
responsibilities to the dispatchers. The\ will be
handling all 911 calls for all departments such
as fire, police, DPW. electric light, and any calls
for assistance and aid b> the public. Following
are a list of duties required b> the dispatcher
upon receipt of an emergency call:
1. Receiving the call.
2 Identifying the type of emergency, i.e., fire,
medical, or police.
3. Notifjing the appropriate units.
4. Dispatching units
5. Gathering appropriate information ft"om the
caller
6. Maintaining radio contact with dispatched
units
7. Monitoring activities at scene.
8 Report writing of incident.
These are some of the duties of the dispatcher
during and after an incident.
To date the department has six (6) members who
have attended a forty (40) hour ACO
Telecommunications course, conducted by the
State Fire Academy. The emphasis of this course
was a better knowledge of dispatch operations,
which enables a person to be a proficient
telecommunicator One (1) member is a
Certified EMD (Emergency Medical
Dispatcher).This enables these members to train
the department members in all dispatch calls.
TRAINING REPORT
TRAINING & EDUCATION
The department continues to conduct its own
training program on Monday nights and
occasionally on weekends. In addition to the
regular drill schedule, several members have
and are attending special outside courses
donated b\ organizations such as: State Fire
Academy, National Fire Academy- located in
Emmitsburg, Maryland, International
Association of Fire Department Training
Instructors and several other professional
organizations The courses provided by these
organizations are very informative and
educational in providing the membership with
skills enhancement in a host of topics ranging
from basic fire fighting techniques to advanced
arson investigation and interrogation practices.
The time spent by these individuals in attending
these specialialized courses is often done at their
own time and expense. The town and
department are very fortunate to have such
dedicated individuals whose experience will
benefit the town residents and department
operating format.
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS TRAINING:
Hazardous materials training is ever on-going
as are many of the programs the department is
involved with. The department attempts to
conduct its own in-house training whenever
possible. There are times when we must call in
specialized instructors to assist us
Given the financial constraints placed on fire
departments, it is extremely difficult to maintain
a level of efficiency to effectively handle a
hazardous materials incident. It becomes
incumbent on the agencies who mandate this
training to become fiscally responsible for the
training However, due to the current state of
economic decline, this training appears to inept.
Following is an outline of the training that must
happen because of Federal and State mandates:
A) MET Recertification: 28 hours of
continuing education every two years along
with a 2 1 hour refresher course yearly.
B) Semi-automatic Defibrillator recertification:
Quarterly.
C) Epinephrine Auto Injection Recertification:
Quarterly.
D) CPR: Yearly
E) Infection Control Continuing Education:
Yearly
F) Hazardous Control Awareness: Yearly
Additionally, the following recommended
training is needed to meet the departments
priorities:
A) Updated Firefighter 1&2 competency
assessment and certification of all members.
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Reinspection 44
Permits Issued 167
Liquid Propane Storage 18
Reinspection 1
Permits Issued 18
Tank Truck Inspection 12
Reinspection 1
Permits Issued 12
Blasting Permit 13
Blast Witnessed 60
Permits Issued 13
Miscellaneous Permits:
Flammable bquid 25
Tent Permit 5
Tar KetUe 2
Underground tank removal 10
Plans review 527
(residential, fire and heat
detection, sprinklers, fire
extinguishers)
Burning Permits Issued 284
Calls for permission to bum 867
NOTE: Burning Permits are good for one( 1
)
season, but a call to the fire department MUST be
made on each day of burning.
Fire Prevention Inspections and
Fire DriUs 500
FIRE PREVENTION ACTIVmES;
The fire prevention division of the department has
experienced a dramatic increase in inspection
activity
.
This upward change is a reflection of the
increase in residential and commercial
construction. In addition to initial inspections for
fire safety, fire prevention focuses on education to
enhance a fire safe attitude. Classes on fire
extinguishers and fire prevention for businesses,
fire safety talks to children and the elderly, and
pubhc service announcements on the local cable
chaimel are just a few examples of our commitment
to promote fire prevention in our town.
Remember, fire can strike without warning To be
safe you have to be ready Take the time now to
complete a home fire safety check. Install smoke
detectors if you haven't alreacfy. For those who
have already installed detectors be sure they are
clean and free of dust. Test the batteries monthly
and replace the batteries yearly. Sit down with
family members and devise a family escape plan for
your home The plan should include TWO (2) ways
out of every room, plus a meeting place out of your
home to be certain that all members are safely out
of the building. Purchase a multi-purpose (ABC)
extinguisher and learn how to use it properly The
extinguisher should be located near exit doors
If you would like some help in planning a home
fire escape plan, or if you would Uke a home fire
safety check, please contact the fire department at
774-2466 Arrangements can be made to help you
keep your home fire safe. The department has two
sh(fc programs on "Preventing Home Fires" and
"Escaping Home Fires" and also numerous videos
on fire safety which are available to be shown for
your education.
FIRE SAFETY TIPS TO REMEMBER:
• Install a smoke detector on each level of your
home.
• DO NOT disable a smoke detector when it
sounds off.
• Know what to do after a detector soimds off.
Plan a home escape route in the event ofafire.
FIRE ALARM
The fire alarm system is in excellent repair and
condition Maintenance and care of the system is
the key to rehable, cost effective operation The fire
alarm system is cared for in its entirety by the
Superintendent of Fire Alarm, and remains
basically self-supporting through fees charged
directly to the users. All town owned buildings are
protected by this system. Expansion of the system
continued at a rapid rate again this year due to
many construction projects in progress. All costs
associated with the expansion process are borne bv
the developers and/or builder.
RADIO SYSTEM
The radio system has been completely upgraded
this past year due in large part to jail mitigation
ftmding that became available to several town
departments. This upgrade allowed the fire
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department to design a system that will cany us
well into the next decade, and allow for expansion
as it becomes necessary to ensure adequate pubUc
safety communications.
RECOMMEIVDATIONS:
=> Addition of SIX (6) permanent firefighters
to help bring the department up to safe
operating standards for your protection.
=> Addition of TWO (2) Dispatchers to be used
as needed to allow for additional response of
personnel to emergency calls.
=> The replacement of Ladder 1 with a new quint
aerial device
These recommendations are made to keep you in
touch with the needs of the Fire Department and
our capabihties so we may provide you with the
best service to help protect the safety of you and
your loved ones in the event of an emergency.
POR PRE & EMERGEMCY CALL 774-221!.
Stay on the phone until all vital information is
received by the fire alarm dispatcher. Remember to
give information such as your name, phone number
you are callmg fi-om, type of emergency, number of
people needing assistance, and what is being done
for them now This will allow us to dispatch the
proper equipment and a sufficient number of people
to provide emergency care. If you have no phone
available, use the fire alarm box in your area, if one
is available STAY at the fire alarm box until the
apparatus arrives.
For routine business call 774-2466.
I wish to thank the Board of Selectmen, Town
Administrator, Department Heads and citizens of
the Town for their cooperation during the year. I
would also thank the officers and firefighters for a
job well done. You all pla>' a vital part in the
delivery' of emergency care to the communitv
A special thanks must be given to the famihes of
the firefighters. Too many times we forget the
sacrifices the famihes make so the firefighters may
be available to assist the people in their times of
distress.
Respectfully submitted,
Henry Michalski, Jr.
Chief of Department
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INSPECTOR OF BUILDINGS
ANNUAL REPORT
The Building Department issued permits for 71 new
homes during the fiscal year FY-94. This is 23 more
than what was issued during the previous year.
It is expected that this number will increase again
during the next fiscal year At the time of this report
there have been permits issued for 45 new homes for
the first six months of FT-95. Since 1990 there have
been 243 new homes constructed.
Other activity also increased. The number of
building permits exceeded the previous year and the
Inspectors assigned to this office conducted in excess
of eighteen hundred inspections during the year.
One of the largest construction projects monitored by
the Department was the renovation to the Howe-
Manmng School I wish to thank the School Staff
and the General Contractor for their cooperation
during the period of construction.
I again look forward to working with the School
Department staff during the construction of an
addition to the Fuller Meadow School The
additional classroom space is desperately needed to
prevent overcrowding of the present facilities.
I wish to thank members of all Town Boards and
Departments for their support and cooperation
during the past year. Special thanks to all members
of my staff for all their hard work during the year.
Robert M Aldenberg
Inspector of Buildings
RESIDENTIAL
71 New dwellings $14,446 500
43 Additions 339,600
56 Alterations 390,376.
30 Wood Stoves/Chimneys 47,100.
23 Accessory Buildings 108.330
5 Pools 15,100
7 Fences 14,295
COMMERCIAL
1 New Commercial Building $174,000
33 Commercial 794,050
Additions/Renovations
22 Signs 53.928
5 Temporary Signs N/A
5 Tents N/A
DEMOLITION
5 Residential & Accessory N/A
4 Commercial & Accessory N/A
TOWN/GOV T BUILDINGS
8 Additions/Renovations $1,365,370
I New Building 5,000
319 Totals $17,753,649
FEES COLLECTED - FY-94
319 Building Permits $94,946
250 Electrical Permits 32,427
111 Plumbing Permits 25,582.00
62 Gas Permits 1,972
66 Occupancy Permits 1,160
14 Re-Inspections 280
Total Fees Collected $156,367
INSPECTION TRIPS MADE
Building 746
Electrical 705
Plumbing/Gas 365
Total Trips 1,816
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DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
ANNUAL REPORT
I herein submit the following annual report of
the Department of Public Works for the period
covering July 1. 1993 to June 30. 1994:
The Department roster consisted of the
following full-time personnel:
Dennis R Roy Superintendent
Kenneth Gibbons Foreman
Florence Lear> Secretary
William Mugford—Light Equipment Operator
Gregory Hull Light Equipment Operator
Rick\ Gould Light Equipment Operator
Shane O'Donnell—Light Equipment Operator
John Black Light Equipment Operator
Part-time summer help this year consisted of the
following personnel:
Dan Singleton
Joel King
Nicole Auge
Rick Donnell
Following is a summary by division, of the
works performed throughout the year:
HIGHWAY
The Towns highway resurfacing program this
year consisted of the following projects:
A 1-1/2" overlay of finish bituminous
pavement was laid on Essex Street from
Dixey Drive to DeBush Avenue. This same
section of roadway was previously ground
up and reclaimed as well as having a binder
coat of asphalt laid by Brad> Development
last year as part of their requirement for
development of the Sugar Hills subdivision.
An extension to where the above project left
off, was done when a 2300 LF section of
Essex Street from Dixey Drive to house
number 131 was completely reconstructed
and resurfaced with 4" of bituminous
concrete.
The Pines Area intersection off Liberty
Street was reconstructed to intersect with
Liberty Street at a 90° angle. This
eliminated the wide open type intersection
which was unsafe.
The total highway budget this year was $79,308
which was partially ftinded with $38,308 from
State Chapter 90 fiinds and $41,000 being
funded by the Town. This represented a $55,905
decrease in highway ftxnding from last years
program due directly to reduced State funding.
This also resulted in the lowest amount of
resurfacing money the Town has had to spend to
upgrade our road system in over 10+ years
There is anticipation that the State will bring its
local aide allocations back to pre- 1994 funding
(which amounts to $94,214 for Middleton) so
that cities and towns can increase their
resurfacing programs and get fuller use of the
"gas tax" money.
The graph below gives an overview of the past
years highway resurfacing appropriations:
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HIGHV\MY RESURFACING APPROPRIATIONS
200,000
87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94
CHAPTER 90 TCWNAPPROP -TOTAL PRCX3RAM
TOWN TOTAL
YEAR CHAPTER 90 APPROP. PROGRAM
87 30,884 106,500 137.384
88 20,099 110,000 130.099
89 20,984 120,000 140.984
90 39.517 150,000 189.517
91 42,579 81,000 123.579
92 94,213 81,000 175.213
93 94,214 41,000 135.214
94 38,306 41.000 79,308
The total Town's accepted road mileage
continues to grow with this years addition of .98
miles. This increase was due to the acceptance
of Stanley Road (.15 miles), Burke Road (.08
miles), Vera Road (.34 miles) and Dixey Drive
(.41 miles).
This now brings the Town's total road mileage
up to nearly 43 miles that is maintained by
Public Works. Increases in road mileage affect
operating costs of the I>epartment in areas such
as plowing, road sweeping, line painting and
catch basin cleaning. With the continued growth
of new subdivisions, I anticipate an additional
two miles of roads to be added next year.
Public Works continues to maintain the Town's
3 .3 miles of gravel roads by grading them both
in the Spring and again in late Fall. Each time
we grack these roads we add additional grading
material which results in a better road base and
a reduced grading time which results in a small
cost savings.
The Department continues to use its roadside
mower to cut back brush along roadside
shoulder areas as well as the high brush that
obstructs intersections. This machine goes out
continuously during the months of Jxme and July
and again in early Fall when needed This
machine will probably need to be replaced next
year due to its heavy and continuous use.
Our annual street striping program was done in
early May. Additional lines, arrows and painted
crosswalks in the Square area were added to the
program this year since the completion of the
Square project. The inclusion of over 8500
square feet of green crosswalks not only adds to
pedestrian safety by making them more visible
to vehicular trafBc but it also accents the Square
area.
Our annual street sweeping and catch basin
cleaning programs continued this year. The
Town right now is cleaning 422 catch basins per
year but this number is increasing as road
mileage increases. By conducting this annual
cleaning program it has helped keep our main
line drains free and clear of sand and other
debris which results in back-ups during heavy
rain.
The Town continued with its road crack filling
program by doing East Street in its entirety this
year with a cold fiber reinforced crack filling
material. This will prevent water from
infiltrating the sub-base material which over
time if not taken care of results in the creation of
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MEADOW DRIVE
SIDEWALK REPAIR PROGRAM
potholes during the Spring thaw cycle. This
"band aid" program can keep a road from
needing complete reconstruction anywhere from
5 to 7 years. I plan to continue this program
next year in the area of Maple Street near
Liberty Street.
SIDEWALKS
Public Works, for the first time, was able to start
a sidewalk repair program with the $15,000
ai^opriated at last years Town Meeting.
Phase I of a three year program was completed
on Meadow Drive in the Brigadoon area. These
sidewalks were considered to be one of the most
dangerous in Town. Our program consisted of
trimming back all the roots that were causing
the sidewalks to heave, while removing large
rocks from the sub-base material that were
popping up through the sidewalk. Water and
gas gate boxes that were sticking up were
lowered and grass that had overgrown the
sidewalk area was cut back to provide for the
full 5' width to be restored. A fiill 1-1/2"
overlay of bituminous pavement was then placed
over the existing sidewalks to create a smooth
and safe walking surface. Over 5100 feet of
sidewalk was repaired with this years
appropriation. Next year Pubhc Works plans to
continue this program by repairing the
sidewalks on Fuller Road and Fairway Drive
East.
CAPITAL PURCHASES
Capital purchases this year included the
replacement of the oldest dump truck in our
fleet, the 1977 International, with a new Ford F-
600 mediimi size dump. This will give us the
use of one more plowing vehicle each winter as
well as provide us with the use of a vehicle that
is in between our 1 ton dumps and our much
larger 17-1/2 ton dumps that are used
exclusively for sanding in the winter.
Public Works also purchased both a 72" deck
lawn mower attachment and a 60" snow blower
attachment for our used MT trackless vehicle.
Both pieces have proven to increase productivity
when cutting grass in the summer and clearing
our sidewalks in the winter.
A new steam cleaning machine, which replaced
our older and less efficient unit, was added to
our equipment inventory. This will allow us to
keep not only our trucks clean, especially during
the winter, but it will also be used to keep our
lawn mowers, tractors, engines, plows and other
equipment clean.
SNOW
The 1993-94 snowfall season continued where
the 92-93 season left off by belting us hard and
often with large amounts of snow. Middleton
e)q)erienced its first snow for the season on
December 30th and recorded its last amount for
the season on March 29, 1994. The total snow
recorded in Middleton for the season totaled 90-
1/2" which was only 14" less than last years
total of 104" but some 30" above the norm of
60" for an average winter in Middleton. The
snow budget, as it did last year, was left with a
deficit of some $41,000.
There were a total of 15 storms recorded for the
season with the two largest storms occurring on
January 8, 1994 (15") and February 8-10, 1994
(16-1/2").
This season 2400 tons of sand, 975 tons of salt
and 10,280 gallons of calciiun chloride was used
to keep our roads clear and safe.
CEMETERY
During the year there were 36 interments at
Oakdale Cemetery. During this same period
there were a total of 18 new lots sold of which 6
were single grave lots, 8 were double grave lots
and 4 were four grave lots. Revenue collected
from the sale of these lots amounted to
$7,475.00.
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Our annual fertilizer and weed control program
at Oakdale was completed in May
Again, with the assistance of the summer help
persoimel. the Department was able to keep
Oakdale trimmed and manicured throughout the
growing season.
The Flint Cemetery on Boston Street and the
Merrian Cemeter>' next to Memorial Hall were
regularly mowed and maintained throughout the
season.
Improvements to Oakdale this year included the
refurbishing of the wood carved sign at the
Cemetery's entrance as well as the replacement
of trees that have succumbed to the severe
storms over the past few years. In fiscal year
1995 a new water line extension is planned for
the "1000" and "2000" section of Oakdale where
there are currently no water spigots.
PARKS AND PLAYGROUNDS
Our parks and playgrounds continued to be a
large portion of the Department's work load in
the spring and summer months. As soon as the
snow melts. D.P.W. crews are on the fields
preparing them for opening day in April. This
year, due to the late winter, we had less time
then we normally have to complete the same
amount of work that is necessary Starting from
recutting the base-lines in to painting the foul
lines to cutting the grass sometimes twice a
week, it takes our fiill contingent of employees
in the Spring to keep up with the demands of
spring soccer and basd^all. The part-time
summer employment program helps relieve
some of the pressure during July and August.
This year along with the normal spring
application of fertilizer, thatching and field
maintenance programs Public Works was able to
have the basketball court completely repainted
and relined. A new "T-ball" diamond was cut
behind the girls softball diamond as well. We
were also able to install new player benches for
this new field as well as repair the player
benches damaged at the landfill field and at the
basketball court. All chain link backstops at the
(3) fields at Howe-Manning were repaired as
needed. The water bubbler at the concession
stand was repaired again due to vandalism.
This year, with the financial co-operation of the
Middleton Youth Soccer Association, the North
Shore Vocational School and the Town. Public
Works was able to install a much needed
sprinkler system to the Memorial Hall soccer
field. Because of its tremendous use from late
March to early December it was more difficult to
maintain a good grassed field throughout the
season. When the field was not used during July
and early August grass was unable to grow
because of the heat of summer and lack of water
available to water it. This new sy stem will keep
our field in top shape throughout the season and
save us money in the long run.
In addition, a new water bubbler was installed at
this field to be used throughout the year by
anyone using the tot lot or soccer field
Capital purchases this year included replacing
the old 1982 Yazoo riding mower with a new,
more efficient, 72" Scag riding mower.
WATER
During the year there were 55 permits issued for
either new water service or renewals of older
services. With the increase in building of new
homes in subdivisions with water lines it has
resulted in a 260% increase in permit
applications.
I anticipate this increase to continue at least for
the next two years.
This year there was one major water break
recorded. This was to the water service to
Memorial Hall which resulted in a patch in the
new Middleton Square resurfacing project. This
service was probably weakened during all the
extensive digging and pounding that went on
during the whole project.
Water main extension this year consisted of the
following streets, all done by pnvate
development:
James Avenue 2680 LF of 8"
Sgt Roode Lane 2 1 90 LF of 8"
Erin Way 900 LF of 8"
Ten (10) additional hydrants were added to this
area.
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The TouTi now has approximately 18.1 miles of
water main in its s>'stem.
This year, due to the extreme colder
temperature, we experienced 5 frozen water
services when we usually receive none during a
normal year.
The D E.P. (Department of Environmental
Protection) has started to look at Middleton as
an independent supplier of water and is now
requiring the Town to conform to the National
Safe Drinking Water Act. This means the Town
will have to implement programs such as the
Backflow Prevention Program, gate valve
exercising and hydrant flushing programs to
name a few.
GENERAL
Some of the general items that were
accomplished this year by Public Works
included.
» Installing water bubblers in the D.P.W.,
Cemetery garage and Memorial Hall
offices, which replaced all the bottled water
dispensers.
Assisted the Middleton Garden Club with
the creation of the new Memorial Hall
garden area in the rear of the building
Paved the entrance road and front parking
area to the Public Works building.
Continued to improve the tri-town
consortium with North Reading and
Lynnfield in purchasing common supplies
and services that we all use in our D P W
operations.
» Completely refurbished all our plows by
sandblasting, priming and repainting them.
Working with the Solid Waste Committee
in preparation of the Towns new transfer
station.
In conclusion, I would like to thank the Board of
Selectmen and Town Administrator for their
continued support of our efforts. I would also
like to thank other department heads and the
Citizens of the Town for their cooperation,
patience and help throughout the year because
without it, we could not provide the service that
a small department is required to provide.
I would also like to express my thanks and
gratitude to the men of our Department who
continue to serve the Town to the best of their
ability.
Respectfully submitteed.
»* Worked with the Town's consultant, Louis
Berger and Associates to dig test pits along
Rte. 62 for the proposed future Dennis R. Roy
reconstruction of Maple Street from Howe Superintendent of Public Works
Station to the Danvers town line.
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NEW TRUCK #5
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MEMORIAL HALL GARDENS
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INSPECTOR OF WIRES
ANNUAL REPORT
I wish to thank the Board of Selectmen, the Electric
The following is a report of the Wiring Inspector; Light Department, the Building Inspector and the
Townspeople for their cooperation.
There were 250 wiring permits issued totaling
$32,427.00.
Respectfully submitted,
James Marshall
Wiring Inspector
PLUMBING 8c GAS INSPECTOR
ANNUAL REPORT
The following is my report as Plumbing and Gas
Inspector:
There were 1 1 1 plumbing permits issued totaling
$25,582.00 and 62 gas permits issued totaling
$1,972.00.
I wish to thank the Building Inspector and the
Townspeople for their cooperation.
Respectfully submitted,
William Smith
Plumbing/Gas Inspector
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PLANNING BOARD
ANNUAL REPORT
The Planning Board continues to be kept busy by the
fa\orabilit> Middleton has received during the past
years. Because of its rural presence, its central location
and its afFordabiltv', more people are looking to
Middleton as the place to establish roots and settle
down.
The early years of the 90's have shown that a significant
number of building lots were created either through the
ANR or the subdivision process Building activity
continues at a substantial pace. During FY 94. the
Plaiming Board met 16 times. As a result of these
meetings 23 ANR's were app-oved. (Afp^oval imder the
Subdivision Control Law Not Required). Four
subdivisions were approved. In addition, the Board
made 25 recommendations to the Zoning Board of
>^3peals. These recommendations were for variances,
site plan approvals and special permits.
The t\pe of activity experienced by the Board is a direct
reflection of the economic times. Lots are being created
through the ANR process by owners who never thought
that they would ever divide their oversized lot
Variances are being requested by owners in order to
build additions. In the past, many of these owners would
have considered purchasing a larger home. However,
FY 95 promises to be active as several subdivisions have
been presented to the Board for discussion. If app'oved,
these subdivisions will once again substantially increase
the number of residential homes in Middleton The
Planning Board, in dealing with the ever challenging
development needs of the Town, holds a monthly
zoning workshop meeting. The purpose of these
meetings is to discuss zoning issues pertinent to the
future They also include discussions concerning the
fiiture needs for water distribution, sewerage disposal,
soUd waste disposal and open space acquisition.
The Board would like to express its aj^eciation to all
Town Department Heads for their continued suFp)rt
and cooperation. A special thanks should be extended to
Robert Aldenberg, Building Inspector, and Dennis Roy,
Superintendent of Pubhc Works whose counsel is
sought each month.
Respectfully submitted,
Ronald S Twing, Chairman
Malchan C. Staitley, Clerk
Beverly A. Popielski
George E Dow, Sr.
Scott Hamilton
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BOARD OF APPEALS
ANNUAL REPORT
Regularly scheduled hearings of the Board of
Appeals are held in the DPW Building. 195
North Main Street, at 7:30 p m on the fourth
Thursday of each month.
Applications for a public hearing must be
submitted to the Town Clerk and must include
the following to avoid delays in processing:
1. For each request for a site plan, variance,
special permit or review of building
inspector's denial, a non-refundable fee of
$75.00 is required. This fee is payable to
the Town of Middleton and must
accompany the application to cover the
costs of Legal Notice publication and other
expenses associated with the required
public hearing
2. Six copies of plans and applications, with
the appropriate application number
stamped b\ the Building Inspector.
3. It IS the Applicant's responsibility to
obtain a list of certified abutters (parties of
interest) from the Board of Assessors
OfiTice. The form that is to be filed is
included in the application.
4. The subject matter of the application, i.e..
variance, site plan approval, special
permit or review refusal of the Building
Inspector to issue a permit.
5. The location of the area of premises
including street address and assessors
map number and lot number and one
copy of assessors map (scale 1" = 200').
6. The name of the applicant printed or typed
and signed including telephone number.
7. Applications must be approved and signed
by the Building Inspector before taken to
the TowTi Clerk.
8 The Town Clerk will accept and date
stamp an application only if all items
listed above are in order.
The Board will schedule a public hearing at the
earliest possible date, but not later than 65 days
after filing of the application pending upon the
availability of the needed information and
response fiom other interested Boards and
Agencies.
We wish to thank the Planning Board and
Building Inspector for their timely input and
other Boards, town officials and Town Counsel
for their assistance throughout the year.
Respectfully submitted,
Stuart H. Lord. Chairman
Linda Parker, Clerk
John Carrington
Jeffrey D Schreiber
Richard O. Ajootian
Roger Drysdale. Alternate
Joseph Conceison. Alternate
During the 1993-1994 fiscal year the Board of Appeals heard a total of 30 petitions with decisions as
shown tabulated below:
TOTAL Granted Denied Withdrawn Postponed
11 Variances 5 3 12
7 Site Plans 5 10 1
1 1 Special Permits 8 1 11
1 Temporar\ Permit 1
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BOARD OF HEALTH
ANNUAL REPORT
The work of the Board of Health increased this year
mainly from septic system inspections. The State DEP
notified the Town that we must close the landfill in
1995 The State went into negotiations with the Town
so that Middleton would sign a contract decree agreeing
to close the landfill and cap it. The Town hired an
engineering company to design a Transfer Station
which will be built and operate next to the landfill. The
Board of Health has joined four communities to become
"Healthy Communities", a tobacco awareness
organization fimded by $0.25 tax on tobacco products.
This program seeks to ensure that children do not buy
cigarettes and people can enjoy a smoke free
environment in pubhc places where ever possible.
We had a big fire at the landfill of brush stored at the
site which we were going to chip up. We became a
partner with the Maiblehead BOH to have a chipper
come in and chip brush a few times each year at the
landfill.
The Board of Health members are:
Dale Buckley, Chairman
Dr Robert Nersasian
Niru Patel
Robert Murphy
Jay Afrow
The employees of the landfill are:
The landfill contractor is Bill Klosowski of Riverview
Landscape. Your Health Agent is Leo Cormier and
secretary is Helen Freedman.
PERMITS & LICENSES ISSUED:
Well 19
Installers 30
Food Permits 46
Septic 105
Perc 177
Taiming 1
Massage Therapist 2
Milk 42
Transport 11
Motel 1
Hotel 1
Hot tubs 8
Pools 6
Day camp 3
Soft serve 9
Hypodermic 1
Water bottling 1
Milk pasteurization 1
Ice Cream Man 1
Massage 2
Landfill sticker sales for cars and trucks total
$24,170.00 Receipts include landfill coupons sold at
$40.00 each and recycled newspaper @ $5.00/ton.
Respectfiilly submitted.James Bastable
Rick Bastable
Charlotte Shipley
Robert Thompson
Leo F. Cormier
Health Agent
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SOLID WASTE PLANNING COMMITTEE
ANNUAL REPORT
The Solid Waste Planning Committee was
formed in late 1992 in response to the state's
decision that all unlined landfills should be
closed as soon as possible. Over the past two
years the committee's tasks have been:
1
.
To study both collection (curbside collection
vs. transfer station) and disposal (such as
waste to energy plants or regional landfill
options).
2. To work with the Department of
Environmental Protection to plan the
closing and capping of our landfill.
The Solid Waste Planning Committee devoted
the first part of 1994 to trying to provide the
citizens of Middleton with the information they
needed to decide between a transfer station and
curbside collection. At annual town meeting in
May, they clearly made that decision, voting
over>vhelmingly to build a transfer station.
With that decision made, the next step was to
choose an engineering firm to design and
supervise the construction of the transfer station.
A request for bid was published and five firms
responded with bid packages. The Cambridge
firm of Camp, I>resser and McKee was chosen.
They bring to the task a large amount of
experience at transfer station design as well as
the varied resources of a large engineering firm.
By the end of 1994, the site of the transfer
station within the landfill area had been chosen,
and preliminary layout and cost figures
provided.
During this same period, the town had been
negotiating with the DEP over the closing and
capping of the landfill. As a result of these
negotiations, the town signed a consent decree
with the department. Under the terms of this
decree, the town agrees to cease accepting trash
at the landfill on December 31, 1995 and to
complete the capping of the landfill b>' October
1996.
In the coming year, the tasks facing the
committee are to work with Camp, Dresser and
McKee to complete the design of the transfer
station, obtain the necessary permits to build it
and bid for the construction services. At the
same time, plans for capping the landfill must
be initiated so that task can be accomplished
during the summer of 1996.
Respectfully submitted,
Solid Waste Planning Committee
Mary Jane Morrin, Chairman
Glenn Bambury
Leo Cormier
Nancy Jones
Robert Kelley
Charles Newhall
Robert Porteous
Dennis Roy
Ira Singer
Henry Tragert
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RECYCLING COMMITTEE
ANNUAL REPORT
In its fifth year of operation recycling in
Middleton continues to divert hundreds of tons
of material from our landfill each year.
Approximately 150 tons of mixed paper, 10 tons
of metal cans, 30 tons of glass and 6 tons of
plastic have been recycled through the efforts of
Middleton s residents. Many more tons of scrap
metal and white goods were also diverted
This year we have seen a dramatic rise in the
price we get for paper.. New facilities which use
recycled paper have recently come on line and
the demand for recycled paper is ver> high. It is
expected to remain high for the foreseeable
future In January we were getting $2.50 a ton
for our paper at the Haverhill mill, but by
October the price had risen to $45.00 a ton.
Since paper constitutes the bulk of our
recyclables, this means that the recycling center
not only diverts material from our landfill, but
now also pays for its own transportation.
This year Middleton received a public education
grant from the state Department of
Environmental Protection. This grant provided
each household with a Recycling Chart that tells
all about what is being recycled here in
Middleton and how it should be prepared.
With the landfill scheduled to close at the end of
1995, the habit of recycling that has been
developed over the past five years will be
extremely valuable in controlling the cost of
disposal of Middleton s trash at an out of town
facility.
Respectfully submitted.
Middleton Recycling Committee
Mary Jane Morrin. Chairman
Glenn Bambury
Leo Cormier
Nancy Jones
Robert Kelley
Pike Messenger
Robert Porteous
Dennis Roy
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CONSERVATION COMMISSION
AN>aJAL REPORT
The Conservation Commission consists of five Work done this year includes:
members:
Robert Lambe Meetings held 18
Len Kupreance NOI heard 28
Gertude(Trudy) Deaibome Court cases heard 2
Warren Haas Complaints investigated 12
Mathew Armitage Inspection site 52
OOC issued 28
Agent Meeting 2
The Commission secretary is Mary Farley and the Certificate of Compliance 3
Administrative Board meets on the first Tuesday every Enforcement Order 4
month at 195 North Main Street at the DPW Building. RFDOA 11
Questions can be directed to Leo Cormier at 777-1869. Request for extensions
of time 1
Request that amendments to NOI
be deemed non-significant 4
Conservation Coitunission receipts total $2825.
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CUSTODIAN OF TOWN LANDS
ANNUAL REPORT
I am pleased to submit my first report as Custodian
of Town Lands During this year my focus was to
docimient and identify what lands were town
owned, the location of such property and the
present use. if any. of subject propertv'. The
availatehty of a summer intern was instnmiental in
accomplishing this task. On file the town now has
categorized all such town property into three major
categories; vacant lots. conservanc>' and municipal
buildings including highway land, parks and
cemeteries.
The successftil completion of this task will now
enable the town to prepare for an auction of
property surplus to its needs and return the
propert>to the town's tax rolls. It is anticipated that
this will occur later in the fiscal year. It is the
town's intention to notify all individuals who
expressed in writing to the Board of Selectmen any
interest in subject properties. The town will also
attempt to notify any abutter to property prqx)sed
for sale
Prior to holding any auction the Conservation
Commission will provide input consistent with
conservation objectives regarding open space and
wetlands.
I would like to thank Thomas Cone, the summer
intern, and Ira Singer for their assistance in the
successftil completion of categorizing and
recording town owned jwoperty.
Respectfiilly submitted,
Robert F. Murjrfiy
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METROPOLITAN AREA
PLANNING COUNCIL
ANNUAL REPORT
The Metropolitan Area Planning Council
(MAPC) has worked to increase its legislative
capacit\ in 1994. and this effort has resulted in
substantial revenue to cities and towns. For
example, the Council lobbied for the Capital
Outlay Bill, signed into law in August, which
included $300 million in Chapter 90 funding to
cities and towns for road and bridge repairs The
Capital Outlay Bill also mcluded language
which allotted $10 million toward a state-ftinded
revolving loan to homeowners for Title 5
repairs MAPC was instrumental in creating this
concept, and is currently working with the
Department of Environmental Protection to
formulate a mechanism to effectively allocate
these funds The Council was instrumental in
organizing over thirty transportation-oriented
groups to lobby for the passage of the
Transportation Bond Bill, which will allot $4.6
billion in bonds over two years for road, bridge,
mass transit, and other transportation-related
projects The Council has also worked toward
the passage of the Open Space Bond Bill, the
River Protection Bill, and other critical
initiatives.
Middleton is a member of MAPC's North Shore
Task Force subregion. The North Shore Task
Force was originally formed to address
transportation issues in the region. However,
more recently, the group has broadened its
policy and planning agenda to support
cooperative action among local communities for
regional benefits. This year, a grant from
MAPC allowed the North Shore Task Force
to begin a regional hiking trails study to link
recreation, open space, and historic areas.
MAPC staff:
• participated in the Route 1/114 Corridor
Planning Study which is seeking to develop
solutions to traffic congestion problems in
the Southern portion of the NSTF area The
study covers Route 1 in Danvers and
Peabod> and Route 114 between the
Middleton Town Line and Route 128. The
stud> hopes to find ways to reduce
congestion for local business oriented traffic
and for through commuters on the North
Shore.
• provided local organization (North Shore
Bikeways Coalition) with information on
bicycle planning through phone calls,
written material and in meetings.
• completed school enrollment forecast at the
request of the municipality
• also assisted communities with the
programming of transportation projects into
the Transportation Improvement Program
Project solicitation requests. TIP updates,
and project status reports were provided to
the community on a regular basis.
Additionally, during the past year the GIS lab
provided development and map production for
The Ipswich North Coastal Water Supply
Protection Plan which included Middleton.
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MIDDLETON PUBLIC SCHOOLS
ANNUAL REPORT
SCHOOL COMMITTEE
Kathleen Thurston. Chairman
Term Expires 1994 (did not run for re-election)
Kathryn Martinuk, Vice-Chairman
Term Expires 1994 (did not run for re-election)
Georgia Lewis. Secretary
Term Expires 1996
Roger Dr\'sdale
Term Expires 1995
Thomas Skinner
Term Expires 1996
Elected May 1994, Douglas Matthews
Term expires 1997
Elected May 1994. Deb Geisler
Term expires 1 997
INTERIM SUPERINTENDENT
Cahin L Cleveland until 1 1/30/93
Office: Fuller Meadow School - 774-3517
Dr Joseph J. Connelly effective 12/01/93
Tri-Town Union
Office: Proctor School, 60 Main St
,
Topsfield, MA
887-1503
SUPERVISING PRINCIPAL
Michelle Fitzpatrick
Office: Howe-Manning School - 774-3519
Office: Fuller Meadow School - 750-4756
SPECLVL EDUCATION DIRECTOR
Deanne Shininger
Office: Howe-Manning & Fuller Meadow
774-3519 750-4756
Vickie Charlton effective 1/01/94. Tri-Town Union
Office: Proctor School, 60 Main St., Topsfield, MA
887-1506
PRESCHOOL COORDINATOR
Michelle Fitzpatnck until 12/31/93
Deanne Shininger effective 01/01/94
Diane Hekimian
Frances Pierce
Ann Montani
Carlotta Miller
SPECLU.ISTS
Art (.7)
Music
Phys. Education (.6)
Speech/Language
Pathologist
Barbara Blumberg
Louise King
Jeanne Poirier
Janet Riley
Marie Pelletier
Kathleen Miksis
Speech/Language
Pathologist
Language Based
Program
Resource Room
Resource Room
Chapter 1
Library Assoc.
SCHOOL PHYSICIAN
William Wiswall. M.D.
SCHOOL NURSE
Dale Marshall, R.N.
SECRETARIES
Mary Farley, Admin Asst
Alice Tiemey. Howe-Manning
Joan Garber. Fuller Meadow
through December 31, 1993
Betty Minton ( 25)/Joan Garber (.70), Fuller Meadow
through April 29, 1994
Betty Minton (.25), Special Education
through April 29, 1994
Joan Garber, Fuller Meadow effective May 1, 1994
CUSTODIAL STAFF
Ernest Morin, Supervisor
Frank Consoli. September 1993
Manual Correia
John Karonis. September 1993 - December 1993
Justin Magnifico. fill in as needed
Arthur McGuire, August 1993
William McGuire, May 1994
Ted Simondisky, January 1994
Carol Twombly
FOOD SERVICES STAFF
Tynne Sweeney, Director
Sandra Pollock
Irene Ashley
Nancy Thurber
Pat Gettings
Ann Richardson
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TEACHERS
No. of
GRADE NAME STUDENTS
Kindergarten AM Catherine DriscoU 21
Kindergarten AM Jeanne Lordan 21
Kindergarten PM Catherine DriscoU 23
Kindergarten PM Jeanne Lordan 21
First Jennifer Fuller 23
First Beverly Napieracz 23
First Debra Stanton 20
Second Stacey Begin 19
Second Debra Cameron 19
Second Gayle Dion 18
Second Louise Kennedy/Sheila Standring 19
Third Kelly Monahan-Hobey 21
Third Jeralyn O'Connor 23
Third Joyce Williamson 23
Fourth Mary Anne Amero 19
Fourth Barbara Deeley 22
Fourth Judy Foley 21
Fifth Stephen Belgiorno/Susan Costas 17
Fifth Cynthia Melancon 20
Fifth Carolyn White 20
Sixth Jane Ditto 20
Sixth MaryPelrine 18
Sixth Jill Selchow 20
TOTAL *471
Preschool Julie Shea *34
Preschool Sandra Rubchinuk *36
* Not included in the official school enrollment count.
AIDES
Mary Ellen Cerullo. Preschool
Anne Daniels. Preschool
Faith McCarthy, Preschool (hired Nov. 29, 1994)
Christine Wojciechowski, Preschool
Cindy Dellea, Kindergarten
Susan Finne>, SPED Resource Room
Allison O'Leary. SPED Associate
Faith Hocter, Computer
Jane Finnegan, Computer
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The Middleton School Committee respectfully
submits the following report for the school year
1993-94.
This past year has been most productive and
successful. Many significant and positive
changes have taken place, the most important
being our mid-year transition to a Tri-Town
School Administrative Union.
Tri-Town School Administrative Union
On September 3, 1993, after successful votes in
Boxford and Topsfield. Middleton voted to join
the Tri-Town School Union effective December
1. 1993.
Dr. Joseph Connelly became Tri-Town
Superintendent. Mr. Robert Milley, Assistant
Superintendent, and Ms. Vickie Charlton,
SPED Ehrector There was a smooth mid-year
transition, and the following major goals were
accomplished during the first six months:
1. Middleton and Boxford/Topsfield Central
Office operations were merged into one
operation in a non-disruptive and effective
manner.
2. Central Office administrative staffing was
redefined to allow for better service delivery.
3. Standardized budget and operational
procedures by school brought accountability
and clarity to the process.
4. Effectively accomplished the challenge of
creating the Tri-Town School Union without
sacrificing required and much needed
attention to numerous issues that pre-existed
in each town.
5. Increased opportunities for administrators to
work as a team in accomplishing goals.
6. Reduced the non-instructional demands of the
building principal by the addition of Craig
Robinson as Facilities Manager in February of
1994.
7. Full implementation of the Social Studies
Program and creation of Language
Arts/Reading Curriculum Revision
Committee.
School Facilities
This was the first year Fuller Meadow operated as a
fully staffed K-2 school The Pre-School program
made a positive transition to the Howe-Manning
School. Careful scheduling insured that both
pick-up and delivery of students was safe and
effective.
The Howe-Manning renovation, which was approved
at the May 1993 Town Meeting, was begun in April
of 1994. This 1.3 million dollar project includes a
total retrofit of the interior of the school The
building will have a full sprinkler system, new
lighting, updated heating system, new ceilings, and
will be fully handicap accessible with the addition of
an elevator. Updated color schemes and new
flooring will complete the "new look" and make the
Howe-Manning School a modem and educationally
functional building that will serve the Town of
Middleton and its students for years to come
The School Building Ad\isory Committee studied
the enrollment trends and future needs of the school
facilities The enrollment forecasts were confirmed
by the independent report conducted by the
Metropolitan Area Planning Council. As reported in
the 1993 Town Report and confirmed by the MAPC
reports, the Town of Middleton may soon be faced
with a school expansion project. The School
Building Advisory Committee will present its report
and recommendations to the Town at a Special Town
Meeting.
Budget
A school budget of $1,698,627 for FY 94 was
$76,127 or 4 6% over the FY 93 budget of
$1,622,500, On December 28. 1993, Town Meeting
allocated an additional $125,500 from per pupil
grant money to the school budget for a total school
budget of $1,815,127.
Teacher Association Negotiations
The School Committee and Middleton Educators
Association settled on a three-year contract effective
from September 1994 through August 1997
Average increases on the salary scale went from 3%
in FY 95 to 3.75% in FY 96 and FY 97.
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Site Based Management
The Fuller Meadow and Howe-Manning School
Councils participated m a series of MESPA
(Massachusetts Elementary School Principal
Association) workshops with other schools in the
Tri-Town. The workshops as well as the
op^rtunities to share were very valuable. The
school improvement plans for both schools are
available at the Flint Library and Town Hall.
Testing
Middleton's test scores have improved over the past
two years, and as a school system, we continually
strive for top performance in both basic- and
higher-level thinking skills. Bob Milley was
instrumental this year in finding the funds to have
sixth graders take the new shorter form of the
lOWA's that measure higher-level thinking in
addition to basic skills. Bob also brought about the
inclusion of a writing sample to be evaluated by
Masconomet teachers which will give us further
input as we continually strive to improve our
Language Arts program.
Mr. Milley also developed and scored a second grade
assessment to evaluate student understanding of
concepts and computation which will be an
invaluable tool in assessing student mastery of basic
skills at the primary level
Busing
At the Kindergarten changeover, some Middleton
routes became overloaded with students. Thanks to
the shifting of some 77-passenger buses from
Boxford, we were able to keep routes intact for the
remainder of the 1993-94 school year.
Special Needs
The transition to the Tri-Town Union this year was
made easier by the active participation of Vickie
Charlton. Tri-Town SPED Director A notable
accomplishment during the second half of this year
was the return to SPED teachers taking total
responsibility for EEP's This resulted in EEFs being
completed in a more timely manner within state
guidelines. Middleton is a leader in Inclusion at the
intermediate grades, and we look forward to our staff
sharing their expertise in the Tri-Town as other
schools begin these efforts.
Curricuium/Staff Development
Mr. Robert Milley. Assistant Superintendent, was in
charge of coordinating all curriculum reviews and
revisions as well as in-service staff development.
Notable accomplishments in this area were the
smooth implementation of the new social studies
program and the formation mid-year of a
representative Language Arts and Reading
Curriculum Revision Committee which included
staff and parents in all three communities The
Reading/Language Arts Curriculum Review
Committee has developed both a philosophy and
curriculum framework for Reading. The plans for
1994-95 are for the best available reading programs
to be piloted throughout the Tri-Town.
Technology committees in each district were formed
to develop a three-year plan for federal, state, and
local funding during the 1994-1995 school year.
HOWE-MANNING SCHOOL
Grades 3 through 6
The following individuals were chosen to serve on
the Howe-Manning School Council for a two-year
term (in addition to the Principal):
•Francine Buckley. Parent
•Priscilla Drysdale. Parent
•Steve Belgiomo. Teacher
•Robert Ferm. Commimity Member
This council worked as a team and accomplished
many important goals which improved the
Howe-Manning School. Parent input received by the
council and parent participation on subcommittees
surpassed our very high expectations. This council
truly exemplified the best of what educational reform
dictated. The school improvement plan produced by
the council ensures that over the next three years,
Howe-Manning students will be well prepared and
academically challenged. At the last meeting of the
council in June, it was decided to expand the
membership by one additional teacher and parent
next year.
1. Instructional Delivery
This was the first year of semi-departmentalization
in grades 4-6. Both staff and children adjusted well
to this new format of instructional delivery. Parents
and students surveyed indicated a preference for the
semi-departmentalization model. A subcommittee of
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the School Council, with input from Bob Milley.
reviewed cunent research, survey results, opinions of
administrators in other districts, and teacher
recommendations. The subcommittee then made a
recommendation to both the School Council and
School Committee to continue the
semi-departmentalization model during the
1994-1995 school year.
2. Homework Policy
A new homework policy was devised by the principal
and staff during August of 1993. The policy was
then reviewed by a subcommittee of the school
council Counting homework as part of a student's
grade in a subject area and using a range instead of
minutes at grade level was found to be effective.
3. Inclusion
This year we instituted a co-teaching inclusion
model in grades 4 and 5 This model has been most
effective in increasing academic achievement for all
while enhancing the self-esteem of our learning
disabled students.
4. Computers
This year our new computer lab become ftiUy
operational We were most fortunate to secure Jane
Firmegan. who is a certified teacher, as our
Computer Aide Her expert instruction made all of
our children in grades 3-6 fully competent computer
users. All language classes spent 50 minutes in the
lab this year word processing stories, paragraphs,
compositions, and reports.
New Math, Science, and Social Studies software was
purchased and used by children in grades 4-6. All
staff have been trained through a graduate-level
course and most have used the grade management
program that we purchased. We have been able to
train and secure parent volunteers to keep the labs
open during some lunch periods.
5. Science
This year in grade six, as a result of our grade 6-7
transition workshop over the summer, a hands-on
lab approach to science was put into place.
Additionally, the metric system and graphing were
taught early in the year to enable students to use
these math concepts in their science experiments. In
grade six a major science fair was held, while in
grade five a mini-fair focusing on electricity gave
students an opportunity to ap^ly concepts learned.
The grade four Invention Convention is always a
highlight of the year, and this year's inventions were
outstanding
6. Social Studies
The new social studies program was embraced by
both staff and children at Howe-Manning. Additions
to the curriculum this year were: a series of
enrichment programs at all grade levels; more
projects and activities; a strong geography
component; and a lavish Renaissance Festival in
grade 6. The Salute to the States Food Festival in
grade four continues to remain a special event for
both parents and children. Field trips related to
topics covered in the program were taken at all grade
levels. As they do every year, the Middleton
Historical Society acquainted students with the
history of Middleton by providing quality programs
which were thoroughly enjoyed by staff and students.
7. Language Arts
Emphasis this year was on improvement of student
writing and the introduction of poetry units and oral
reports at all grade levels. Spelling, punctuation,
capitalization, and correct usage were emphasized as
an important component of clear and concise
expression. Students in grade five had the exciting
experience of participating in the children's version
of the "Nutcracker", while students in grade four
gave excellent performances in their annual "Fairy
Tale Theatre". The Literary Night put on by grade
six students in a cafe-style motif and atmosphere was
exceptional. The talents of Middleton teachers Fran
Pierce and Cynthia Melancon were showcased in the
Tri-Town Talents production of "The Brutebeast,
The Witch and the Monister".
8. Reading
Emphasis this year in grades four, five, and six was
to improve vocabulary and comprehension skills
This was accomplished by the selection of more
varied and difficult trade books and the addition of
both vocabulary and skill components.
9. Guidance
The Tri-Town health grant enabled us to hire a .5
guidance counselor. The addition of this position
gave us an of^rtunity to work closely with at-risk
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students and their parents Particularly impressive
was the caliber of the Conflict Resolution Program
presented in grade 5.
10. Assistant Principal
The addition of the .33 Assistant Principal position
was most helpful to the Principal. Mr Belgiorno's
focus diuing the 1993-94 school year was on
computer technology, math assistance to staff,
lunchtime discipline, and providing a math
enrichment program on a six-week basis to
academically talented students in grades 3-6. The
"Math in the Community" program he developed
was truly outstanding.
FULLER MEADOW SCHOOL
Kindergarten through Grade 2
This was the first year Fuller Meadow operated as a
fiilly staffed K-2 school. The school has both an
early childhood philosophy and atmosphere. Many
new programs and a great deal of teacher sharing
has resulted in increased student academic
achievement.
The following individuals were chosen to serve on
the Fuller Meadow School Council for a two-year
term:
•Leanne Morin. Parent
•Ann Coutiue, Parent
•Pat MacLeod, Parent
•Sandra Rubchinuk, Teacher
•Janet Santa Anna, Community Member
•Janet Riley, Teacher
Janet Riley finished her second year of involvement
with school council and will be replaced this fall
with a teacher elected by staff Janet contributed a
great deal over the last two years and will be missed.
The council worked well together and brought about
many changes which improved the Fuller Meadow
School. The school improvement plan produced by
the council ensures that over the next three years.
Fuller Meadow students will be well prepared and
academically challenged.
1. Computers
This past year, we created a mini-lab at Fuller
Meadow with six MAC LCIII computers and two
printers Students in grades one and two were each
given a half-year of computer instruction by Faith
Hocter, Computer Aide.
2. Remedial Reading/Reading Recovery
During the summer of 1993. Sheila Standring was
trained as a Reading Recovery teacher In
September, she began the program with at-risk first
graders. This one-to-one program has been
impressive in taking at-risk children and
transforming them into average readers.
In addition to Reading Recovery, students in grade
one and two having difficulty with some aspects of
reading were given remediation by Louise Kennedy.
End-of-the-year progress for all children exceeded
our very high expectations. Additionally. Mrs.
Kennedy also served in an English as a Second
Language capacity with a student coming from
Russia and provided an enrichment program for
academically talented students in grade one.
3. Guidance
\
This past year we were able to use part of our SPED
entitlement grant and contract with HES for a
15-hour per week guidance counselor. In doing so,
we hired Laiua Hillman, who is finishing up her
doctorate in clinical psychology. Mrs. Hillman's
work with parents and DSS produced many positive
results for families. Her work with both small
groups and whole classrooms of children on
self-esteem was impressive.
4. Science
Teachers in grades one and two were trained at the
Merrimack Education Center in the hand-on
approach to science. A unit on Butterflies (Grade 2)
and Weather (Grade 1) fit into adopted science
curriculum and both excited and captivated students.
5. Kindergarten
With input received by surveying parents of 1993-94
kindergarten students, we revised our screening
process to ensure that it was less stressful for both
incoming kindergarten students and their parents.
We were also successfiil at alleviating parent
concerns and garnering support as we changed over
to a 2.5 day kindergarten model in the fall of 1994.
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The School Committee is deeply a^jreciative of the
support given by the taxpayers of this community for
the betterment of school programs and facilities. It
commends the citizens of Micklleton for su]^rting a
quality school program which, in turn, produces
positive effects on real estate values and enhances
the reputation of the community.
Additionally, our most heartfelt thanks go to parents,
citizens-at-large, and the following organizations for
sup^rting our schools in all their endeavors:
School Volunteers:
•PTO/MPAC
Town Officials
•Fire, Police, and Public Works Departments
•Historical Society
•Council on Aging
•Area Businesses
•Arts Association
•Garden Club
Many, many thanks.
Respectfully submitted,
Middleton School Committee
6. Parent Cominuiiicatioii
The move to a weekly bulletin for parents done by
the Principal came as a result of suggestions from
Fuller Meadow parents, Next year, on the back of
each weekly bulletin will be tips for parents which
were very well received when done once a month last
year.
PRE-SCHOOL
This year's Pre-School program was completely
filled, and a waiting list for available slots existed all
year. Students screened for kindergarten proved to
be both confident and exceptionally ready. Parent
volunteers abound in this program and contribute
greatly in helping staff meet the needs of all
children. Much credit is given to Pre-School staff
for both their successful adaptation to classrooms at
Howe-Manning and making the gym an attractive
learning environment during renovations from April
to June.
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ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER
ANNUAL REPORT
This year my annual report is going to sound
like a rave review. I feel it necessary to report to
the people of Middleton just how successful our
leash law was in protecting both humans and
pets from the rabies epidemic. I am aware it is
not 100% effective, but we are trying.
We could not have done this well without the
cooperation of everyone; the Board of Health,
Police Department, Fire Department and School
Department and, last but not least, you, the
citizens of our growing
town. I can't say enough
about the great way
everyone listened and
observed. For over a year
the phones at the Police
Department, Fire
Department and my
office rang off the hook
morning, noon and
night. But because of
your alertness we did not
have any real serious
tragedy.
To me this job never looked less appealing.
They brought in experts from states already
affected with the epidemic. We were shown and
told things that I can only describe as terrifying.
And then we were told that "education" would
be our best tool. It is working. People seem to be
very alert to strange acting animals and are
quick to call and get help. The police officers
and myself have had to respond to every part of
town for rabid animals. Although there have
been some humans and quite a few pets that
have needed post e?qx)sure
shots, it was no where near
as bad as one would have
thought given the number
of sick animals we dealt
with.
The town officials and
myself remind you that
although the calls have
slowed down rabies is still
here. Please remind your
children and stay alert
yourself.
As the state ofiRcials educated the area Animal
Control officers as to what was ahead, we
questioned each other whether we wanted to
take on such an awesome responsibility.
Everyday our jobs deal with the lives of animals,
but now they were telling us that human life
would also be our responsibility.
Be sure to keep your animals' rabies shotjs up to
date. We will be having our cUnic the first week
of May. Again this year I thank the Pohce, Fire
and Clerk's office for always being there for me.
Betty Heckman
Animal Control Officer
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FLINT PUBLIC LIBRARY
ANNUAL REPORT
The Flint Public Librar\' continues to be one of
the "Crown Jewels ' of Middleton We are now
over 103 years old and still going strong! Each
year thousands of librar> users find the variety
of informational and recreational reading they
need at the Flint, and all of it only a few miles
from their home.
The Flint provides a friendly and inviting
environment to offer information to anyone who
walks through its doors. The Flint is
com eniently located in the center of town with
safe parking in the rear of the building. Howe-
Manning and Fuller Meadow students can easily
access the Flint by sidewalks.
The library is filled with new and interesting
books, magazines, reference materials and
videos It is staffed by a well trained, competent
and friendly staff. When a user checks out a
book, reads a newspaper, or simply asks the
librarian a question, no fee is ever charged, no
mone> collected. Books and other materials are
mereh borrowed, not purchased by the user.
There is no collection jar at the main desk nor
are bills sent to a user for services rendered.
This is one of the last institutions truly free to
the public!
A small percent (2%) of your lax bill goes to
fund the Flint The librar\' is a public entit\'. a
serv ice provided b\ all, to all It is a critical part
of our community infrastructure. Whenever
anyone uses a librarv'. everyone benefits
Libranes are very efficient distributors of
information and materials, as evidenced b> the
effectiv e services they offer to so many people at
remarkably low costs The basic mission of the
Flint is to keep information available,
affordable, and accessible to ever> citizen of the
Tow n of Middleton.
The attendance and circulation of materials at
the Flint continues to grow and grow despite the
physical limitations of our biulding: virtually the
same structure that first opened its doors in
1891. Obviously, an addition will have to be
added in the near fiiture to accommodate the
growing needs of our community
.
The Board of Trustees and the staff are
embarking on a program to automate the
circulation system during the next year. In the
"electronic age", technology is certainly not a
substitute for libraries or the multitude of
services they offer. It is only a much needed
compliment to it. The free public librarv' is
virtually the last frontier for equalitv' of access.
With the level playing field of materials
available to evervone. learning and freedom of
access will be denied to those without the
technolog> or financial resources to access this
knowledge v ia an electronic format
The Flint Public Librarv' continues to be a major
factor in the cultwal and educational quality of
life in Middleton.
The trustees, professional staff, volunteers, and
the Friends of the Flint all agree that serv ices at
your library would not be as successful without
the moral and financial support of you. the
townspeople of Middleton THANK YOU!
STATISTICS
Population of Middleton 5.469
Registrations at the Flint 2,864
Attendance at the Flint 35,042 (up 1 1%)
Circulation at the Flint 44,043 (up 12%)
Circulation per Capita 8 0 items per citizen
Staff members (all part time)
6 adults. 3 students and one custodian
Number of Volunteers 28
Number of Volumes 24.500
Number of Periodicals 115 current
subscriptions
Number of Videos Owned 479
Number of Videos Borrowed 8.597
Percent of Town" s
Operating Budget 2. 168%
Flint's Book Budget $29,000
Book Budget Per Capita $5.66
Flint Operating Budget
Per Capita $29.11
Flints square footage 5.000
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Flint Hours ofOperation: VOLUNTEERS
WINTER Mon thru Fri 10 am to 8 pm
SUMMER Tues. Wed. Thur 10 am to 8 pm
The following people keep the Flint, "The
Friendliest Place in Town".
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Elizabeth Kenney. Chairperson
Theodore Butler
Theodore Novakowski
Leonard Stone
Marion Oilman
PROFESSIONAL STAFF
Shirley Ra\'nard Director
Jud>' Gallerie. Assistant Director
Claudia Johnson. Reference Librarian
Meredith Turner, Children's Librarian
Shirley Matthews, Assistant Children's
Libranan
Kathy Brunaccini. Outreach Librarian
AJ Pelletier. Custodian
Kate Lordan. Senior Page
Robin Micherone. Senior Page
Laura Gettings. Senior Page
FRIENDS OF THE FLINT
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Phyllis Crvan. President
Cathy Bergeron. Treasurer
Beth Meinerth
Susan Moore
Dian Anderson
Dian Anderson Peg Brown
Francine Buckley Jean Butler
Rita Davidson Peg Da\ is
Pat Diskes Nancy Dow
Helen Dowling Bob Doyle
Dot English Dorothea Faulkner
Mar\' Hamilton Eleanor Jones
Rhetta Kelley Bett\' Kenney
Mar\ Lawlor Ethel Lee
Barb Madden Susan Moore
Dot Neth Lillian Richardson
Barbara Shapiro Peg Sinrich
Frank Twiss Marge Watson
Al Young
THE FLINT HONOR ROLL
FOR THE PAST YEAR
Kim Brown The Cr\ans
The Durhams David Hammond
Kathy Gulino Andrea King
Joanne Klowsowski The Lamkins
The Maddens Kathleen Miksis
Susan Mulloy Dot Neth
The Smileys Jean Sullivan
Val Viano Chris Wojciechowski
Bookends Fire Department Local
3097
McDonalds Middleton Board of
Trade
Middleton Garden The Rotary
Club
The Travel Desk Yankee Clipper Boy
Scout Council
Respectfully submitted.
Shirley M Raynard
Town Librarian
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MUNICIPAL ELECTRIC DEPARTMENT
MEMBER OF
AMERICAN PUBLIC POWER ASSOCIATION
NORTHEAST PUBLIC POWER ASSOCIATION
MUNICIPAL ELECTRIC ASSOCIATION OF MASSACHUSETTS
The Board of Electric Light Commissioners
respectfully submit their year end report
containing a financial statement and a brief
svTiopsis of pertinent events that transpired
during the calendar year 1994 Table 3 exhibits
the distribution of expenses b> comparison. The
town consumed 7,084,385 more kilowatt hours
of power than the preceding year(see table 1).
Table 2 shows comparative usage from 1988 up
through 1994, by type of customer Usage has
been met b\ a combination of short and long
term contracts In November of 1994. the other
half of Point Lepreau's contract, equaling 1,000
KW at 4,2 cents per kilowatt hour, expired The
Commissioners, again, were able to replace this
power contract with Northeast Utilities for 2,500
KW at a cost of 2 3 cents per kilowatt hour. As a
result of this and other cost savings, we were
able to reduce the fuel charge twice, five mills in
Februar\ and five mills in October, for a total
savings of $5 00 on an average 500 kilowatt
hour bill Three quarters of the Town has been
upgraded to high pressure sodium lamps.
Completion of upgrading should be completed
in 1995. School and Essex Streets have been
converted to our new higher voltage system and
a continuing effort is being made to tie all new
developments at the higher voltage wherever
possible. Upgrading to the higher voltage will
result in less line losses, therefore, saving power
costs Replacing old meters, both residential and
commercial, with new electronic meters, where
possible will continue over the next five years A
sincere thank you to Town Officials and
Ratepayers for their continued support and
cooperation during the past year.
Respectfully submitted.
Charles Clinch III, Chairman
Stuart H. Lord. Jr.. Clerk
Richard Kassiotis
Alfred Jones
A. David Lenzie
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MIDDLETON ELECTRIC LIGHT DEPARTMENT
STATEMENT OF INCOME FOR THE YEAR 1994
Increase or
(Decrease) from
Current Year Preceding Year
OPERATING INCOME
400 Operating Revenue 8,253,233.56 (287,814.49)
OPERATING EXPENSES
40 1 Operation Expense
402 Maintenance Expense
403 Depreciation Expense
6.650.204.89
244.461.50
458,939.24
(3.411.23)
(9,958.82)
66,859.72
7.353,605.63 53.48967
899,627.93 (341,304.16)
OTHER INCOME
415 Income from Merchandising Jobbing and Contract Work
419 Interest Income
42 1 Miscellaneous Nonoperating Income
4.564 27
36.188.82
240.76
15,915.05
940,381.02 (325,148,35)
INTEREST CHARGES
427 Interest on Bonds and Notes
43 1 Other Interest Expense
104,950.00 (17,740.00)
104.950.00 (17.740.00)
NET INCOME 835.431.02 (307.408. 35)
Debits Credits
208 Unappropriated Earned Surplus (at beginning of period) 4.478,298.44
433 Balance Transferred from Income 835.431.02
434 Miscellaneous Credits to Surplus 1.083.646.98
435 Miscellaneous Debits to Surplus 200,000.00
436 Appropriations of Surplus 76,600.00
437 Surplus Applied to Depreciation
208 Unappropriated Earned Surplus (at end of period) 6.120.776.44
6.397.37644 6.397.37644
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MIDDLETON ELECTRIC LIGHT DEPARTMENT
COMPARATIVE TABLES
TABLE 1 REVENUES
YEAR RESIDENTIAL COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL MUNICIPAL OTHER
1988 1.969.647.87 1,026.394.55 3,564.889.55 58,424.81 62.855.60
1989 2.183,388.43 1.031,086.40 3.166.078.14 61.600.49 55,415.07
1990 2,317,335.98 1,158,610.71 4.756,480.97 106,272.71 64.254.50
1991 1,972.543.48 1.072.442.49 4.974.303.14 91.333.67 56,992.76
1992 2.180.461.10 1.124,473.86 4.265.945.04 91.587.86 64,969.87
1993 2,033,333.48 1,139.438.34 5.215.906.44 98,746.79 78,220.28
1994 1.896.051.04 1.142.793.34 5.062,999.83 89,569.70 102.572.74
TABLE 2 USAGE
YEAR KILOWATT HOURS DEMAND METERS
COST
PER KWH POWER COST
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
71.851.689
64,373,845
73.413.045
77,198.729
69,779,943
81.824.256
88,908,641
13,837
13,490
14,000
15,320
12,456
13.800
15,920
2,027
2,062
2,084
2,117
2.150
2,220
2,308
0.079
0.096
0.092
0.092
0.094
0.074
0.068
5.671,639.25
6,157,011.51
6,744,868.25
7.102,341.05
6,571,224.85
6.054.058.94
6,039,333.04
TABLE 3 EXPENSES
YEAR OPERATION MAINTENANCE DEPRECIATION INTEREST LIEU OF TAX
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
6,453,135.38
7,178,689.21
7,413,846.87
8,137,879.15
6,986,478.44
6,653,616.12
6,650,204.89
63,451.89
172,146.94
124,953.67
118,520.03
152,114.25
254,420.32
244,461.50
189.543.68
211,993.27
233.319.65
254.074.88
260.870.54
392.079.52
458,939.24
19,902.50
16,500.00
140.104.61
151.930.00
132.210.00
122.690.00
104,950.00
29,500.00
30,000.00
65,826.00
99,452.00
300,000.00
66,000.00
76,600.00
* $225,000 in Square Project
** $ 32,452 street light bill unpaid, bond interest credited to Town
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MIDDLETON ELECTRIC LIGHT DEPARTMENT
COMPARATIVE BALANCE SHEET 1994
ASSETS
UTILITY PLANT
101 Utilih' Plant - Electric
FUND ACCOUNTS
1 26 Depreciation Fund
1 27 Rate Stabilization Fund
CURRENT AND ACCRUED ASSETS
131 Cash
1 32 Special Deposits
132 Working Funds
1 42 Customer Accounts Receivable
1 43 Other Accounts Receivable
1 46 Receivables from Muiucipality
151 Matenals and Supplies
1 65 Prepayments
DEFERRED DEBITS
1 83 Other Deferred Debits
Total Assets and Other Debits
LIABILITIES
SURPLUS
206 Loans Repa>'ments
207 Appropnations for Construction Repayments...
208 Unappropriated Earned Surplus
LONG TERM DEBT
221 Bonds
231 Notes Payable
CURRENT AND ACCRUED LUBILITIES
232 Accounts Payable
235 Customer' Deposits
242 Miscellaneous Current and Accrued Liabilities.,
DEFERRED CREDITS
252 Customer Advances for Construction
RESERVES
260 Reserves for Uncollectable Accounts
271 Contributions in Aid of Construchon.
Total Liabilities and Other Credits
Rsilsinrp
Beginning of Year End of Year (Decrease)
5,556.574.43 6,393,755.05 837,180.62
301 738 99 772.758.87 471 019 88
0 00 1.016.302.29 1 016 30'> '9
1 ,164,439.25 909,840.75 P54 598 50')
147,579.18 12U33.31 (26,345.87)
700.00 700.00 0,00
459.028.62 882,637.25 423,608.63
9 654 08 56,361 .44 46,707.36
52 968 20 63,700.47 10,732.27
295,247.93 274,901 .88 (20.346.05)
507,952.86 711,660.23
1
203,707.37
32.0.36 13 32,036.13 0.00
8,527,919.67 11,235,887.67 2,707.968,00
200 000 00
769,500.00 969,500.00 0.00
1 0 040 78 1 0 040 78 1 64'> 478 00
4,478J298.44 6,120,776.44
1 ,675.000.00 1 .525,000.00 (150,000.00)
50 000 00 0.00 (50,000.00)
465 697 81 676 1 54 91 210,527.10
120,839.96 103,412.29 (17,427.67)
26,739.22 17,821.02 (8,918.20)
2 754 1
1
2,754.1
1
0.00
52,300.89 75,661.24 23,360.35
N
876,818.46 1,734,766.88 857,948,42
8.527.919.67 11,235,887.67 2,707,968,00
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HOUSING AUTHORITY REPORT
ANNUAL REPORT
On behalf of the Commissioners. I hereby
submit a brief description of operations, the
financial reports, and a simimar> of pertinent
events for the period ending Jmie 30, 1994
DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS
The Middleton Housing Authority is authorized
b\ and operates under the provisions of Chapter
12 IB of the General Laws, as amended, which
is known as the Housing and Urban Renewal
Law. The Authorit\'s office is located at
Orchard Circle
All Authority personnel are bonded for
$250,000 each, under a blanket bond held by the
Executive Office of Communities and
Development.
The Authority has 2 State-Aided Housing
Programs in Management. The June 30, 1994
statistics are:
CONVENTIONAL ELDERLY
667-1 PROGRAM:
One
One
Bedroom TOTAL
Bedroom Hdcp UNITS:
Occupied: 51 3 54
Waiting
List:
10 0 10
FAMILY 705-1 PROGRAM:
Two Three
Bedroom Bedroom TOTAL:
Units Units UNITS
Occupied 4 8 12
Waiting
List
41 22 63
The net income limits per household member
size are:
1 Member $22,232
2 Members $25,408
3 Members $28,584
4 Members $31,760
5 Members $33,745
6 Members $35,730
7 Members $37,715
8+Members $39,700
Operating Subsidies:
Sections 32 and 40 of Chapter 12 IB of the
General Laws, which provide for operating
subsidy contributions, require that rentals be
based on 30% of a tenant's adjusted income if
utilities are supplied with the unit and 25% of a
tenant's adjusted income if utilities are not
supplied. Any deficits caused by such rental
charges are reimbursed to the Housing
Authority by the Commonwealth. Since rental
rates charged tenants are set at a comparatively
low level, an annual operating deficit could
result if it were not for these annual rent
subsidies paid by the Commonwealth.
Accoimting Policies :
The Middleton Housing Authority prepares its
financial statements, in general, on the basis of
accounting practices prescribed b> the Executive
Office of Communities and Development.
Under this method of accounting, the
Authority's operations are not considered to be
self sustaining, and, therefore, its financial
statements do not show provisions for
depreciation of structures and equipment.
Capital facilities are financed either by grants
from the Commonwealth or by debt, which the
Commonwealth guarantees and subsidizes The
Authority receives from the Commonwealth
additional subsidies that are applied to operating
deficits.
statement #1
Consolidated Operating Statement
Program Number 1840240001
July 1, 1993 to June 30, 1994
OPERATING RECEIPTS: Budget Actual
Tenant Rents 166,000.00 170,546.00
In\'estment Income 3,000.00 3,184.90
Other Operating Receipts 2,500.00 3,632.17
TOTAL OPERATING RECEIPTS $171,500.00 $177,363.07
OPERATING EXPENDITURES:
Administrative Salaries 20,834.00 20,834.00
Legal 1,850.00 1,504.90
Tra\el 175.00 83.58
Telephone & Supplies 1,900.00 1,822.99
TOTAL ADMINISTRATIVE 24,759.00 24,245.47
Tenant Oganization 115.00 61.25
TOTAL TENANT SERVICES 115.00 61.25
Mamtenance Labor 34,022.00 32,510.11
Material & Supplies 5,000.00 4,903.92
Contract Costs 2,492.00 1,368,39
TOTAL MAINTENANCE 41,514.00 38,782.42
Insurance 8,158.00 8,005.00
Pavment in Lieu of Taxes 3,390.00 3,387.20
Employee Benefits 16,670.00 16,114.70
TOTAL GENERAL 28,218.00 27,506.90
Provision for Reserve 3,564.00 3,564.00
TOTAL RESERVES 3,564.00 3,564.00
Water & Sewer 8,600.00 7,946.77
Electricity 62,500.00 58,668.65
Gas 200.00 10.78
Sewerage 5000.00 4478.93
TOTAL UTILITIES 76,300.00 71,105.13
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENDITURES $174,470.00 $165,265.17
NET INCOME/(DEFICIT) BEFORE SUBSIDY (2,970.00) 12,097.90
OPERATING SUBSIDY EARNED (2,970.00) 0
NET INCOME BEFORE NONROUTINE EXPENSES 0 12,097.90
Extraordinary Maintenance 5,700.00 983.41
Collection Loss 1,000.00 506.00
Replacement of Equipment 3,000.00
Betterments & Additions 4,300.00 2,149.99
TOTAL NONROUTINE EXPENDITURES 14,000.00 3,639.40
NET INCOME/(DEFICIT) ($14,000.00)! $8,458.50
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statement #2
Consolidated Balance Sheet
Program Number 1840240001
JUNE 30, 1994
ASSETS LIABILITIES/SURPLUS
CASH ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
Cash 27,610.60 Employees' Taxes 401.43
Petty Cash 75.00 EOCD Overpayment 3,923.75
TOTAL CASH 27,685.60 TOTAL ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 4,325.18
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE ACCRUED LIABILITIES
Tenant Account 5,296.00 Other 6,337.14
Other 329.00
TOTAL RECEIVABLES 5,625.00 TOTAL ACCRUED LUBILITIES 6,337.14
INVESTMENTS DEFERRED CREDITS
MMDT 43,458.27 Tenant Prepaid Rents 296.00
Capital Reserve 5,364.93
TOTAL INVESTMENTS 48,823.20 TOTAL DEFERRED CREDITS 296.00
i
DEFERRED CHARGES FIXED LIABILITIES
Prepaid Insurance 1,681.00 Grants Issues 1,936,512,35
Mod Contribution 3oj,4jo.oo
TOTAL DEFERRED CHG 1,681.00 TOTAL FIXED LLVBILITIES 2,299,949.23
DEVELOPMENT COSTS SURPLUS
Development 2,049,512.35 Value Fixed Assets 54,210.70
Inventory 54,210.70 Capital Reserve 5,364.93
Completed Mod 363,436.88 Operating Reserve 67,491.55
Gifts/Donations 113,000.00
TOTAL DEVELOPMENT 2,467,159.93 TOTAL SURPLUS 240,067.18
TOTAL ASSETS 2.550,974.73 TOTAL LIABILITIES/SURPLUS 2,550,974.73
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•Statement #3
Modernization Work Plan
Program Number 1840240001
July 1, 1993 to June 30, 1994
DUdget Actual
Salaries 1 3,D 1 3.00 1 /" AZT12,653.06
Tenant C oordinator / /o.OO 2,//5.3z
/\t,couniing /,oo /.OO 2,866.50
/\u.Veil 1sin^j; 1 OAA AA1 ,500.00 4oo.0j
Rcncfits 1 AA10 /.OO 1 A/1 OC104.85
Insurance 1 1 AA f\f\1 ,1 90.00 1 AOO TO1 ,088.78
ounury 1 ,V2 /. / / AO354.48
0/1 1 OA in
z4,l oO. / / 20,329.02
Architect/Engineer 1 A O CA AA19,250.00 /- "7/\A AA6,700.00
Reimbursement 485.85
Investigation A /-/l/\ AA9,640.00
1 A CA AA19,250.00 16,825.85
Septic System HA AC 1 '5 O74,051 .33 2 1 , /Zvyb
Fire Alarms 1 O O Cf\ AA1 8,850.00 1 O OCA AA1 8,850.00
R(X)flng ^A A/^A /"\A70,000.00 0
Contingencies 1 1,778.75 0
TOTAL WORK ITEMS 174,680.08 ylA CTA Ci^40,570.96
FURNITURE & EQUIPMENT
Office Equipment 3,745.00 3,744.20
Community llall 488.00 488.00
TOTAL FURNITURE & EQUIPMENT 4,233.00 4,232.20
INCOME
Interest 0 5,909.23
TOTAL INCOME 0 (5,909.23)
TOTAL MODERNIZATION WORK PLAN 222,343.85 76,045.88
Statement #4
Modernization Balance Sheet
June 30, 1 994
ASSETS LIABILITIES
Cash 10,609.58 Accounts Payable 329.00
Work Plan 76,048.80 Grants Received 86,329.38
TOTAL ASSETS 86,658.38 TOTAL LLiBILITIES 86,658.38
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SUMMARY
The Authority has two de\ elopments The Jack
Pellicelh Memorial Family Housing provides 8
three-bedroom units and 4 two-bedroom units.
The Orchard Circle Elderly/Disabled Housing
pro\ ides 5 1 one-bedroom com entional units and
3 one-bedroom handicapped accessible units.
The elderly applicants must be at least 62 years
of age There is no age requirement for the
disabled. Applicants that reside or work in
Middleton receive a preference.
Our family housing has been occupied for just
three years Seventeen families were provided
units during this time Only 112% of these
families were not from Middleton Since the
five tenants that were housed since the original
occupancy were all from Middleton this means
that the vacancy' rate is 100% for Middleton
residents.
Our elderly housing has been occupied since
1967 and although elderly Middleton residents
originally occupied the majority of units, that is
no longer the situation. There are no historical
statistics available but the current percent of
Middleton residents is less than 50% and the
percent under the age of 62 is 5.6% These
changes in the population will continue because
the Waiting List is comprised of 20% disabled
and 100% non-residents.
It is apparent that the affordable housing needs
of the population are met disproportionally with
63 family applicants waiting for 12 units, and
only 10 elderly/disabled applicants waiting for
54 units. Efforts must be made by both the
private and public sectors to improve this
situation.
In conclusion, 1 would like to acknowledge the
Town Administrator, The Board of Selectmen,
and the Fire, Police, MELD and the Public
Works Departments for their help and
cooperation throughout the year.
Respectfully submitted.
Kathleen A Thurston, P.H.M
Executive Director
Commissioners:
Caroline Tricca, Chairperson
Faith Anderson-Stone, Vice-Chairwoman
Daniel R. Lennox, Treasurer
Charles M Collier, Assistant Treasurer
A. Stephen Inglis, State-Appointee
Maintenance:
Paul A. Pellicelli
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COUNCIL ON AGING
AimiAL REPORT
The Middleton Seniors had a busy year with
many activities taking place at the Center as
well as seniors being served by various other
COA programs throughout the community.
The Center serves lunch on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday each week under the
direction of Mealsite Director Patti Flynn. Patti
has willingly undertaken some new
responsibilities to enhance the limch program
this year including monthly birthday
celebrations and working with the food service
corporation to ofifer special hobday menus. Patti
is lucky to have 7 dedicated volunteers who
assist with the program by handling paperwork,
set-up, serving and clean-up services. An
average of 215 meals are served each month at
the center. The number of hours contributed by
mealsite volunteers this past year amounted to
3,600.
Meals are delivered 5 days a week to residents of
Middleton who are luiable to prepare a well
balanced meal independently. This provides
proper nutrition as well as much anticipated
personal contact with Kathy Michalski, the van
driver. Approximately 250 meals are served
each month.
Transportation continues to be a crucial
component of the services offered to Middleton
Seniors. The Coxmcil on Aging was fortunate to
be the recipient of a brand new wheelchair
accessible Dodge van last December. This was
made possible with a grant from the Mobility
Assistance Program which is overseen by the
The Executive Office of Transportation and
Construction. The Town of Middleton paid
$6,000 toward the cost of the van which is
owned by North Shore Elder Services. The van
is utilized to transport seniors to all center
activities as well as being used for local grocery,
banking and pharmacy errands. Monthly trips
are available to area malls. Transportation to the
Senior Center is free of charge and a nominal
donation is suggested for all other van rides.
Transportation is also provided to area medical
aRX)intments by several residents using their
own vehicles. This is a greatly needed and
appreciated service which provides
approximately 25 trips per month. Hazel Proctor
devotes many hours to coordinating this
program by taking all requests and setting up a
schedule with each of the drivers to
accommodate clients.
Surplus food distributions were held quarterly
with an average of 160
people participating
each time A host of
volunteers help with
each distribution by
bringing in bags,
sorting and packing
food, and signing up
recipients.
Recreational events continue to be well attended.
Beano is played on Mondays following lunch
and is very popular. This couldn't be done
without the hard work of volunteers who set up
the games and snacks and of course do a great
job as callers! The trip committee which is made
up of several board members coordinates day
trips and an occasional overnight trip. These
trips provide Middleton Seniors with the
opportxmity to enjoy visiting sights of interest
throughout Massachusetts as well as other New
England states. Travel is provided by local bus
companies with town funds so that seniors need
only pay for the cost of the meal, entertainment,
shopping or other planned event.
Several other aimual events which are eagerly
anticipated and well attended include the
Thanksgiving Dinner, Christmas Celebration,
January Thaw and St. Patrick's Day Party.
Thanksgiving Diimer is served at the Center
with aR)roximately 50 seniors in attendance.
The Town Administrator and Selectmen assist
in serving the meal and enjoying this festive
occasion At Christmas time, the fifth graders
from the Howe-Manning School pat on a
delightful performance of The Nutcracker,
followed by a Holiday luncheon, gift swap and
Bean. The annual January Thaw was held at
Angelica's with over 100 seniors in attendance
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for an afternoon of dinner, music and good
times The Middleton Board of Trade generously
donated many gifts from local merchants which
were raffled off as part of the fun The students
at Masconomet hosted their annual St. Patrick "s
Da> part> with a group of Middleton seniors
attending. This makes for a fun and meaningful
intergenerational experience
Several craft classes were held throughout the
year with opportunities for seniors to learn new
skills or polish up on old ones We also held a
number of informational sessions on various
topics such as estate planning, money
management and current policies on helath care
coverage.
that the time and dedication of volunteers,
which include many of the board members, has
made this possible. Middleton Seniors should be
proud of their volunteer hours which total
approximately 5,000 for the year In dollar value
these volunteers saved the town nearly $40,000.
Congratulations Seniors!
Many thanks go to the Town Administrator,
Board of Selectmen, DPW and all the town
departments as well as the COA board of
helping to make this another great year.
Respectfully submitted.
1994 was a bus\ and successftil year for the Catherine D LeClerc
Senior Center 1 feel that it is important to note Director of Senior Services
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DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS' SERVICES
ANNUAL REPORT
Many changes have occurred in the guidehnes
governing Veterans' benefits: the many problems
relative to radiation, agent orange, and the as yet
undetermined nature of the many ills which have
befallen our "Desert Storm" Veterans.
If any Veteran has any doubts as to whether or not
he or she has contracted any related symptoms
while serving in any of the above theatres of war,
please file a claim as soon as possible with the V.A.
In order to facihtate the ap^hcation process I
strongly urge that all papers be documented.
Please don't hesitate to call for assistance if any
problems are encountered in the process of filing.
As always, this office is available as the need arises.
Respectfully submitted,
George M. Farley , Director Agent
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HISTORICAL COMMISSION
ANNUAL REPORT
The Historical Commission met quarterly during the
year.
The purpose of the Historical Commission is to keep
our citizenry aware of this town's participation in the
events which molded our growth from Colonial days
to the present.
The way in which we attempt to accomplish this is to
mark physical evidence from our past, such as old
cemeteries, historical houses, ancient ways (roads)
and even customs of the people in Colonial times.
We are starting on a cemetary marking program so
as to provide better identification of the many family
plots in town.
This years major accomplishment was the placing of
a plaque on the Historical Society's Museum property
dedicated to JOHN WILLARD who was a resident of
Middleton. John Willard was caught up in the
hysteria of the witch trials in 1692 and hanged in
Salem This was a joint venture of the Historical
Commission and the Historical Society.
Our meetings are open to all who are interested.
Robert W Fox, Chairman
Richard O. Ajootian
Lome D. Davis
Sally George
Mary Tragert
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RECREATION COMMISSION
As the Middleton Recreation Commission wraps
up the payments for its summer programs, more
activities for children and adults are in the
planning for fall and winter.
"We are constantly looking at programs to fill in
the gaps - things not provided by other groups,"
said Chairman David Thibault.
Thibault and his wife Diane carr>' out much of
the organization of the town's recreation
programs with help from fellow board members
Patricia Neal, Patti Flynn and Lou Flynn.
Meanwhile, Thibault points to the continued
success of summer outings such as the annual
town picnic held in August at Canobie Lake
Park "That's one of the best things we do, ' said
the Chairman.
This year 1 19 Middleton
kids signed up to attend
at a $3 ticket price while
the adults who attended
paid the fUll $12 day fare
to enjoy the rides. The
town paid the $ 1 ,062 for
tickets and the cost of
two buses to transport
people to the park for the
annual picnic. The
Mansfield Fund helps
pay a portion of the cost for this annual outing.
Another summer outing, like the trip to Water
Country in Portsmouth NH, is growing in
popularity with Middleton residents.
This year was the second trip to Water Country.
We had 40 to 45 people the first year —this year
there were 75 to 80 people. A lot take their own
vehicles, but the Recreation Commission does
have a transportation budget.
"We try to run a roller skating outing in
February during school vacation, " Thibault
added, Thibault also pointed to the success of
the free summer park program offered for
Middleton youngsters. "There were about 200
kids who signed up and it averaged out to about
50 a day. over the span of the six week
program
'
Thibault said the program has come a long way
since the days when it was held at the town
beach at Thunder Bridge. Back then, the town
would have 40 to 50 sign up and end up with
seven or so finishing the program at season's
end. But much of what the commission offers is
done through trial and error
Not everything meets with success. The summer
band concerts were not well attended, so the
Commission moved them from Howe-Manning
Park to the Flint Library lawn Still, the crowds
never came so the concerts
were scratched this year
Currently, the Commission
is waiting to hear from the
'VTvlCA to schedule a
November swimming class
for Middleton residents
"We want to be sure we
don't conflict with other
programs such as soccer
and basketball," said Diane
Thibault.
Aerobics and volleyball are also popular
programs with adults in the community
Registration is underway for the annual Harvest
Ball to be held Friday Oct 21 in the American
Legion Post on River Street.
"We schedule that in conjunction with the
annual Pumpkin Festival, ' said Thibault.
The Commission currently has two openings
available for those who would he willing to
serve as alternate members.
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THE TRI-TOWN COUNCIL ON YOUTH AND
FAMILY SERVICES
ANNUAL REPORT
Incorporated in 1972, the Tri-Town Council on
Youth and Family Services, Inc. is a private,
non-profit community based human services
agenc>' whose mission is to enhance the quality
of life of Middleton, Topsfield, and Boxford
residents Primary- emphasis is on youth and
their families.
To meet this mission, the Council provides a
variety' of programs and services including
clinical services, community' education, youth
vocational development and youth outreach.
This past year the Council served approximately
3000 people in the three towns. The council is
funded by the towns of Middleton, Topsfield and
Boxford; the Masconomet Regional School
District, the United Way, membership dues and
fund raising activities.
The $10,450 received from Middleton helped
provide the youth and families of Middleton
with the following programs and services.
* Crisis intervention
* Special needs counseling
* Peer education groups for Masconomet
Junior and Senior High School
* Alternative activities
* Job Bank
* HORIZONS after school enrichment
programs
* Public forums on drinking and driving and
violence prevention.
* AIDS education
* Parent training workshops
* Small support groups for youth and adults
on a variety of issues
* All night party for graduating Masconomet
High School Seniors
* Employee Assistance Services Program for
Middleton town employees
* Parent Support services for parents of
adolescents including support and training
groups and information and referral
services
* Violence Prevention coalition
Program Updates
This year marks the second successful year for
the Middleton Tri-Town Council Employee
Assistance Program. In addition to providing
services to individuals and families, the Council
has provided supervisors and stress management
seminars. The Employee Assistance Program is
a confidential, cost-free counseling service
designed to assist employees in resolving
personal problems which are adversely affecting
job performance.
The Parent Support Services program is a new
program this year designed to reach out to
parents in the tri-town communities who are
seeking counseling, support services, or parent
education groups that match their current
parenting needs.
The Council has started a tri-town violence
prevention coalition that will become an
umbrella for a wide variety of violence
prevention programs and services including
issues such as good sports conduct, responsible
dating behavior, and family conflict resolution
The Council welcomes input and feedback from
the community so that we may continue to
provide you with the services you need and
want. We anticipate another positive year of
service to the Town of Middleton.
Respectfully submitted.
Edwin S. Vaeni
Executive Director
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H.A.W.C.
HELP FOR ABUSED WOMEN
AND THEIR CHILDREN
Fifteen Year History ofServing Battered Women
Help for Abused Women and their Children,
known by the acronym HAWC. was established
in 1979 and first provided shelter for abused
women through a network of safe homes. In
1985, HAWC purchased a 19th century home in
Salem where we can shelter up to six women
and 10 children at a time. HAWC is the only
agency providing comprehensive services to
battered women in 23 North Shore communities,
from Saugus to Gloucester.
HAWC has a philosophy of self help. We
believe that battered women are caught in a
crisis situation caused b> long-standing societal
patterns of oppression against women. HAWC
offers battered women and their children shelter,
support and practical information about their
options and opportumties to interact with others
who understand their situation. HAWC's goal is
to enable women to make independent and
informed decisions about their fixtures.
In 1993, more than 4,900 women turned to
HAWC for help and received it free of charge;
24-hour hotline for advice, referral and crisis
intervention; emergency shelter; individual
counseling and suFT>ort groups; and legal
advocacy for assistance in obtaining restraining
orders. In addition, HAWC worked to stem the
tide of violence through community outreach
and education, including our acclaimed Youth
Outreach Program which works to prevent teen
dating violence. Thousands of area youths took
part in this program through local schools.
HAWC Sees Significant Growth in Staff &
Volunteers
HAWC experienced significant growth in 1993,
nearly doubling its staff from nine to 16
positions One-third of the staff is comprised of
women of color, including three Spanish
speaking women and one Cambodian speaking
woman. The state mandated and provided
fiinding for 24-hour staffing at the shelter,
which had not been possible before. Partial
ftmding was also provided for two new staff
members to establish community-based outreach
programs in Cape Arm and Lyrm. HAWC saw
an increase in its corps of committed, trained
volunteers from 80 to more than 100. Volunteers
are vital to the agency's ability to operate the
hotline and its other programs.
Increased Demand for Services for Battered
Women
HAWC has seen a sharp, steady increase in the
demand for services for battered women and
their children on the North Shore. In 1993, on
the eve of our 15th anniversary, HAWC
provided free services to more than 4,900
women, a 51% increase over 1992.
The alarming increase in violence against
women locally has been mirrored on the state
level, where 34 women and children were killed
in incidents of domestic violence last year alone.
According to the Massachusetts Coalition of
Battered Women's Service Groups, in 1993, one
woman was killed every 12 days as a result of
domestic violence, a sharp jump from 1990
when a woman was killed every 22 days in
Massachusetts.
At HAWC, we are working to break the cycle of
violence. Our focus since our foimding has been
twofold: to provide emergency and support
services to abused women and their children;
and to promote prevention through community
education and school -based programs, in
addition to our day-to-day services where we
operate under a model of self-help. The demand
for services for battered women led HAWC in
1993, to devise new aRjroaches to breaking the
cycle of violence, including the establishment of
two community-based outreach programs which
will allow HAWC to more effectively serve
victims of domestic violence.
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Outreach Programs in Cape Ann & Lynn
With a five-year grant fi-om the State
Department of Social Services, HAWC began
work in the final quarter of 1993 to develop two
new community-based outreach programs in
Cape Ann and Lynn. Through these programs,
HAWC will be able to see abused women in
non-stigmatized locations and provide
specialized services for the residents of those
areas which have ver>' different demographics
and could benefit fi-om targeted approaches.
In early 1994. two Community Outreach
Coordinators were hired to implement this new
approach to identifying and intervening on
behalf of battered women. The primary
responsibilities of these new outreach positions
will be to provide advocacy, counseling,
community resources and referrals, weekly
support groups, community education and youth
outreach, as well as coordinate delivery of legal
advocacy in their respective cities They will be
providing training for and collaborating with
other community-based agencies, so that HAWC
will not be the only expert on domestic violence
on the North Shore.
The Gloucester Outreach Coordinator will work
on-site at the NUVA Prevention Network in
Gloucester, and the Lyim coordinator at the
Lynn Community Health Center, which has
identified increasing numbers of abused women
and children among its patients. HAWC's own
experience shows a great need for services in
Lynn. HAWC served 1,374 women from Lynn
in 1993.
Such collaborative arrangements will allow
HAWC to minimize expenses while maximizing
our visibility in the community. We anticipate
that we will be able to see hundreds of women
who might otherwise never call HAWC's
hotline or be able to access HAWC's services
because of a lack of knowledge about our
agency, transportation problems or cultural
issues. The Lynn Community Health Center
treated 12,000 patients in 1993, 85% of whom
were women and children. NUVA is a
multimillion dollar regional service agency that
provides a diverse range of prevention and
treatment programs.
ONGOING COMPREHENSIVE SERVICES
FOR BATTERED WOMEN
24-Hour Hotline
HAWC's hotline operates 24 hours a day, 365
days a year, serving as a safety net for women
in danger. HAWC's staff and 80 hotline
volunteers provided crisis intervention, support,
advice, information and referral to more than
2.200 women from each and every city and town
on the North Shore.
Emergency Shelter
During 1993. Ill women and 165 children
found refuge in HAWC's emergency shelter
where they received intensive therapeutic,
support services and advocacy to help them cope
with the violence they experienced. This figure
translated into 4.690 shelter bed nights.
HAWC's shelter houses up to 16 women and
their children at a time. Residents may stay for a
period of 12 weeks during which time they
participate in weekly support groups, parenting
skills classes and house meetings.
Housing, Financial, Medical & Employment
Advocacy
Women and their children are supported by their
advocates on a daily basis. Using the self-help
model, HAWC's advocates empower women to
achieve their self-determined goals. Advocacy is
provided on an ongoing basis. HAWC staff
members work to ensure that the women
understand the procedures and tasks involved in
securing the help they need in reclaiming their
lives, and that the women have the support and
representation of HAWC staff and volunteers
familiar with the sup^rt systems available.
HAWC also provides a ftiU range of services to
children who live with their mothers in the
shelter. These are the most innocent and tragic
victims of domestic violence.
Children's Program
One of HAWC's most critical strategies for
breaking the cycle of violence is through its
work with children. 165 abused children
received comprehensive services from HAWC in
1993. HAWC's Children's Advocates and
trained volunteers provide recreational and
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therapeutic events for the children in the shelter
to help mitigate the negative efifects of growing
up in a violent home. Advocates present
parenting classes and model appropriate
behaviors and attitudes of parenting for mothers
to observe Advocates also network with other
local programs and agencies serving children in
order to maintain an up-do-date resource and
referral system.
Legal Advocacy
HAWC Legal Advocacy Program made
tremendous strides in 1993. more than doubling
the number of women it assisted in obtaining
restraimng orders in 1992 HAWC
accomplished this through aggressive
recruitment and training of volunteers. HAWC's
full-time legal advocate, together with 30
volunteers, assisted 1.058 women in five district
courts in Essex County. Through an ongoing
contract with Neighborhood Legal Services,
assistance was provided to battered women who
could not afford to hire counsel. In addition, a
Reduced Fee Panel was established to provide
low cost legal services to abused women.
Support Groups
During 1993, nearly 1.100 women took part in
one of seven weekly support groups that meet
throughout the North Shore, one for Spanish-
speaking women in Lynn, as well as a brand
new group in Saugus Battered women are often
isolated. These groups empower women by
letting them know they are not alone. The
objectives of the groups are accomplished by
means of information and resource sharing,
sharing of feelings and experiences, and sharing
of facts and socio-political perspectives.
Short Term Counseling
403 women received individual counseling of
the type not usually found in mental health
settings, where therapists are not always
thoroughly knowledgeable about battering and
may not recognize signs of battered women's
syndrome. These women did not have insurance
coverage for therapy and needed these services
free of charge.
Youth Outreach Program
HAWC's Youth Program is the only
comprehensive project on the North Shore
which deals specifically with the prevention of
teen dating violence. The program includes a
three-part curriculum on dating violence and
domestic violence geared toward middle and
high school students. During the 1992-1993
school year. HAWC presented its preventative
education curriculum to approximately 3.500
students in 34 schools and youth programs In
addition, in-depth trainings were conducted for
138 teachers and youth workers, as well as
workshops and presentations on domestic
violence and teen dating violence for 635 other
adults. Attendees included human service
professionals, teachers, parents and members of
community organizations, At the close of 1993.
HAWC implemented plans to expand the Youth
Outreach Program to include a Male Outreach
Worker who would serve as a role model for
young men in the classroom. No separate
resources exist on the North Shore for young
men who are being violent in their relationships.
Community Education & Outreach
Community talks and trainings, which work to
dispel the myths about abuse and to inform
groups about HAWC's services were presented
to civic and religious groups, corporations,
hospitals, police departments, social service,
mental health agencies, and college classes.
Nearly 3.000 people attended these informative
sessions during 1993. HAWC was pleased to be
invited to provide trainings about domestic
violence to employees of the New England
Power Company, following our Executive
Director's keynote address to the Salem
Chamber of Commerce in September.
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MIDDLETON MEETING SCHEDULE
AND OFFICE HOURS
DATE & TIME
Accountant Mon-Fri 8:00-5:00 Memorial Hall
Town Administrator Mon-Fri 8:30-4:30 Memorial Hall
Council on Aging First Wednesday 9:30am Old Town Hall/Senior Ctr
Senior Center Mon.WedFri 9:00-1:00 Old Town Hall
Annual Town Meeting Second Tuesday in May Howe-Marming School
or North Shore Technical H.S.
Annual Town Election Monday after Town Meeting Fuller Meadow School
Board of Af^jeals Fourth Thursday 7:30pm 195 North Main Street
ZBA Office Mon-Fn 8:00-4:00 195 North Main Street
Board of Assessors Every Tuesday 7:00-9:00pm Memorial Hall
Assessors Office Mon-Fn 9:30-3:30 Memonal Hall
Board of Health First Wednesday 7:30pm 195 North Main Street
Health Office Mon-Fri 8:00^:00 195 North Main Street
Building Inspector Every Tues 6:00-8:00pm 195 North Mam Street
Inspeaions Office Mon-Fri 8:00-4:00 195 North Mam Street
Town Clerk Every Tues 7:00-9:00pm Memorial Hall
Town Clerk's Cffice Mon-Fri 9:00-1:00 Memorial Hall
Conserv ation Commission First Tuesday 7:30pm 195 North Main Street
Con. Comm. Office Mon-Fri 8:00-4:00 195 North Main Street
Finance Committee Variable Fuller Meadow School
Housing Authority Third Monday 7:00pm Orchard Circle
Landfill Wed, Sat. Sun 7:00-4:00 Natsue Way
Library Trustees Second Monday 7:30pm Fhnt Pubhc Library
Plarming Board 2nd,3rd4th Wednesday 7:30pm 195 North Main Street
Plarmmg Office Mon-Fri 8:00-4:00 195 North Main Street
Recreation Commission First Tuesday 7:00pm Old Town Hall/Semor Ctr
Regional School Comm First & Third Weds 7:30pm Masco Admin. Bldg.
School Committee 2nd Thurs & Vanable 7:30pm Fuller Meadow School
Tri-Town School Union Variable Cole School. Boxford
Board of Selectmen Every Tues. 7:30pm Fuller Meadow School
(Jul & Aug every other Tues)
Selectmen's Office Mon-Fri 8:30^:30 Memonal Hall
Treasurer/Collector Every Tuesday 7:00-9:00pm Memorial Hall
Treas/Coll. Office Mon-Thurs 84. Fri 8-1 Memorial Hall
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1994 SENATORS & REPRESENTATIVES
FOR MIDDLETON
STATE:
SENATOR IN GENERAL COURT
FIRST ESSEX &
MIDDLESEX DISTRICT
Senator Bruce E. Tarr
(R) Gloucester
State House
Room 321
Boston, MA 02133
Tel: (617) 722-1600
COUNCILLOR
FIFTH DISTRICT
Councillor Patricia A. Dowling
(D) No. Andover
State House
Room 184
Boston. MA 02133
Tel (617) 727-2756 x5
REPRESENTATIVE IN
GENERAL COURT
TWENTY SECOND
MIDDLESEX DISTRICT
Representative Brian M. Cresta
(R) Wakefield
State House
Room 436
Boston, MA 02133
Tele: (617) 722-7300
GOVERNOR
The Honorable WilliamWeld
Room 360
Boston. MA 02133
Tel (617) 727-3600
FEDERAL:
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
SIXTH DISTRICT
Congressman Peter G. Torkildsen
(R) Danvers
70 Washington Street
Salem, MA 01970
Tele: (508) 743-1600
Fax: (508)744-1640
or
120 Cannon Building
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington. DC 20515
The Honorable Edward M Kenned>'. (D)
409 John F, Kennedy Federal Building
Boston. MA 02203
Tele: (617) 565-3170
or
SR-315 Russell Senate Office
Building
Washington, DC 20510
Tel: (202) 224-4543
The Honorable John F. Kerry, (D)
10 Park Plaza
Boston, MA 02116
Tel: (617) 565-8519
or
SR-362 Russell Senate Office
Building
Washington, DC 20510
Tel: (202) 224-2742
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MIDDLETON
ESSEX COUNTY
After many years of only being "on the way to
other towns". Middleton has successftilly
developed an appealing and unique personality.
The town is conveniently situated near many
major highways, making it desirable to
commuters. Thoughtful and deliberative zoning
by-laws allow a careftil blend of starter homes,
large contemporary residences and a variety of
commercial and retail properties Lots of
protected open space assures Middleton's rural
character.
The open town meeting gives all registered
voters the opportunity of an equal voice in
spending their tax dollars Town government is
managed by an appointed town administrator
under the direction of five selectmen.
Professional management with fiscal
responsibility enables the police, fire and public
works departments to attain excellence in
training, equipment and operations. Middleton
schools offer an energetic educational program
for preschool through grade six. Grades 7-12
are part of the Masconomet Regional School
District, a system of national renown. The town
continues an active commitment to all its
children.
With all its modern services and facilities say,
Middleton is still a town where the librarian
knows the residents' favorite books, where
townspeople's dogs may have the same license
mmiber every year and where the policeman is
still a friendly face.
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MIDDLETON
ESSEX COUNTY
GEOGRAPHY GOVERNMENT
Location
Northeastern Massachusetts, bordered by Topsfield
and Danvers on the east, Peabody on the south.
Lynnfield on the southwest. North Reading on the
west. North Andover on the west and northwest, and
Boxford on the north and northeast. Middleton is 19
miles north of Boston and 232 miles from New York
City.
Total Area: 14 45 sq. miles
Municipal Offices
Main Number (508) 774-3344
Form Of Government
Board of Selectmen
Town Administrator
Open Town Meeting
Year Incorporated:
As a town. 1728
Land Area:
Population:
13 .97 miles
5,469
Registered Voters (November 1994)
(1994 Town Census) Number %
Density: 378 per sq. mile Total Registered 3,173
Climate (Nat'l Climatic Data Center) Democrats 709 ll.Z
Republicans 472 15
Normal temp in January 25.8°F Other parties 4 0.1
Normal temp in July 71.6T Unenrolled Voters 1,988 62.7
Normal annual precipitation 25.80"
Legislators
USGS Topographical Plates
US Senator Edward M Kennedy
Reading, Salem, South Groveland, Georgetown US Senator John F. Kerry
US Congressman Peter G. Torkildsen
Regional Planning Agency State Senator Bruce E Tarr
Metropolitan Area Planning Council State Rep Brian M. Cresta
Metropolitan Statistical Area
Salem-Gloucester
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DEMOGRAPHICS
Population Trends (M.i.s.e.r.)
Persons % Change
1980 4,135
1990 4,921 +19.0
1995 5,572 +13.2
2000 6,224 +11.7
Persons By Sex (1990 us Census)
Male 2,442
Female 2,479
Age Distribution (1990 us Census)
Persons %
Under 5 356 7.2
5-14 581 11.8
15-44 2,249 45.7
45-64 1,109 22.5
65 & over 626 12.7
Vital Statistics
(Dept. of Public Heahh 1992)
1991 Resident Birth 67
per 1 ,000 women 1 5-44 61.4
1991 Resident Deaths 39
per 100,000 residents 793
Race & Ethnicity
(1990 US Caisus)
Persons %
White 4,817 97.9
Black 38 .8
Am. Indian 16 .3
Asian or Pacific
Islander 29 .6
Other 1 .0
Hispanic Origin 20 .4
Households (1990 us Census)
Persons % Change
1980 1,423
1990 1,822 +28.0
Household Size
2.68 persons per household
Households by Type (1990 us Caisus)
Households oyvo
Married Couple
Family 1,181 64.8
Male 48 2.6
Female 139 7.6
Non Family 454 249
Income Distribution (1990 us Census)
Households OA.Yo
Less than $5,000 84 4.6
5.000 - 9,999 100 5.5
iu.uuu - /4,vvy ioz It.**
25,000 - 34,999 181 9.9
35,000-49,999 377 20.1
50,000 - 74.999 407 22.3
"7^ nnn qq ooo 1 SJ, 10 1
$100,00 or more 233 12.8
Median Household Income $46,096
state rank 95
% of state averge \^ A no/124. /To
Per Capita Income $19,933
state rank 82
% of state average 115.7%
Sources of Income (1990 us census)
Number of Average
Households Income
Wage & Salary 1,478 54.047
Nonfarm self-employed 267
Farm self-emp. 36 7,458
Social Security 413 8,017
Public Assist 69 2,493
Retirement 282 9,011
Poverty Status
Statewide
Persons for whom
status determmed 4,92 1 5,812,415
Below poverty
level 296 519,339
6.0% 8.9%
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EDUCATION
Student Population (Dept of Education)
Total students 91/92 785
at public schools 90.3%
at private schools 9.7%
Pupil Cost (Dept ofEducatiwi)
Integrated Per Pupil
Cost 91/92 $5,006
state average $5,034
Educational Attainment (I990us Census)
High School Graduate of Higher 86.0%
Bachelor's Degree or Higher 22 5%
School District Membership (Dept ofEducation)
Middleton (PK - 06)
Masconomet (07-12)
North Shore Reg Voc. (07-12)
Essex County (09-13)
School Enrollment (Dept ofEducation)
Enrollment
91/92
Change
1981-91
State
Middleton 491
Masconomet 1,126
North Shore Reg 448
Essex County 833
1.7% -15.5%
-39.2%
-18.8%
-31.7%
Dropout Rate (Dept of Education)
Rate 90/91
Middleton
Masconomet
North Shore Reg
Essex County
0.0%
0.8%
17.2%
1.2%
State
4.0%
Average Teacher Salary (Dept of Education)
Salary 91/92 State
Middleton $31,111 $37,845
Masconomet
^
44,923
North Shore Regional \ 29,355
Essex County 34,014
Schools (Dept of Education)
Middleton
Howe-Manning PK-06
Masconomet Regional High School 07-12
North Shore Regional Vocational 09-13
Essex Agricultural &.
Technical Institute 09- 1
4
Colleges and Universities
None
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HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Housing Units (1990 us Census) nuiiiv odUCs \oanKcr qc i iducsindn^
Number % Change
Units %
1990 67 -29.5
Total Units 1,907 1991 81 +20,9
1992 129 +59.3
Total Occupied 1.822
owner occupied 1,491 81.8 Median Sales Price (Banker & Tradesman)
renter occupied 331 18.2 Price % Change
Total vacant 85 1990 139,000 -14,2
for sale 19 22.4 1991 136,000 -2,2
for rent 11 12.9 1992 110,000 -19.1
other vacant 55 64.7
Residential Building Permits (US Census 1992)
Owner Vacancy Rate 1.3 (New Construction)
Rental Vacancy Rate 3.2 Single Multi
Family Family
Median Value
(owner occupied) $191,700 1990 14 16
Median Contract Rent $507 1991 22 2
(renter occupied) 1992 43 0
Type of Structure (1990 us Census) Subsidized Housing Units (Eocd 1993)
Units %
Aggregate Number 125
Single Unit 1,481 111 % Subsidized 6.6
2-4 Units 131 6.9
5 or more units 261 13,7 Public Housing Units (EOCD 1993)
Other 34 1.8
Conventional State 66
Year Structure Built (1990 us Census) Conventional Federal 0
1989-March 90 22 1.2 Rental Assistance (EOCD 1993)
1980 - 1988 514 27.0
1970 - 1979 294 15.4 Federal (Section 8) 1
1960 - 1969 331 17.4 State (MRVP) 0
1950 - 1959 249 13.1
1940 - 1949 107 5.6
1939 or earlier 390 20.5
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
TRANSPORTATION & ACCESS
Middleton is situated in the Greater Boston Area,
which has excellent rail. air. and highway facilities.
State Route 128 and Interstate Route 495 divide the
region into inner and outer zones, which are
connected by numerous "spokes" providing direct
access to the airport, port, and intermodal facilities
of Boston.
Major Highways
Principle highways are State Routes 62 and 114 and
Interstate Route 95.
LAND USE CLASSIFICATION
(Office of Envirmmental Affairs 1985)
Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Transportation
Agriculture
Urban Open
Land
Recreation
Water
Other
1,041
99
93
6
619
153
167
213
6,872
11.2%
1.1%
1.0%
.1%
6.7%
1.7%
1.8%
2.3%
74.1%
Rail
Commuter rail service to North Station, Boston, is
available on the Haverhill Line from Reading Station
and on the Rockport Line from Beverly Station.
Travel time from Beverly Depot: 30-37 min., 200
MBTA parking spaces.
Bus
Middleton is a member of the Massachusetts Bay
Transportation Authority.
Other
The Beverly Municipal Airport, A Reliever (RL)
facility in neighboring Beverly, has 3 asphalt
runways 3.500'; 4,634'; and 5,001' long. Instrument
approaches available; Non-precision.
Commuting to Work (1990 us Census)
Drove alone 88. 1%
Carpools 8.2%
Public transporation .6%
Other means 18%
Walked or worked at home 1.3%
Average time to work 21.9 minutes
ZONING REGULATIONS
(supplied by community 1993)
Minimum lot size
Minimum lot width
or frontage (ft)
single two multi
family family family
20,000 40,000 100,000
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GROWTH MANAGEMENT
(supplied by community 1993)
Comprehensive Plans
Rent Control
Condominium Controls
Groundwater Protection
Subdivision Control Laws Yes
Site Plan Approval
Other Growth Limits
Limited access to public
water and sewers
125
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
n/a
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CULTURE & RECREATION
LIBRARIES
(Boardof Library Commissioners 1991/92)
Flint Public Library
2 No. Main Street P.O. Box 98
(508) 774-8132
State
Total Holdings 22,763
Per capita 4.63 4.73
Total Circulation 44, 1 57
per capita 8.97 6.76
RECREATIONAL FACILITIES
(Department ofEnvironment Management)
Largest recreation sites, and activities:
Middleton Pond (560 acres)
bicycling, general play, hiking, fishing.
Prichard Family (135 acres)
camping, hiking, nature observing
Creighton Pond Camp (123 acres)
baseball/softball, basketball, boating-non motor,
fresh water fishing, general play, hiking, nature
observing. picnicking, pool swimming,
walking/jogging.
Prichard Woodlot (118 acres)
MUSEUMS hiking, horseback riding, hunting, nature observing,
(American Association of Museums) walking/jogging
Middleton Historical Society Danvers Fish & Game Club (89 acres)
Lura Watkins Museum boating-nonmotor, fresh water fishing, hiking.
Pleasant Street nature observing, picnicking, target archery.
Barett Reservation (84 acres)
RECREATION
Middleton Recreation Commission
c/o David Thibault, Chairman
Memorial Hall
Middleton, MA 01949
camping, hiking, nature observing.
Camp Simca (76 acres)
bicycling, boating-non motor, camping, cross
country skiing, fi-esh water fishing, hiking,
horseback riding, nature observing, picnicking
Middleton (jolf Course (50 acres)
18 hole par 3 public golf course
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MISCELLANEOUS
HEALTH FACILITIES
Hospitals: None
Long Term Care: None
Hospices: None
Rest Homes: None
UTILITIES
(Office of Business Development)
Middleton
Boston Gas
No municipal service
Ground, surface
Electric
Gas
Sewer
Water Sources
PUBLIC SAFETY
(Office of Public Safety 1992)
State
Total Crimes Reported 100
Rate per 1.000 person 20.32 51.51
change from 1991 10% -7%
Violent Crimes I
rate per 1.000 person .20 8. 17
change from 1991 0% 1%
Property Crimes 99
rate per 1,000 person 20.12 43.33
change from 1991 10% -8%
WELFARE ASSISTANCE
(Department of Public Welfare)
Cash Assistance
Refugee Assistance
Supplemental Securit> Income
(SSl)-Aged
Aid to Families with Dependent
Children (AFDC)
Supplemental Security Income
(SSI) - Disabled
Emergency Aid
(formerly General Relief)
^
\
Medicaid Only
Aged
Families
Disabled
Children
Food Stamps Only
Total
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